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ABSTRACT
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A LITERARY CHAMELEON:

MADGE HAMILTON LYONS MACBETH
Tara Curtis
University of Guelph, 1996

Advisor:
Dr. Doma Palrnateer Pemee

This thesis contnbutes to on-going research in Canadian letters to
recuperate the works of "forgotten" women writers through an acwunt of
the life and works of Madge Hamilton Lyons Macbeth (1878- 1965) in the

contexts of her own day, denved in part from original archival research.
The thesis utilizes cultural materialist and ferninist fiameworks as its

primary tools for analyzing the ways in which notions of nationhood,
protocols of genre, academic institutionalization and canon formation, as
well as such designations as "popular" have created an infrastructure which
places "virile" (masculine) writing at its core. Thus, before women writers

of the early twentieth-century cornmited pen to paper, their work was, ipso
facto relegated to literary sub-categories. The thesis argues that the career

of Madge Macbeth is emblematic of such constructions/constnctions.
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introduction

Madge Hamilton Lyons Macbeth:
The Life and Times of a Literary Chameleon
There is a world now scattered in the archives und the dut, waiting for whoever
wants m try putring if together again.

- William Kilbourn, The Firebrand

(1956)

What is one to do with the writings of a woman who both flouted and
reinforced the literary conventions of her tirne? Who was, in her writing and in her
life, unconventional, yet who often chose to work within the accepted standards of her
day; who could be considered both a popular and a serious writer (according to the
literary standards of her own time and ours); who wrote frankly on issues such as
divorce, sex (teenage sex, sex both inside and outside of rnarriage, casual sex. sexual
desire/longing, sexual pleasure, adultery. sex between individuals of very different
ages), religious hypocrisy, marital dissatisfaction, prostitution. and dmg use. yet who
often worked within the "traditional" romance genre; who wrote about women
working successfully in unconventional professions, yet who seemed to insinuate that
these same characten would "give it all up" for the men they loved; who funher
suggested that women could (and should!) have it ail-career and family--implying at
the same time that the primary functions of women were best served in the home;

who intimated that women were their own wont enemies. while suggesting
simultaneously that men were responsible for women's subordination?
How is one to categorize the wntings of a woman who defies categorization,
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who worked in almost every literary genre and yet has been "forgotten" in al1 of

them, who was both praised and criticised for her frankness, who was both wildly
popular and virtually omitted from the Canadian literary annals during her own
lifetime, and since? Perhaps because of al1 of the contradictions in Madge Macbeth's

-

Life and writing, her career exemplarily reflects the complexities which existed in the
lives of women living and writing in the first half of this century.
Some of these complexities are reflective of implicit and explicit suppositions
regarding the roles and expectations of women in Canada from the turn of the century
untiI well into the 1960s. The remnants of Victorian thinking contributed to women
being perceived as subordinate to men at the institutional level (in t e m s of female
accessibility to education and employment) , and

at

the philosophicallideological level

(in t e m s of the ways in which women were thought of. what they were considered
capable of doing). The manifestation of a "separate sphere" mentality would appear
to have rneant that publishers and audiences would accommodate little more than hints
of female independence in iiterature and that professional women writing at the tirne
would have to appeal to dominant sensibilities if they wanted to earn a living.

Yet

Macbeth. for the most part, refused to conform. to appeal o r to submit to false
standards of femininity in order to have her voice heard.
Madge Macbeth (1878-1965).' playwright, joumalist, poet, novelist, author of

"everything but hymns" (Macbeth, "My First" 3), was an exception to virtually every
mle. While many women wt-iting during the early part of the twentieth century were
writing about traditionally " female subjects " --those centring around home, family ,
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fnendship and communal ties-Macbeth chose to augment her own wntings about
those subjects with works focusing on political, economic and Iegal matters. Indeed,

Macbeth's individual productions may prove to be more significant through their
cumulative impact as a group or, stated another way, her 1itera-y legacy may be seen
to have more to do with the ways in which her entire C O ~ U S exposes, critiques.
subverts and defies the tacit assumptions about women, than a study of her " literary "
productions alone could achieve.
The focus for this thesis could have taken any nurnber of forms. 1 could have
concentrated on Macbeth's poetry, any one of her twenty published novels, her plays,
travel writing, lectures. journalism, radio speeches, movies (and the intrigues
surrounding them) , book reviews, photography , political writings. letters, diaries,
financial trials and successes, unpublished manuscripts or any other aspect of her
prolific career. However, 1 have chosen to begin by attempting to answer two
questions which may, in many ways, be unanswerabie: why has Madge Macbeth's
name been so effectively eliminated from the m a l s of Canadian literary history and
how has this removal been achieved?

The process of recuperating "lost" writers and their works is not an easy task,
but it is one which must begin somewhere and, in the process, must also neglect work

which is equally important. Since there is, to date, very little scholarly work focusing
on Macbeth. since there is only one anthology which includes Macbeth's work
(Campbell and McMullen), and since Macbeth's fiction is either long out of pnnt,
buried in newspapen, magazines and periodicals. or held in

V ~ ~ O archives
U

and
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private collections across Canada. in the United States and in Europe. it is clear that
re-discovering this forgotten Canadian writer is a challenging task which has only
beg&
In fact, the very process of attempting to fmd some of the extant works is a
story in itself, for my own expenences in attempting to recuperate Macbeth's fiction
reflect those articulated by Lorraine McMullen in her Introduction to Re(Dis)coverinq
our Foremothen (1990). McMuilen states, "[tlhe research required to locate even the

barest essentials of [a lost wornan's life] and to fmd her poems, essays, short fiction
(which often appeared in ephemeral publications), and her books (which are long out
of print) is a major challenge for today's scholars.

. . . And with women writers, the

researcher al1 too often finds that, despite every effort. many pieces are still missing
from the mosaic of the writer's life" (2-3). To date, I have located 81 published short
stories (some of which contained up to sixteen parts) and 50 unpublished manuscripts
(see Appendix A).

In ternis of my persona1 investrnent in this thesis, my point of entry, or rny
thinking about this venture began over three years ago when 1 was researching
Canadian women for another project. Madge Macbeth appeared to me then as a name
significant for its attachment to three Canadian "fints:" she was the first female
President of the Canadian Authon' Association (CAA). its only three-time President,
and she is credited with writing the fint Canadian play written specifically for radio.

"Music was the staple of early radio. and 80 percent of what Canadians listened to
originated in the United States. Even SO,in 1926 CNR scored a success with the first
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Canadian play wntten for radio, Marge [sic] Macbeth's Superwoman, heard on

CNRO (Ottawa)" (DeCarie 131). Lacer, 1 came across one of the five Macbeth
novels contained in the University of Guelph library, her 1926 book entitied Shackles.
1 suppose this particular book appealed to me because of the picture on its cover: a

woman's hands encased in chains (see Appendix D for photograph of an Ottawa
bookstore's display of the novel). This story of a woman shackled to a "consummate
egoist" (Gerson, "The Business" 93) who has no respect for his wife or her writing
career continues to strike me as a novel wntten "before its tirne" by a woman whose
way of thinking also seemed to be ahead of its time. 1 have beeri "living with"
Madge Macbeth ever since.

Thus, while 1 would like to write a thesis on all the areas I rnentioned earlier,

I am limited in terms of space, time and academic guidelines to create an arbitra.
beginning. or to expand on what has already been wntten by Sylvia Brown, Sandra
Campbell and Lorraine McMullen, Barbara Freeman, CaroIe Gerson and Clara

Thomas, al1 of whorn have concentrated some of their academic work on various
aspects of Macbeth's writing. While al1 of these works have focused some attention
on this relatively obscure literary figure, there is much work still to be done. Thus,
this will be the first thesis dedicated solely to Madge Macbeth, and will. 1 hope,
become a resource for future scholan who are interested in recuperating the works of

a woman who, in the words of her close friend, Mr. Eric Gaskell, "made a significant
contribution to the literary life of this country, not only in tems of the actual product
which she published, but in terms of her personal impact on thinking" (Gaskell

interview).

Methodoloev
In her article entitled "Feminist Criticism: How Do We Know When We've
Won?" Lillian Robinson asks, "1s there a place for research--criticisrn and
scholarship-on women's literature that. while not being explicitly anti-feminist,
nonetheless is not explicitly feminist either?" (141). m i l e Mme would disagree with
me, there is. in my opinion. only one answer to Robinson's question. 1 agree with

Nancy K. Miller's response to Michel Foucault's question "What matter who's
speaking?" (qtd. in Miller 53): "it matten, for example, to women who have lost and
still routinely lose their proper name in mamage, and whose signature--not merely
their voice--ha not been worth the paper it was wntten on: women for whom the
signature-by virtue of its power in the world of circulation--is not immaterial" (53).
Feminist theory-a theory which acknowledges that al1 cultural productions are created
in an atrnosphere steeped in unequal power relations between men and women; that

"women in [Western] culture expenence themselves and their lives in terms of and in
response to masculine centred values and defiiitions" (Koppelman Cornillon 113); and
that works are buried, lost, or, convenely, valorized contingent upon who holds the

reins of power at any given historital penod-4s crucial for the recuperation of
women's writing. As Robinson writes,
Considering the negative consequences of the absence of women-negative both intellectually and politically--1 would conclude from my
limiting case that, by contrast, any work that places the study of
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women writers at the center has an objectively feminist effect.
Extending the female canon lengthwise, back into the centuries before
the Industrial Revolution, or laterally, to include writers of color.
working-class writers. writea of popular "women's fiction," has a
feminist effect almost regardless of the nature of the arguments and
connections that are made or ignored about the work itself. (142)
Literature cannot be studied apart from its contexts, which includes a broad
undentanding of the materiality of cultural production--its reception,
institutionalization. and consurnption--as opposed to a merely aesthetic undentanding
of culture as "the 'embodied spirit of a People.' the m e standard of excellence . .
the court of appeal in which real values [are] determined

.

. . . the normal antithesis to

the market" (Williams 51-53; emphases added). As Ann Ardis wntes, "literary value

is constituted by a text's cultural distribution, rather than being an inherent property
of the work itself. and

. . . critics mystify the production of literary value when they

want to preserve the illusion of objectivity. of ahistorical universality. regarding their
agendas" (175). Hence, this diesis relies on cultural materialist theones of literary
production and recuperation.
Not only is the materiality of women's cultural production important. the very
language in which women wnte is a cmcial context. for "a politically conscious
feminist criticism must attend to the culture that glues together, but that also seeps

and explodes from, interlocking smictures of domiiAanceand submission" (Stimpson
3-4). Hence. Cora Kaplan writes in Sea Changes: Culture and Feminism (1986).

'
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Language is the most important of al1 the f o m of human
communication. Through the acquisition of language we becorne
human and social beings: the words we speak situate us in Our gender
and our class. Through language we corne to "know" who we are.

...

Social entry into a patnarchal culture is made in language, through
speech. Our individual speech does not, therefore, free us in any
simple way from the ideological constraints of our culture since it is
through the forms that articulate those constraints that we speak in the
fint place. (71-72)
The same can be said of literature, for Iiterature, as a form of language use, cannot
be extricated from the " ideological constraints of our culture." Further, as Nelly
Furman notes. "interpreting language is no more sexually neutral than language use or
the language system itself"' (qtd. in Kolodny 157). Thus. wntten productions as

cultural artifacts are always already imbued with a male legacy. which is the primary
reason for my utilization of feminist theones.
One other consideration which has gone into this project is the

acknowledgement that there is a "continuing need [for] revisionist work not only to
establish the early writing of women in Canada. but also to reassess women's writing
that has previously been analysed according to a masculinist tradition" (Wilkinson

-

340). In order to reconstmct the history of women's writing in Canada, one must
understand the (masculinist) practices through which women's writings have
traditionally been evaluated: Chapter 1 addresses in some detail what some of these

prac tices are.
In terms of feminist theory, 1 will be relying on contemporq Canadian
scholars such as Carole Gerson and Lorraine McMullen as well as the work of some
American and British feminists. Raymond Williams, Pierre Bourdieu. and Cora
Kaplan inform my discussions of cultural materialkm as it applies to the production,
consumption, and reception of women's writing beîween 1900 and 1960 (the sixty
years in which Macbeth was most actively involved in wnting): Chapter 2 focuses on
Macbeth's early writing (journalism and penodical publishing) and Chapter 3 focuses
on Macbeth's novels and their reception.
Thus, this project is an answer to "Elaine Showalter's and Germaine Greer's
cal1 for a discovery and rediscovery of woman's literary heritage" (Benstock,
"Beyond" 27). but it is an answer which raises yet further questions. As feminist
critics have noted, "we are oot clear how to undertake such an excavation into the
subterranean passages of the patriarchal pantheon or what to do with Geneviève once
we find her[.] Perhaps more importantly. how will her renewed presence in the

modem moment change our perceptions of ourselves--as women. as writers, as
literary critics-and how will her presence redefine our notions of the patriarchy that
presumably buried her?" (Benstock, "Beyond" 27). 1 cannot promise to answer any
of these concems. but 1 can attempt to shift the spotlight slightiy and provide some degree of illumination on a "iorgotten" Iiterary figure.
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Notes: Introduction
'There is debate surrounding Madge Macbeth's date of birth. Published

suggestions are as follows: 1878 (Boone); 1880 (Gerson,"Madge Macbethtt)*;1878
(Jones); 1878 (Rhodenizer); 1883 (Roberts and TumeIl) ; 1878 (Robinson, D .) ; 188 1

(Thomas," Canadian Novelists"); 1883 (Tumeil) ; 1878 (Wallace); 188 1 ("Author

Madge Macbeth"); 1880 ("Macbeth, Madge").
Unpublished suggestions are as follows: 1880 (Beechwood Cemeiery
Register); 1880 (Macbeth. Mike); 1883 (NAC [National Archives of Canada] Finding

Aid) ; 1883 (OCA [Ottawa City Archives] Finding Aid).
' C a d e Gerson was unable to verify Macbeth's birthdate, despite the fact that

she contacted the Philadelphia City Archives (Thomas. Madge Macbeth File).
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Chapter 1
"1s This a Dagger Which 1 See Before Me...?" *

or
My Pen is Bigger Than Yours:
Academia, Anthologization, Canon Formation and Protocols of Genre
Atque inter silvas academi q u e r e m verum.
[And seek for tmth in the groves of the academy.]

- Horace. @istulae
Canada has a literature. Make no mistake about that. The fact is not more
universnlly realired, and the growth is painfilly slow because what we do lack is
inte figent und symputheh'c literarv cnlicisrn.

- Madge Macbeth.

"Has Canada a Literature? Yes!" (1924)

v a l 2 Conadian reviewers were laid end to end

- Madge Macbeth.

. . . it would be all righr wirh me!

"Have You an Adult Mind?" (n.d.)

The signifier university bears immense significance for most people, but like
any signifier, its signif icance is determined by social construction and historical
contingencies. There is something at stake for those seeking to preserve what such
constmctions are supposed to represent--and something at stake in my interrogation of
why Madge Macbeth has not been canonized at the site of the university. Hence my

subtitle--"My Pen is Bigger than Yoursn--which speaks to the issues of temtory ,
academic turf wars, and the legitimacy bestowed upon some writers who have the
historical weight of the academy behind them. As Graham Carr notes,

16
Literary culture was formally and permanently institutionalized in
Canada during the years 1920-40.

. . . Of crucial significance . . . was

the rise of a number of joumals and magazines which provided a new

forum for debate and analysis in many fields. including literature.

...

Although the literary community was established on ever more solid
ground in this period, it was always a mal1 territory with few active
inhabitants. In the midst of this community, however. one group stood
out. As in other areas of cultural and social Iife, Canadian academics
played a role which was inversely related to their srnail numben. (5960)

Periodicals written for (and largely by) university educated. largely male audiences
included Oueen's Ouarterlv (1896- ) , Universitv Magazine (1901-20),Canadian

.

Fomm (1920- ) Canadian Historical Review (1920- ), Dalhousie Review (1921- ) ,
and University of Toronto Ouarterlv (1931- ) .
Another component of the literary culture to which C m refers is a distinctly
different type of magazine: the general interest periodicai. This group included
Canadian Magazine
(1893-1939), Canadian Courier (1906-1920).Canadian Bookman

(later the Canadian Author and Bookrnan, currently Canadian Author) (1919- ), and
Mavfair (1927-61) : magazines directed specifically to a male audience, such as
Massey's Illustrated (1882-97). Saturdav Night (1888- ). and Maclean's (fomerly
Bus~man's) (1905-)

;'as well as "women's magazines" --which started out looking

and sounding very much like the prescriptive etiquette pamphlets and books of the
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Victonan period--EvervwomanSs World (1914-22), Canadian Home Journal (1905-

1959). and Chatelaine (1928- ) .'
In "The Writer and his Public, 1920-1960, " Desmond Pacey discusses the
dissention between the readen and editors of each periodical "type" (Le., popular,
general interest magazines vs. literary periodicals) writing, "[tlhe Canadian Bookman
at once became the organ of the new spirit of uncritical self-confidence and
'boosterism.

*

To the editon of this magazine. a Canadian book was ipso facto a good

book. The extremes to which it camed literary nationalism were almost incredible.

. . [A] more cntical spirit found . . . expression in the Canadian Forum"

.

(4). Pacey

locates this "cntical spirit1' in the more "academic" penodicals and, at the same time,
attributes greater value to them. Indeed. the general attitude toward wnring in the
early decades of this century was that "Canadian culture ha[d] not produced any
distinguished dilettantes; the best cntical writing

. . . produced [was] . . . scholarly-

academic if you will" (MacLure 232).
Academics "are active shapers of the canon. whose differing aims and
assumptions determine what will seem central and what peripheral" (Tompkins 188).
As Bruce Powe wntes in "The University as the Hidden Ground of Canadian

Literature, " " [ilt is generally acknowledged that much of Canadian literature is
dominated by academics and authors with either tenured posts or positions as Iecturen
at univenities" (11). which has created a "literature of narcissistic contemplation and
mandarin blandness, of conventionality and acceptance" (12- 13). Powe continues.

The presence of the university in Canadian literature

. . . has had
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several major effects. The fint is, as I have said, the univenity is
ground: it is the financial support. the hidden envimnrnent. with its
host of cultural assumptions, rules, and procedures. Second, the
univenity is looked to as the arbiter of cntical values and judgements-that is, many of the writers wnte solely for the people they know will
read them in the English or Comparative Literature programs. Lastly ,
and most damaging, the univenity becomes the audience for the artist.

. . . When the writer

is protected by a university, he ultimately speaks

only to himself, to the a1ready converted, or out of a milieu that is in
itself a part of the establishment he may wish to criticize. (13, 14)
Obviously, Powe's words are highly charged. particularly when utilized in an
academic thesis. However, it is true that the academy has been, and continues to be,
extremely influential in determining which texts to include on coune syllabi, which
authors to highlight. and which works to ignore.
Eric Gaskell's opinion regarding Madge Macbeth's dismissal by academics is
clear in the following:
Departments of English in Canadian univenities after the war adopted

this son of super- and often. in many cases, pseudo-intellectual
approach to discussions and teaching of Canadian writing, to
discussions and analysis of Canadian wnting. And 1 think the ultimate
effect of this was to encourage the younger, potentially intellectual
writing community with the idea

that

[pre-war writings were], to use a
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cliché. pretty amateurish stuff, and that's it. We should be thinking in
terms of the new psychological novel and new psychological wnting

and heaven preserve us frorn some of the psychological writing that's
being done nowadays. 1 think this is grossly unfair myself. (Gaskell
interview)
Politics are not generally seen as matten of faimess, however. Indeed, as Louis
Althusser descnbes the University and the educational system in generai, politics are
never very far away. The school is descnbed as an "ideological state apparatus" for a
reason: it is a mechanism for the dissemination of ideologies which have, in Pierre
Bourdieu's words, cultural currency or symbolic power. Bourdieu notes,
Writers

. . . have to reckon with the grammarians, who hold

the

monopoly of the consecration and canonization of legitimate writers and
writing. They play their part in constmcting the legitimate language by
selecting, from among the products on offer, those which seem to them
wonhy of being consecrated and incorporated into the legitirnate
corn petence through educational inculcation, subjecting them, for this
purpose. to a process of normalization and codification intended to
render them consciously assimilable and therefore easily reproducible.
The grammarians, who. for their part, may find allies among
establishment wnten and in the academies, and who take upon
thernselves the power to set up and impose noms, tend to consecrate
and codify a particular use of language by rationalizing it and "giving
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reason" to it. In so doing they help to determine the value which the
linguistic products of the different users of the language will receive in
the different markets--particularly those most directly subject to their

control, such as the educational market--by delimiting the univene of
acceptable pronunciations. words or expressions, and fixing a language
censored and purged of al1 popular usages, particularly the most recent
ones. (58-59)
Like Ferdinand de Saussure, Pierre Bourdieu recognizes that, in order to be

understood, one must obey the mies of the cornmon code and cornmunicate within a
pre-existing system of signs; however, unlike de Saussure, Bourdieu attaches value to
the differences embedded within the system of communication. Bourdieu writes.
"[tlhe social uses of language owe their specifically social value to the fact that they
tend to be organized in systems of differences

. . . which reproduce.

in the symbolic

order of differential deviations, the system of social differences" (55).
Jane Tornpkins points out that "a literary reputation could never be seen as
anything but a political matter.

. . . [Wlorks that have attained the status of

classic,

and are therefore believed to embody universal values, are in fact embodying only the

interests of whatever panies or factions are responsible for maintaining them in their
preeminent position1' (xiii). 1 would add that the Zoss of a literary reputation. or of
literary status. is also a political matter and that the interested parties of which
Tompkins speaks are equally culpable for the neglect of certain writen. One of the
mitigating factors in this neglect appears to be the word "popular," for there is.

apparently, a limit to how popular a book should be if it is to become a "classic."
Case Studv: What is a Classic?

Lucy Maud Montgomery was a w o m writer and that 's never very easy. Many,
many famous women writem have culled themeIves George Eliot or Geoges Sand or
you h o w , taking mule names. She ako m t e books for childm and that was the
second downer as far as the academic people were concemed and she war enonnorrsZy
popular, an enonnous world wide best seller, as most academic people were not, so
jealouîy entered Nlto the evalmtion of her and she was uriderevaluatedfor mnny
years--but adored. And bought.

- Elizabeth Waterston,

"The Many Mauds" (1996)

In their introduction to the anthology, Canadian Classics (1993).editon John
Metcalf and J.R. (Tim) Stmthers4 wnte,

Obviously a classic m u t be popular but with how many people? If
simple answers were the key, then our classics could be determined by
checking bestseller lists. Nor does acceptance by literary cntics and
univenities and school systems necessarily define a classic; many books
which have received the imprimatur of literary and intellectua1
establishments have corne to be seen 30 years later as ernbarrassingly
hadequate.' John Steinbeck. for example, once universally admired

and awarded the Nobel Pnze for literature in 1962, has failed to
become a classic. Is it because he was once too popular, too easy to

understand? Is if becawe the politics in hts books are too obviousfy
black and white? Is it because the book are sentimental, soft in rhe
centre? (viii; emphasis added)
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The introduction to this particular anthology offen an example of the ways in which
classics, like the mythical Phoenix, suddenly arise out of ahistoricai. transcendental
ground.
Metcalf and Struthen ask, "Why have the Americans and the British classics
while we do not?" (vii). One often h e m that Canada has no canon or canonical
figures. In his text Makine It Real: The Canonization of En~lish-CanadianLiterature

(1995). Robert Lecker writes. "If there is no canon. what are people such as W.H.
New and W.J. Keith writing their literary histories of Canada about? Or what is the
Literarv Historv of Canada about? Why do so many of the same figures get included
or excluded from these histones?" (53). To ask, as the editors of Canadian CIassics
do, why Canada has no "greats" is to disregard the intentions and products of al2
anthologizen and editors who seem consistently to refer to the same authorslworks
and whose projects are exactly the same as that of Metcalf and Struthers.
The inaugural volume of the 1965 work, Literarv Historv of Canada:

Canadian Literature in Endish, to which Lecker refers, contains one of the most
frequently cited treatises on Canadian literature written by one of Canada's most
prominent literary critics. Northrop Frye--"the ultimate secondary source man" (Powe

13). Frye's Conclusion constmcts an argument about the physical and psychological
conditions in which Canadian wnting took place in order to explain why Canada has
not produced an author "who is a classic in the sense of possessing a vision greater in
kind than that of his best readers" (342)--a cornplaint that echoes (or. more precisely ,
anticipates) a question posed by Metcalf and Stmthen thirty years later: "Why have
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the Americans and the British classics while we do not?" (vii). Frye's explmation is

tinged with apology for Canada's lack of literary maturity. for "the g a i n of tnith in
the nasty assertion that prior to 1914 Canadian writen could adequately render only
the minds of children and of animals" (Daniells 42). While Frye locates Canada's
lack of greatness in the physical environment and the "garrison mentality," Metcalf

and Struthers locate the lack in the general population, which the editon denounce as
failing to possess the necessary skills. qualifications or credentials to make any kind

of assessrnent in the first place. (1 will retum to this (irn)maturity and (in)competence
argument later in this chapter.)
WhiIe it is not ciear what the editorial intentions are for Canadian Classics, its
Introduction does serve as a recent illustration of some very old ideas. The
introduction illustrates a point made by Tompkins regarding "editorial anriety:"
[Anthology] editors anxiously justify their choices. defend them against
other possible selections. and apologize for significant omissions. But
the editors' beliefs about the nature of literary value--Le.. that it is

" inherent in the works themselves. " timeless, and universal--prevent
them from recognizing their own role in determining which are the
tmly great works. In describing their own activity, therefore, they
speak as if they themselves had played virtually no part in deciding
which authors deserved to be included, but were simply codifying
choices about which there could be "no question." (188-89)

Thus, when members of the academy seek to outline definitive statements regarding
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the difference between what is g w d and what is bad Iiterature. perhaps something
more than an exercise in rhetoric is happening; indeed, their pen is bigger than that of
someone who is not associated with. or ernpowered to make. such a construction.
Hence, a number of statements within the Introduction to Canadian Classics can be
unpacked as examples of the ways in which particular works are categonzed by
academics and anthology editon.

The categories or definitions of classic works, according to Metcalf and
Stnithers, are as follows:
Firstly, [a classic] will have lasted for a considerable period of time.
As a mle of thumb. I'd Say that we need to have known and lived with

a writer's work for about 50 yean before we c m cal1 it a classic.

...

Secondly, a classic will be a book that is actually read, that is actually
the property of readers who are neither teachers nor students.
Thirdly, a classic cannot be exhausted. cannot be used up.

. . .6

...

Fourthly. a classic defies being used for non-literary purposes. It is
difficult to use a classic to serve some simple social purpose, because
classics tend to be nch and complex and to have a mysterious
emotional Iife which defies reduction.

...

Fifthly, a classic will usually retain some difficulty. It's a tmism that
we grow into difficult work but classics will always challenge us.

...

Lastly. a classic will embed itself into the language, thought, and
culture of a people. A classic will be quoted from or referred to and it
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will be valued by other wnters as a mine to quany from or as a
touchstone. (Metcalf and Stmthen viii-ix; emphasis in original)

Tompkins illustrates the lineage of such definitions with the following:
The classic definition of a classic, as a work that has withstood the test
of time, was fonnulated by Samuel Johnson in his Preface to
Shakes~eare. Where productions of genius are concemed, wrote
Johnson, "of which the excellence is not absolute and definite, but
gradua1 and comparative

. . . no other test can be applied than length

of duration and continuance of esteern.".

. . The notion that literary

greatness consists in the power of a work to transcend histoncal
circumstance repeats itself in the nineteenth century, particularly in the
work of Arnold and Shelley. and has been a cornmonplace of twentiethcentury criticism. (3)
More than two centuries separate Samuel Johnson and the editors of Canadian
Classics. but the ways in which they define a classic differ very little.
So how did we get from there to

. . . there?

Like Johnson, the editors of

Canadian Classics do not acknowledge that
the reputation of a classic author arises not from the "intrinsic ment" of

his or her work, but rather from the complex of circumstances that
make texts visible initially and then maintain them in their preeminent
position. When classic texts are seen not as the ineffable products of
genius but as the bearen of a set of national, social, economic,
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institutional, and professional interests. then their domination of the
critical scene seems less the result of their indisputable excellence than
the product of historical contingencies. (Tompkins xii)
As Bourdieu writes, " [olnly the process of continuous creation. which occurs through

the unceasing struggles between the different authorities who compete within the field

of specialized production for the monopolistic power to impose the legitimate mode of
expression. can ensure the permanence of the legitimate language and of its value,
that is, of the recognition accorded to it" (58). Macbeth's own education is a case in
point. She writes, "[tlhe teachers' idea was not to develop daring and revolutionary
judgement, but to make permanent the already stated opinion" (Boulevard 62). Thus.
to borrow shamelessly from Simone de Beauvoir. classics are not bom. they are
made.
1 have been citing Canadian Classics here for several reasons: it is fairly

recent; it is recommended reading for university students; and it illustrates the way in
which criticism is still done by some academics. Thus. the position of this text within
the academy endows it with a certain amount of credibility because universities.

univenity faculty and, indeed, university students are themselves in preeminent
positions. Finally. I cite this text because it provides a clear illustration of one of the
most frequently utilized mechanisms of exclusion: comparison by attempting to hold
one work against a second which has been identified as an acknowledged classic.
Cornparison seems often to be the last recourse when one wants to settle a
dispute regarding the question, "is it really good literature?" Indeed, the editon of
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Canadian Classics provide "introductory notes" for each author which "suggest a
number of possible comparisons between the[ir] stones and different works by the
sarne and other authon" (Metcalf and Stnithers xii). for "[w]ithout cornparison, a real
grasp of a writer's achievement is impossible" (vii). Such a strategy has a number of
problems, as Tompkins notes: "the issue cannot be settled by invoking apparently
unquestionable examples of literary excellence

. . . as a basis of cornparison.

because

these tex& already represent one position in the debate they are being called upon to
decide" (187).

By providing and advocating such comparisons, anthology editon further
narrow the scope of their collections within the constrictions already established by
the initial choice of stones, poems, and authors. This constriction is one which

contributes to "self-repIicat[ion]" in anthologies which "is a significant element in the
process of canonization" (Gerson. "The Canon" 63). Indeed, Hugh Eayn, Sales
Manager for the Macmillan Company of Canada. seerned to have been aware of this
growing tendency . In a letter wntten to Madge Macbeth in January of 1918, he

commented, "1 am sick to death of people who try to tell me that novelists Iike . . .
Ralph C o ~ o and
r Stephen Leacock represent the best work done in Canadian letters
and that on that account I should bow down and wonhip them." Eayrs's attitude
clearly reflects the antimony that repetition and replication create not only because
editors and anthologizers insist on including the same names in each version of their
rnaster works, but because of the way in which these same gatekeepen neglect works
that are perhaps equally deserving.
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One final point needs to be made regarding the rhetoric of "classics" in the
context of the Introduction to Canadian Classics. When the editors contend that "John
Steinbeck.

. . . once univenally

admired

. . . has failed to become a classic,"

perhaps

"because the books are sentimental, soft in the centre" (viii), they use a rhetoric that

is highly gendered in the history of literary critical values. "[S]oft in the centre"
implies that a work is short on virility and substance, long on emotion and passion.
This last point sounds remarkably like a cnticism which was (and is still) levelled at
women writing in the early part of this ceotury: their writing was too sentimental, too
soft and insubstantial in an environment which charnpioned "virile." hence,
masculine. writing. Gerson writes,

The modernist battle between the sexes for possession of the literary
turf [is] described by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar in No Man's
Land! The[ir] account of the devaluation of women writers and

women's writing that accompanied the male modernist attempt to
constnict a literary history devoid of women [is] based on "an
irnplicitly masculine aesthetic of hard, abstract, learned verse that is
opposed to the aesthetic of soft. effusive, personal verse supposedly
wntten by women and romantics." (Gilbert and Gubar qtd. in "The
Canon" 55)

In this way, or through this softlhard. weak/virile binary. women writen were
overlooked. forgotten. or discarded "during the post-Victorian era, from
approximately 1918 to the 1940s" because of the " whirns and agendas of certain
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individuds in positions of power" (Gerson. "The Canon" 47). Anthologization has
been a significant factor in determining the pedagogicd focus for undergraduate and
graduate students studying in colleges and universities.
Gerson and Lecker have conducted exhaustive studies of the effects that
anthologization has had in determining the scope and breadth of the Canadian canon.
Lecker writes, " [a]nthologies are almost always authorized by institutionai needs and
values. Canons are, first and foremost. the expression of those needs and values.
Anthologies therefore provide an excellent record of canonical activity" (117). When
one examines Canadian anthologies as a group, one can clearly see that they are
reflective not only of imthtional needs and values, but of individual editorial
assumptions and biases. Gerson notes that, "[wlhat we teach in Canadian literature is
largely determined by what appears in our anthologies, especially when we look at
early writers who are otherwise out of print. . . . [Nlascent editors of anthologies
(and teachers who use hem) have been unwittingly conditioned to regard literature as

primarily a male preserve" ("The Canon" 56).

In order to get around such thinking, Madge Macbeth. in the early phase of
her career, had some clever tactics for rnanipulating editors to her advantage. She
wntes,

I hit upon [an] idea--that of making the hero of my story as nearly
resemble the Editor to whom 1 sent it as possible.

. . . This scheme can

be varied with great success by naming heroines after Editon' wives.

or angel children of the short story, after their impish little brats. It
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works like a charm. 1 next devised the plan of ndiculing them to one
another. This method has been by far the most successful. Simply
discover an Editor who has an undying hatred for a contemporary, and
then, with your pen dipped in irony. steeped in satire and splashed with
sarcasm. go at him! The field for this sort of work is limitless. In the
first place Editon seldom like one another, and even if they do, they
change about from editing to insurance and real estate and promoting,
so rnuch, that there are always new ones to attack. ("Confessions" 3-4)
However. since Macbeth is one of the many women omitted from anthologies, one
can sumise that her strategies garnered her only short-tem success--and, one can
assume, some degree of persona1 satisfaction. It is doubtful whether the same
strategy would apply to contemporary editonlanthologizers.
Today. one can perhaps leam a great deal more from the names which have
traditionally and consistently been excluded from anthologies than from those which
repeatedly managed to find their names and stories included in these supposedly
representative texts (i. e., representative of the Canadian literary scene): many of the
names missing are women's. One of the reasons for the conspicuous shortage of
women's names in anthologies--or the emphasis on only two or three women wnters
in several anthologies. (the replication to which Gerson refen)--is due to the tenn

.

(referred to earlier) popular.
The term "popular" is contentious because it begs the question. popular with

whom? In his book The Studv of PopuIar Fiction, Bob Ashley examines the
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contradictions and inconsistencies in the term. He writes,
Most defiiitions [of popular] would include "enjoyed (and probably
purchased) by many readen, " and in differentiating popular from
"serious" fiction it is widely assumed that its readers, as well as being
overwhelmingly numerous, possess little capacity for literary
discrimination. . . . In 1961 the best-selling paperback here in the
United Kingdom was Lawrence's Lady Chatterlev's Lover.

. . . In

quantitative terms, the popularity of Ladv Chatterlev's Lover is
inescapable. But what of our qualitative nuance? Clearly the
suggestion that D.H. Lawrence is a second-rate novelist appeding to
readers of depraved taste would be widely rejected. Are we, then, to
conclude that the best-selling paperback of 1961 was not in fact

popiilat? The problem is focused the more sharply if we cite the
familiar exarnples of Dickens and Shakespeare (both popular in their
day. subsequently designated senous). Clearly the categories are both

overlapping and historically variabie.

. . . Texts do not behave as those

seeking definitional precision might like: lines distinguishing popular

and senous as mutually exclusive entities cannot be drawn. (2-3)
Despite Ashley's problematization of the classicl"popular" distinction, the separation
has. nevertheless, been operaiive in the institutionalization of literature. Indeed,

Madge Macbeth's own description of her schooling is reflective of this distinction.
She writes,
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Novels were not highly regarded by our Faculty. They were "light
reading" and apt to destroy a taste for better literature.

. . . The

teachen discouraged our interest in a young English-man [Rudyard
Kipling] whose stories on India had become popular. He had not been
tested in the crucible of Tirne. so his work therefore must be
considered suspect.

. . . Culture meant the classics.

Modem art in any

form was a fad and generally discouraged. In fact, it was regarded as
a sort of literary atheism. Wonh was proven by the centuries and that
was that. (Boulevard 63)
Such judgements regarding literary value are based, as Tony Bennett argues in
"Marxism and Popular Fiction." on hierarchical suppositions that are embedded in
language, specifically the binary between the "popular" and the literary. Bennett
wntes,
"Literature" does not merely denote a particular body of texts. It is,
rather, the central. CO-ordinatingconcept of the discoune of literary
criticism. supplying the point of reference in relation to which
relationships of difference and similarity within the field of writing are
articulated. So much so that rnost other forms of writing have been
defined negatively: only in the respects in which they differ from
Literature. Thus the concept of popular fiction conveys--beyond the
notion of numencal appeal--nothing so much as that it is not Literature.

It is. in fact, a residual concept--the residue which remains once the

sphere of Literature has been describeci and accounted for: in most
instances, attempts to articulate the specific qualities of popular fiction
consist of listing of those attributes (such as Iack of character or
standardization of plot) which supposedly distinguish it from the
already established characteristics of Literature. (238-39)

In tems of senous cnticism--criticism which is taken seriou~ly--theestablished
characteristics referred to earlier have been created/constmcted within the academic
environment and account, in part, for the categontation of Macbeth's work as mere

Bennett's position critiques the assumption that " popular fiction" is
ideologically produced whereas Literature is ideologically free or pure. He writes,
No matter which school of cnticism

. . . the position advanced is

substantially the same: Literature is not ideology and is relatively
autonomous in relation to it, whereas popular fiction is ideology and is
reduced to it.

. . . "[Plopular" or "mass" fiction is viewed as simply a

reflection or fomulaic reproduction of the ideology on which it is
dependent and which it simply passes on.

. . . If

"literary" tex& have

been distinguished from ideology whereas popular tex6 have been
collapsed back into it, this is partly attributable to the fact that these
different regions of textual production have received different types of
cntical attention which serve to buttress the supposition that the
distinctions between them are, indeed, organized and explicable in these

Indeed. some Canadians of 1913 recognized the binary between "highbrows" and
"best sellers." One article suggests, "It has become the habit, if not the 'hall-mark'

of literary high-brows to pour scom upon the taste of the people. Their working
maxim is--mat the people like, is bad.

. . . It must be poor stuff, concludes the

highbrow. If it were any good. they wouldn't appreciate it" (Monocle Man 12).
The "people" or the "masses" are seen as being unable to discriminate between

"good" and " bad" literature, between "classics" and "trash. " Such readers were
described in 1957 by Dwight Macdonald in "A Theory of M a s Culture." Macdonald
describes mass culture as "a parasitic, a cancerous growth on High Culture. . . . The
comection

...

is not that of the leaf and the branch but rather that of the caterpillar

and the leaf. Kirsch [a Geman term for mass culture] 'mines' High Culture the way

improvident frontienmen mine the soiI. extracting its riches and putting nothing back"
(59-60).

Charles G.D.Roberts. himseif a canonical figure in Canadian literary history,
speaks the same rhetoric as Macdonald. Metcalf and Struthen. In a speech given in
March of 1928, he appears to position the academic as something of a "father-figure"
to the masses in stating,
Why on eanh should you erpecr the "average person."--the "mass,"--to

be anything but "ordinary"? Any but "sheep"? Bless their dear souk.
how inconvenient & even disasrrous it would be if, without any of the
necessary qualifications. they should try to think for themselves! The
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result would be a rather appailing mixture of dullness & chaos! You
would not like that! 1 am not "interested," exactly, in "people"

...

But I feel very tender towards hem,--& get much kindly amusement
out of hem,--& find. from long expenence, their hearts are more
admirable than their heads. (qtd. in Boone 12)

While most people would not utilize the same rhetoric in contemporary criticism,
similar distinctions are often implicit.

The type of criticism of Canadian letters, initiated by Northrop Frye (and still
written by wnters such as Metcalf and Stxuthers). had a pmfound impact on
succeeding criticism and on the way that Canadians viewed themselves and their
literature. With the Conclusion to the Literanr History of Canada and other critical
works. Frye became the pioneer of a systematic and thematic form of "CanLit"
criticism. For a period thereafter. thematic criticism was the dominant cntical fotm
utilized when analyzing Canadian literature and establishing a national canon.
Margaret Atwood's Survival (1972). Laurence Ricou's Vertical ManfHorizontal
World: Man and Landscape in Canadian Prairie Fiction (19731, and Doug Jones's
Butterflv on Rock: A Studv of Themes and Images in Canadian Literature (1979) are

al1 examples of thematic criticism of Canadian literature. Their emphases on theme
and geographical-psychological deteminism were cmcial to the formation of protocols

of academic Canadian literary criticism. protocols that overrode consideration of
much women's or popular fiction. The institutional power of thematic cnticism. in
conjunction with the making and marketing of anthologies of "classics." has been a
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significant factor in the process of literary inclusion and exclusion.

Feminist Criticisrn
During the time that Frye, Atwood, Ricou, and Jones were producing their
thematic treatises, feminist critics were beginning to add their voices to the already
substantial, albeit one-sided, critical debate. As Catharine Stimpson points out, in the
1970s "feminist scholars in bistoly, art history, film, anthropology. and folklore were
graphing women's traditions, signifying practices, and activities" (2). It m u t be
acknowledged, however, that feminist cnticism had been establishing itself for many
years before it was accepted as a legitimate form of critical evaIuation, if, indeed, one
can maintain that it is accepted by al1 quarten as "legitimate." Despite the wntings

of Mary Wollstonecraft, Margaret Fuller, and Emma Goldrnan, as well as essays and
texts written by John Stuart Mill, Henrik Ibsen. Elizabeth Cady Sranton, Agnes
MacPhaiI and othen, it was not until Virginia Woolf and Sirnone de Beauvoir. Betty
Friedan and Kate Millett, Germaine Greer and Gloria Steinem added their voices--and
the Civil Rights Movement had occurred-that feminism was gnidgingly accepted. It
took several more years-not until "around 1981" according to feminist literary critic
Jane Gallop-before feminist literary criticism became mainstream.
As with the institutionalization of CanLit, feminist cnticism is an evolutionary

process. Elaine Showalter, who was one of the earliest academic feminist theonsts in
the United States, coined the phrase "Gynocritics" to descriie the "point when we
free ounelves from the linear absolutes of male literary history, stop trying to fit
women between the lines of male tradition, and focus instead on the newly visible
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world of female culture" (The New 131). Tania Modleski calls Showalter "one of the
most emphatic and articulate advocates of a female-orientai criticism" (4) (though
Modleski also sees this work as exclusionary). Patricia Spacks and Ellen Moers
supported Showaiter's idea of gynocriticism and sought to reinforce the idea of a
female culture. Spacks did so by trying to defme a uniquely female imagination in a

book of the sarne name. In The Fernale Imagination (1975). Spacks asserts that
"changing social conditions increase or diminish the opportunities for women's action
and expression, but a special fernale self-awareness emerges through literature in
every period" (3) and that "female likenesses are more fundamental than female
differ2nces" (5). Ellen Moen' Literary Women: The Great Wnters (1976) looked for
continuities and discontinuities among and between women writers. Referring to this
early phase of institutional feminist theory. Cora Kaplan writes.
Literature. as a cultural object has a different place in feminist cultural
and historical analysis than it does in androcentric criticism. One of
the central historical discourses in which sexual difference is

represented as both a social and psychic reality. it is also one of the
few public genres in which women themsetves spoke about these
questions. For feminist critics. the literary is aiwayslalready political
in very obvious and common sense ways. For this reason, much
ferninist criticism of the late sixties and eariy seventies worked on
literary texts by women as if they were "tmen accounts of the socially
real, and on literary texts by men as if they were fantasies saturated
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with dominant and biased sexual meaning. This "cornmon sense"
approach to the literaiy. which did not have a theory of representation
or of the specificity of imaginative wnting. and which assumed a
curious psychic separatism about the processes of writing by men and

women, was soon seen to be of somewhat limited use in understanding
how sexual ideologies are constnicted and circulated so that they
assume "natural" meaning for both men and women as writen and
readers. Feminist critics began to look around for more adequate
explanations of ideology. writing and sexual difference than were
available in the liberal humanist approaches, or the new critical
formalism in which most of them had been traïned. (59)
Just as thematicists of early Canadian literary criticism were looking for unifying
themes. feminist critics at this time were searching for a particular strand that would
weave together al1 wornen of al1 times into some coherent and unified tapestry. The
erasure of such factors as race. education. class and sexuality was a problem that
would be addressed by Modleski and other feminist ctitics as the theov evolved. The
institutionalization of women's studies prograrns in the seventies and early eighties
was an imponant development for feminist criticism for they provided "fragile but
still intact infrastmcture[s] for the development of new political ideas " (Kaplan 66).
This infrastructure has helped to maintain feminism and feminist theory as
academically viable subjects for debate.
As Imelda Whelehan notes, " [s] ince the late 1980s a new 'generation' of
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feminist cntics has emerged, who address popular culture more or l e s exclusively. .

. . They have argued that there are 'puritan'

streaks in established feminist critical

positions and have questioned whether criticism in such an environment
metamorphoses into outmoded orthodoxy, more prescnptive than it is 'Iiberating'"

(224). Nina Auerbach is one such "post-feminist" critic whose article "Engorging the
Patriarchy" (1987) questions the ferninist critic's emphasis on female victimization:

Th[e] nostalgia for the victimization we study so assiduously is one of
the many impurities in feminist criticism as a whole: if d l our battles
were won, where would the femde tradition be? UnIike some recent
feminist theorists, though, 1 have no nostalgia whatever for woman's
separate sphere. Feminism has traditionally tended to attract advocates
of a self-glorifying separatism so extreme that it meets the extrema of
patriarchy, purging women of al1 violence and ego until we become a

gush of sheer nurturance in an angry world. This sort of sentimental
hygienic myth-making is a dangerous strategy, apan from being false to
al1 human women.

. . . Such self-denying ferninists create a gargantuan

oppressor who never existed in life. It seems wisest for women to
forfeit dreams of purity-which are generally patriarchal in ongin--in
order to gain for ourselves the b a t possible lives in an imperfect
world. (155-56)
Such critics are engaged in questioning the whole notion of "the patriarchy " of
"phallocentnsm" and the supposed handicaps imposed by men on women writen.
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Even Germaine Greer, one of the Leading feminist figures of the 1960s. has recently
wntten about the "myths" that feminist critics have created in order to account for the
absence of women writen. In her text, Slio-Shod S i b ~ l s(1995),Greer writes,
If it were mie that poetic females could not fmd publishers, no poetry
by women would have survived and there would be no head-scratching

about which women's work to include in academic curricula because
there would have been no work to study.

. . . The fact of their sex

certainly prevented middle-class women from acquiring the same kind
of education as was available to men of the same class, but the
usefulness of that education to the poet is far from obvious. No male
poet becornes great by merely following the d e s . If we ask ounelves
why we have no female Blake, for exarnple, we wiI1 have to probe

deeper, beyond questions of literacy or privilege or patronage or
support or even recognition. Homer and Milton were blind; can we
daim that being female is a worse handicap than being blind? (xi)
Greer's seeming about-face is indicative of the changes which are occumng in
feminisms and feminist literary theory. Theorists are. for the most part, no longer
engaged in the rhetonc of victimization, male-bashing, or finger-pointing. Today,
"for most ferninist cntics, it has become axiomatic that criticism must be focused on
the works of women writen. If one is to leave the patnarchy. one must pay no more
attention to its blinkered vision of women" (Godard 91, or, as Gaye Tuchman writes.
"[t]o undentand the position of women authors, one must situate both male and
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female authors historically" (217; emphasis added).

My account earlier in this chapter of the making of "classics," the man-woman
binary. and the force of thematic criticisrn attempts to illustrate an interlocking
network for the (non)reception of Macbeth's texts, and demonstrates some of these
processes at work. However, academic stmctures and institutions do not tell the
complete story. Thus. the foilowing discussion of genre protocols details the impact
that the categorization of an author's works has on her status within (or, conversely,

outside of) the canon.
The Protocols of Genre 1: Romance

The romance. a fixture within Canadian periodicals from their inception in the
Victorian era, "became a major genre in English literature from the fourteenth century
onward, written and read by aristocrats of both sexes. Only in the eighteenth century
did it corne into disrepute as a largely feminine mode, inferior to the more robust
realist novel" (Radford 6). Indeed. romance was scomed by critics and anthology
editors, as well as by other writers working in other genres. Sutherland suggests that
one of the reasons for this disdain in Canada is rooted in the
authentically new nationalism of the 1920s [which] was one function of
the debunking spirit that prevailed after the war. After the war's

carnage, and the horrendous influenza epidemic that followed it, human
beings had quite enough reminders of death to do them for some time.
They wanted to live, and part of living was to reject the past. Al1 the
old institutions and ideas of status, the ideal of chivalry itself, were

eminently mockable. (125)
Billie Melman cites a remarkably sirnilar reason for the N e in the romance genre in
Britain after the World War 1. She suggests that " [t]he increasingly complex real li/e
after the Fint World War is

. . . the main exphnation for the mass escape into the

uncomplicated world of rornantic fiction, with the vicarious satisfaction it provided.
Hence the rise and fiowering of new escapist genres that displaced actual sociai
problems inio the world of fantasy" (8).
This "world of fantasy" is an interesting tum of phrase, for most short stories
targeted toward wornen (and usually produced by women) were considered unrealistic,
fantastic (and no t aesthetically experimental enough. nor the "right" subjects to be

modernist). But as Jane Spencer asks,
Why should women in general. and hence women writen, not
subscribe to realism? It depends who decides what reality is.

...

[Wlomen novelists writing about the lives of young ladies in their own
society were. of course, dealing with reality and ordinary experience.
The reason dieir work was not interpreted as realistic has to do with
society's attitude to the young lady's Iife. It was a life cut off. to a
large extent. from what is too often temed "the real worldn--that is,
the world outside the home. The young lady's concern with dress,
amusements, accornplishments and attracting a husband was seen as
frivolous and somehow not tmly real. The ordinary experience of the
proper wornan was supposed to be mainly emotional experience:
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romantic love was considered to be the centre of her life. Yet the very
tcrm romantic love shows that this experience is thought of as in some

sense unreal, opposed, for example. to the economic reality of
property-based mamage contracts. (183)'
Even conternporary theorists who specialize in and pmduce works which focus
on popular fiction devalue the romance genre. One such example is Fraser
Sutherland's The Monthly Epic (1989). Sutherland writes. "Nor al[,or even most of
rhe prose [contained within Saturda~Niaht] was weighty. Looking back fifteen yean

to the issue of 29 October 1938. Hugh Garner commented, 'There is something fey
and fascinating about the daisy-chain prose of women's-section writers that throws us.

holding Our sides. into the holly-hock beds"' (Sutherland 173; emphasis added) .
Although he is citing sorneone else, Sutherland's initial comments suggest that he.
too. is somewhat disparaging of the woman's section of Saturdav Nieht. This is not
to Say that al1 of the material contained therein was good (i.e., weighty) or that
Sutherland or Garner did not have any reason to deprecate the material. What is
disturbing is a critic's decision to undertake a study of popular narrative when he is
clearly ambivalent about his own project. As Whelehan notes. "[c]ultural criticism
freely engages with any cultural artefact regardless of its aesthetic status, recognising
that such value is the product of a discursive system which itself devalues female
contributions" (228). By engaging in a discussion of specific cultural productions and
the mechanisms sunounding the dissemination and consumption of the same--in this
case, magazines--Sutherland might perhaps be more aware of the implications of his

rhetoric.

Many of the stories that were contained within magazines at the tum of the
century were read aloud to al1 members of a family. Increased literacy rates. the
greater accessibility to more and vaned reading material (due to an increase in
disposable incorne), the inception of radio (and, eventually. television) al1 led to a
decrease in oral reading. As Showalter notes.
Since they were designed for family circulation, Victorian novels were
obliged to be respectable and chaste.

. . . [T]he volumes in their stout

bindings were themselves physically associated with the Victorian
nuclear farnily: father, mother. and chiId. But the slirn, exquisitely
bound novels of thefin de siècle
of character and sexuality.

. . . suggested a very different image

. . . Unsuitable for family consumption,

these books were more likely to be read alone and perhaps even under
the covers. Sex and the singIe book became the order of the day.
(Sexual 16)

Despite "sex and the single book" becoming "the order of the day," the fear of the
potential for "corruption" through reading sexually suggestive books did not go away
overnight. Concems surrounding the subject matter that people were beginning to
read in private led to a great deal of discussion surrounding censorship and
pornography. Regarding both topics, Madge Macbeth wrote,

In every age, there have been reformen who wanted to make An safe
for the Man In The Street, that secretive and elusive fellow that few

-
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people ever meet.

. . . The refomers have tried to curb and limit

creative endeavour, and it can't be done.

. . . Pinching and confining

Art is not the remedy. You can't tell a creative artist what to create or
how to create it. Why. even babies--if I may mention a subject that al1
too often is regarded as pomographic--cannot be created exactIy as
planned by their creators. [A] magazine with high moral principles
described a picnic at which the heroine fed the hero delicious slices of

CHESTS of chicken! Brest, you undentand, is a suggestive word!
("Has Canada" 5)'

The suppression of certain subjects was deemed particularly necessary in works
targeted specifically to wornen. As Jerry Palmer notes in Potboilers (1991).
Late eighteenth century theories of reading, as they appeared in both
aesthetic and political discounes, assumed a fairly direct relationship
between reading and action, especially in the naive reader. the barely
literate, uneducated working-class person--and wornen. In this penod
of expanding literacy and political turmoil, the question of the ability to
read is at the centre both of progressive programmes that sought to
radicalize the mass of people. and conservative resistance to revolution.
A great deal of attention was given not only to the dynarnic effects of

reading on the unschooled subject but also to the distinction between
reading as a social act (a pamphlet read to others in a coffee house or
village square, books read at the farnily hearth) and reading as a pnvate
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act, unregulated and unsupervised by authorhy. Both foms of reading
can be subversive. but the latter. less open to surveillance and control.
more defiantly announcing the mental autonomy of individual subjects
whose "independence" is not acknowledged by the dominant social and

political order, offen a particularly insidious form of subversion. (12223)
Given that women have tmditionally been seen as more susceptible to suggestion,
romance stories and novels came to be seen as potential conduits for fantasy and
sexual excitement. When writing targeted directly for wornen began to be published.
there were concerns that "such reading could directly influence behaviour [and that]
inflamed and disturbed readers might, in [Mary] Wollstonecraft's evocative phrase

'plump into actual vice"' (Palmer 121). Palmer continues,
The act of reading [romance] stories

. . . has a meaning for the woman

reader: it is an exit from a world grounded in commimtents which are
based on her subordination to the needs of othen--primarily husband

and children. In a sense this is escapism. but it is an escape into a
fantasy that is stmctured by what it is an escape from: the "utopian
vision" is based in a "nurturant" sexual relationship. in which it is the
woman's emotional needs that are paramount. needs which . . . are not
fulfilled in daily life because of the conditions imposed upon women by
the patriarchal stmctures of society. (169-70)

Spencer echoes Palmer in noting, "[wlhat was 'unreal' about romance was precisely
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women's importance in it.

. . . Even when concemed with everyday life in a

contemporary setting, novelists could retain that vitai feature of the French romance,

the importance of women and their power in love. This, surely, was the main appeal
of romance for the female reader: it offered escape from male-dominated reality
through a fantasy of female power" (183-84).
Modleski provides a more complex assessrnent of the term "escapism" in
asserting that such escape is illusory. "Mass art not only contains contradictions, it
alsofirnctiom in a highly contradictory marner: while appearing to be merely
escapist, such a n simultaneously challenges and reaffirrns traditional values, behavior,
and attitudes" (112). Searles and Mickish argue, however, that reaffimation rnay
have been greater than challenge:
The messages and assumptions presented by The Ladies' Home
Joumal, if internalized by readers, would have served to retard the
movement to liberalize gender role definitions that had begun in the
latter part of the nineteenth century. Mass media characterizations and
tacit messages may have played an important role in defusing and
undercuaing earlier feminist efforts, while giving meaning and direction
to the rapid social change of the era. The implicit messages and
assumptions in The Ladies' Home Joumal fiction rnay have helped
readers define woman's nature and woman's place in a decade when
there was so much confusion and debate over these issues.

. . . And as

al1 perception is essentially selective, cumulative, and constructive,
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assumptions and definitions forrned by reading these essentially
conservative short stories would have both influenced the readers'
conception of reality and guided them in the process of constnicting
attitudes and actions in regard to important social @es of the day.

(277-78)
The devaluation of the romance genre-just when it seemed such a popular
feature of periodical publication which was increasingly consurned by wornen readers-

-has its roots in the late nineteenth century when, according to Palmer, "Victonan
culture was 'remascu1inised'--men no longer wept in public, for example--and art
forms based upon such appeals to sentiment started to be thought of as essentially and
exclusively feminine. At the same tirne, the critical divide between 'high' and 'low'
culture is Located between realism and tragedy, on the one hand, and melodrarna on
the other; thus high culture is based upon masculine genres. and feminine ones are

relegated to low culture" (167).
Besides signalling "low culture, " potboilen--mystery, romance and detective

f iction--point "directly to the notion of narrative as a cornmociity, as something
produced directly and explicitly for sale" (Palmer 37). Jemifer Wicke wntes that a
"goodly amount of animus has been directed against

. . . the spread of

a perfervid

advertising system that soon was able to turn groups--in actual fact, whole classes,
including the middle class--away frorn high culture to an artificially exciting new
alternative: ads, mass market genre fiction, magazines, tabloids, and, ultimately ,
film" (9-10).
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Bourdieu, however, notes that there is no distinction between "highbrow" and
"lowbrow" reading, if one is to look specifically at marketing and consurnption. In
his introduction to L a n g u a ~ eand Svmbolic Power, John B. Thompson sumrnarizes
Bourdieu's position in writing, "[tlhe fact that literary or artistic production appears

as disinterested. as a haven for gratuitous activity that

Û ostentatiously

opposed to the

mundane world of commodities and power, does not mean that it is interest-free: on

the contrary, it means only that it is able more easily to conceal its interests beneath
the veil of aesthetic purity" (16). In other words, both highbrow and lowbrow fiction

have investments in the marketplace, and al1 forms of literature are commodities.

In the United States, "romance novels are about 45 percent of al1 mass market
paperback book sales

. . . and about 30 to 40 percent worldwide.

Harlequin alone

sells almost 200 million books in sorne twenty languages to loyal readen around the
globe" (Ward 128). Jude Deveraux is one well known romance writer who
recognizes that writen and readen of the romances are perceived negatively and.
presumably in order to counter the stereotype that such readers are "stupid." she
incorporates the comrnonly held stereotypes about romance novels into the very genre
that has traditionally been devalued. In Remembrance (1994) she writes.
You'd think that the very thought of a romance writer would bnng a
srnile to people's lips. Ah. how nice. Love. Making love. Laughter.

Kissing. But no, the world is upside down as far as 1 c m see. and
romances and their writers are ridiculed, hissed. and generally spat
upon. And for what reasons? One of my favorites is that women who
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read them might get mixed up about reality and imagine a man is going
to rescue them from Life. According to this theory, women are so

stupid that they can't tell a story from reaiity. 1s anyone womed that
the men who read spy chriilen are going to go after their neighbon

with an automatic weapon? No, 1 don? remember anyone thinking
that.

. . . It jusr seems to be dumb 01'

women who might think some

gorgeous, thoughtful. giving hunk is going to rescue them. Honey. if
any woman thought a gorgeous hunk was going to rescue her, romance
noveis wouldn't be forty percent of the publishing industry. (6)
Janice Radway suggests that conternporary readen of romance return to the
genre time and again because of its "therapeutic value" (583). Radway is not so
much interested in the reasons for beginning to read romance as she is in why people
retum to something that is so predictable, so obviously fomulaic. Indeed. the
rejection letters received by Madge Macbeth emphasize this fomulaic tendency, and
the readerly expectations it implies, in the periodical publishing of early Canadian

short stories. In two separate letten, H. Napier Moore, editor of Maclean's
Magazine, indicates the reasons for the return of two of Macbeth's short stories:
January 11. 1932: Dear M n . Macbeth

. . . It's

a long time since we

had your name on our contents table, which makes it al1 the more

regrettable that 1 have to send back "The Winning Hone." The trouble
is that we can*t get away in Maclean's with happy separations, such as
that which provides the climax of this story . Always, the wife must be
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smitten with repentance. Or the husband. Or the little child cornes in
in her nighty and saves the situation. Such endings are not found
necessary by those good Canadians who read the United States
m a g a ~ i n e but
, ~ the moment they hear of a domestic difference being
treated in Maclean's, they rise in their might and deluge us with Ietten
and denounce us to the Pope.
It really is a most interesting life.

Feb. 20, 1932: [We are returning] "The Left-Over Lady" [and only]
buying light love stones involving young people.

. . .That is the

general situation. So far as the story itself is concemed. I think it is
very well handled. but, while 1. personally. see no objection to it, 1

know that its frankness and the rnodemness of its viewpoint would not
please a considerable percentage of our readers, and in times Iike these

1 cannot afford to ignore any considerable percentage.
1 have, frorn time to time, felt that the magazine public was

becoming more broadminded, and we have published the odd story
which was a little more sophisticated, including one or two which had a
divorce angle. The result has been the same in each case--wetve had
howls. Odd howls don? worry us, but many howls have to be listened
to.

It is interesting to note the influence of the public, particularly evident in the second
letter, regarding what was acceptable reading material for the magazine; clearly, the
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public wanted romances and only romances of a particular kind; academics, on the
other hand, were not interested in romance stories at al1 and were. instead. evaluating
(and devaluating) books and stories based on the degree to which their content

subscribed to the conventions of realism or to the standards of modemist aesthetic
experirnent.
The Protocols of Genre 2: Acce~tableContent and Acce~tableStvle

The Canadian literary landscape was explicitly and implicitly hostile to women
writers of the early twentieth century. Gerson notes,
The literary heroes and perceived traditions of a small country grasping

for identity at the slippery edge of two gigantic English-speaking
domains, while struggling to reconcile its Romantic inhentance with the
encroaching wave of modernism, were not constructed by the reading
pubIic at large so much as by backstage decisions of publishers,
editors, and English professon.

. . . During this penod of canonical

transition. the position of women writers reached a particularly low
ebb. ("The Canon" 47)
As McMullen points out, "[glenres and themes frequently used by women writers
have been devalorized by a patriarchal culture which values most the concerns and the
literary genres popular with male writen. Such gender-specific valuations account in
part for the disappearance of women writers from reference works and anthologies"
(2). Thus, in an environment where the literary gatekeepen were almost exclusively

male and where readers were largely female. popular success was no guarantee that a
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book would be valued by anyone other than the consumer. Further, the fact that the
works of women like Madge Macbeth deait with both "ferninine" concems--issues
relating to home and community--and "masculine" concerns--politics and paid work-virtually guaranteed her exclusion from a national canon which had specific
expectations regarding appropnate subjects for women writers to undertake.
As an illustration of such thinking, 1 include the following letter to Madge

Macbeth, dated 16 Apnl, 1918, from the Frank Munsey Company in New York,
which represented Munsev's Magazine, Argosv, Railroad Man's Magazine, and AIL
Stow Weekly:
Dear M n . Macbeth:Confident that you wish me to be perfectly frank, 1 am inclined
to the opinion chat in "THEPA'TTERSON LIMITnyou have invaded
the masculine territory to the disadvantage of your heroine. Obviously,

no woman couid possibly enter the ranger service without coming out
whole-skinned and on top.
As I read the story 1 do not feel that you know enough about

intrigue and incendiarism and throwing Stones like David. This story if
written at all, should have been written by a man, It requires the
masculine touch to make it big. There is nothing so colossal as a forest
fire. but in your tale the reader is impressed, alas frequently, with the
fact that you have picked up a theme too big for your tender hands to

carry very far. Al1 of which 1 regret.

. . . (Davis)
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Despite the opinion of the Munsey Company. The Patterson Limit was serialized, five
yean later, in Maclean's Maeazine on October 15th and November lst, 1923 and was
published in book form by Hodder & Stoughton, also in 1923. Fut this acceptance as
popular fiction did not guarantee academic acceptance. In A Purer Taste (19891,
Gerson writes, "[alfter the First World W K ,Goldwin Smith's Seven Lamps still so
bumed brightly that works of fiction marked by social and sexual realisrn. such as

Jessie Sime's Sister Woman (1919) and Our Little Life (1921) and Madge Macbeth's
Shackles (1926). were summarily excluded from the canon created by the country's
conservative. androcentric literary gatekeepers" (153). l0
The fact that Macbeth's work was popular--particularIy with female audiences-appears to partially explain the neglect of her work. Hence, Madge Macbeth and her
female contemporaries, (also popular writers) such as Ethelwyn Wetherald, Florence
Randat Livesay and Margaret Marshall Saunden are not often found on university

reading lists and continue to be omitted from anthologies of Canadian literature.
Clearly. academic categories of classification, based on "appropriate" content and
style overrode the popular success of women's work.
In t e m s of Macbeth's own opinions on wnting. her philosophy was quite
simple. The following observation of Eric Gaskell nicely summanzes Macbeth's
position in the debate regarding "appropriate" content and the position of the writer:
When she asked me to help her with editing Boulevard Career,

. . . the

delineation of certain charactefi in [the text] bordered on what, at that
particular time in our history, would have been totally unacceptable in
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the publishing houses, and we had to delete. 1 had trouble with Madge

over that. I said Madge, I couldn't care less, penonally, as you well
know. But what I'm concemed about is your getting this book
published, and things being as they are at this panicular t h e ,
publishen were conscious--well. when were publishen not conscious of
the sales potential?--and this was going to be a factor. and gmdgingly.
she toned d o m these characterizations. But that gets back to what we
were saying a moment ago about inhibitions. She didn't have any.
Her philosophy was very simple. These are the things that happen in

life. The function of a writer is to delineate life as it is. Penod,
(Gaskell interview)
Macbeth was widely criticized for her stance on realistic content: she was often
accused of supporting (and writing) pomographic 1iterature. However, she responded
to these charges by writing and speaking extensively on the subject. One such speech
led to a fluny of protest in the Ottawa Journal. J. Herbert Hodges. one of Madge's
defenders, wrote,
The leading editorial [of] Nov 15th

. . . charged directly that [Madge

Macbeth] used the opportunity offered by the Ottawa Wornens' [sic]
Canadian Club to urge upon Canadians the acceptance of salacious
books. It also implied that her own writings were, to Say the least,
pornographic. and that her address was an effort to further the sale of a
dirty book!

. . . Madge Macbeth's

address was an appeal for tmth and
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sincerity, and never in the world's history as we know it. has there
been a time when tmth and sincerity have been more important. The
Nazi Party in Germany was able to control 80.000 fairly intelligent
people by painting a pretty picture and ignoring the conflicting facts.
A persona1 letter dated 19 November, 1947, indicates Madge's indignation. She

writes, "This man [an unidentified cntic of Macbeth's speech]

. . . is proving hirnself

even more adolescent and intolerant tiian the readers and critics 1 referred to. You
might think he had never heard of sombre episodes, although he is credited with
living them and 1 dare state that he is the last person 1 can ihink of who reads
Pollyanna books. He is the type 1 protested against who reads the imported ones and
does his utmost to suppress adult books written in Canada" (Letter to "Bill"). Clearly

not one to mince words, Macbeth wanted realism to be even more "realistic" than it

was. but a basically conservative climate both inside and outside the academy perhaps
led to Macbeth being censored (and perhaps censoring herse10 more than she would
have Iiked.

One final protocol operative in the formation of literary taste and value,
particularly in the academy, was modemist aesthetics (as citations above from
Gerson's research have already suggested).
English-Canadian literary culture becarne institutionafized in the 1920s

.

and 1930s. Coincidentally that was also the period when modernism
emerged as the dominant mode of English-language writing in the
Western world, and the period when Canadian society became fully
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integrated in the North American continent. These three developments
were fundamentally related in Canadian cultural history.

. . . [T]he

mere fact that the culture was in its formative stages meant that it was
peculiarly susceptible to new ideas, but more frequently unable to
assimilate them as thoroughly. or knowledgeably, as more established
cultures could. Consequently. although Canadian wnters and critics
were acutely conscious of many aesthetic issues raised by modernism,
their relationship to modernism was always tangential in that they never
rode its experimental edge. (Carr iv)
Canadians A.J.M. Smith, F.R. Scott and Dorothy Livesay are generally described as
"irnagists" o r modernist writers because of their expenmentation with traditional
forms, their use of precise descriptions rather than the flowery language of the late
Victorian era. and their concentration on bleak, "ugly" subjects. However. Carr's
explanation for Canada's problematic (or at l e s t laie bloorning) relationship with
modemism may be more reflective of the Canadian conservatism discussed earlier
than of the failings of writen in a country still "in its formative stages."
The essential conservatism of the academy is expressed by Charles G.D.

Roberts's ambivalence regarding modemism. Laurel Boone writes, "Roberts's
quarrel with the direction of modem literature lay pnncipally in its denial of any
meaning and value beyond the material and its basic concern with the representatives
and actions of the mass of mankind rather than with those of the élite" (22), while
Roberts himself describes the American modemists as "strange new gods" (qtd. in
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Boone 430). In a 1938 letter to Lome Pierce, Roberts writes,
1 cannot quite see that Mr Howe Martynl' is quite suited to be your

editor. unless the President keeps a close eye on hirn! He is al1 right if
he consults the advisory Board! In your last number he prints what he
calls the "explosive" verse by Paul Potts, which, while the sentiment of
it is excellent, has none of the etemal qualities of poeby. It is forceful
prose. & should be written as such. He is quite right in saying that the
"Georgian bucolic school has passed into history;" but that was no loss!
It was as tame & Rat as dishwater, for the most part. It was "Nature"
stuff al1 right. but no more "poetry" than the violent & affected stuff
now in vogue among the self-elected elect. (qtd. in Boone 556-57)
Perhaps because the academy was initially ambivalent about the rnodemist
expenment. few Canadian wnters adopted the rnodemist style characteristic of James
Joyce, T.S. Eliot o r Ezra Pound. Nevertheless, rnodemist aesthetics eventually
surfaced in both Canadian universities and periodicals (both popular and academic).

Thus, as Carole Gerson notes, modemist aesthetics began to function as a protocol for
the exclusion of women writers frorn the canon ("The Canon").
Indeed, al1 of the factors discussed in this chapter-nationalism, academic
elitism, and notions regarding appropriate readinglwriting matenal for wornen-led to
writers who were on the "cutting edge" or who were "avant-garde" being rnisread, if
they were read at all. Most Canadian women were "expected to conform to a

Romanticlsentirnentalldomestic model. Those who followed suit and did not practise
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modernism were then easily dismissed and have disappeared from sight, while those
who engaged with modernist methods were seldom taken as seriously as their male
counterparts and have been consistently under-represented in the canon"
(Gerson. "The Canon" 55). Madge Macbeth is one such writer: she confomed to
expectations to a certain degree by writing many "traditional" romance stories, but
she invanably subverted the domestic fairy tale formula just enough to get her stories
published; she engaged in modemist aesthetics in many of her stories (notably "Dust
to Dust." "The Valley of Bleached Bones," "Brown Stone Front") but is not
acknowledged as an avant-garde writer. Tastes in publishing (both acadernic and
popular) and the force of modernist conventions in acadernic canonization mitigated
not only against what Macbeth could write, but against how her writing would be
received.
Macbeth's current status clearly shows how effective al1 the institutions
discussed in this chapter have been. However, it is worth noting that the attitudes
discussed thus far are beginning to change. Glenwood Irons writes,
By the end of the 1980s the discussion of differences between high and
popular narrative had coalesced into a critique of the canon as a
gender-biased and ideological construct created for the edification and
pnmary use of a largely male Cauwian "clientele" of critics.

Important studies such as Tania Modleski's Lovina with a Vengeance,
[and] Janice Radway's Reading the Romance

. . . illustrate the rising

resistance to patnarchal notions of high and low narrative--notions that
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had at one time mostly excluded serious discussions of anything

presumed to be "women's fiction." (xiii-xiv)
Indeed, this thesis is only possible because such changes are being made in the
academic milieu. Chapter 2 will tum away from this general framework to a more

"local," biographical one, to discuss Macbeth's Iiterary begimings, from her career in
joumalism to her short story writing.
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Notes: Chapter 1

'This quotation is from William Shakespeare's Macbeth.
'Fraser Sutherland provides an excellent history of each of these magazines. His
interesthg chronology of Maclean's Magazine descnbes the various narnes given it-narnes which reflect clearly the ideology behind the contents:
[John Bayne] Maclean started what Floyd Chalmen called "a gossipychatter weekly ," the Metrooolitan, subtitled Montred Life, and
persisted with it until about 1900. Like the Metromlitan, the Gazette
had never been profitable, but the same year Maclean renamed it the
Military Gazette and GentIeman' s Magazine, and began r u ~ i n g
departments like "Masculine Modes" (of fashion) and the occasional
book and theatre review.

. . . [Maclean then] acquired the house organ

of a Toronto advertising agency [called]
Man's Magazine.

. . . Business:

the Business

. . In October 1905, the first issue appeared as the

Business Manazine.

. . . At the start of

1906, Maclean was

. . . having

troubIe with titles, not to mention volume numbering. In December's
"Inside with the Publishers," he announced he was changing the title to
the Busv Man's Maeazine.

. . . By 1906, Maclean sold the

and put his money-by 1909 the magazine
Gentleman's Magazine

actually had a budget to pay contributon--and prestige behind his
Toronto venture. So why not cal1 it Maclean's? The magazine [was]
renarned in March 1911. (139-41)
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%at

the word "Canadian" appean in so many titles is reflective of the

nationalistic fervour of the early decades of this century. "The 1920s was one of
those periods when nationalism. always an undercurrent of Canadian life. made
waves . The Fint World War, besides demonstrating Canadians' valour, also revealed
their uniqueness" (Sutherland 124).
4Though the Introduction to Canadian Classics speaks in the fint penon singular,
neither Metcalf nor Stmthers is clearly identified as its author. Thus, 1 refer to both
editors throughout my analysis.
SPresumably, the people who are finding such works to be "embamsingly
inadequate" are, again, academics.
'%Vhilethis second category. viewed in isolation, might appear to contradict what
1 have been saying thus far about the role of the academy in producing classics. its

presence within the surrounding criteria rnakes its rneaning clear. Within the matrix
constructed by the editors, a work must have survived about 50 years. As a feminist
critic, 1 would argue that since many works by women were ignored. repressed or

iost (and we are only begiming to see the extent of this elision), this category
prevenü many women's texts from being available for reading by anyone, whether or
not they are teachers. A clear exarnple of this is Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The
Yellow Wallpaper, " written in 1892, but not widely available until The Feminist
Press resurrected it in the 1970s. T'us. Annette Kolodny points out that we are "in a
position analogous to that of the narrator of 'The Yellow Wallpaper,' bound, if we

are to survive. to challenge the (accepted and generally male) authority who has
traditionally wielded the power to detemine what may be Mîten and how it sliall be
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m d " ("A Map" 59; emphasis added). Kolodny continues,
It is unfortunate that Gilman's story was so quickly relegated to the

backwaters of

. . . [the] literary Iandscape because, corning as it did at

the end of the nineteenth century. it spoke to a growing concem arnong
American women who would be senous writen: it spoke, that is, to
their strong sense of writing out of nondominant or subcultural
traditions (both literary and nonliterary), coupled with an acute
sensitivity to the fact that since women and men leam to read different
worlds, different groups of texts are available to their reading and
wnting strategies. ("A Map" 53-54)
Kolodny's point regarding the way in which women's works have been relegated to
subcultural status reiterates the point that there are "cultural assumptions so deeply
rooted and so long ingrained

. . . [that] our critical colleagues have ceased to

recognize them as such. . . . [Wlhat is really being bewailed in the clairns that we
distort texts or threaten the disappearance of the great Western Iiterary tradition itself
is not so much the disappearance of either text or tradition but. instead. the eclipse of
that particular f o m of the text and that particular shape of the canon which previously
reified male readen' sense of power and significance in the world" (Kolodny,
"Dancing" 149).
Thus. Metcalf and Sinithers' seemingly benip-because apparently nonacadernically determined--second category is problematic in itself, but is doubly
problematic when surrounded by, and considered in conjunction with, the other
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categories Iisted by the editon. Macbeth's work is another case in point, for al1 of
her books are out of print and are, therefore, not readiIy accessible. For example, 15
of her 20 novels had to be ordered from the National Library for this thesis research.
Despite the efforts of several people to have Shackles reissued, the text is still
available for purchase only in antiquelrare book stores.
7Curiously, in the fint edition of the Literary Historv of Canada (1965). the
authon of the chapter entitled "The Kinds of Fiction, 1880-1920,"credit one of
Macbeth's romances with a mesure of realistic content: "[a]lthough it is a romantic
rnelodrama, one of the most effective pictures of Dawson City life is caught in Madge
Macbeth's Kleath (1917)" (Roper, Schieder and Behamell 301). Granted, the realism
they allow has to do with the public, not the private, sphere. However, the second
volume of the Literarv Historv of Canada (1976) does oot mention this novel at all,
perhaps because "romantic rnelodrama" had been devalued further in the intervening
years. Whatever the reason. it is through such small excisions that literary

reputations are diminished.

'Sec "How Much Sex Should be Put in Novels?" for the published version of this
manuscript.
'Moore's comparison of Canadian and Arnerican readers is reflective of the
nationalistic tendencies in Canada, which originated around the time of Confederation.
Rutherford writes,
What made a nationality? History supplied one answer. Editors

sponsored a view of the past which highlighted the theme of survival.
Throughout the Canadian experience, reflected the Toronto Empire (27
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July 1889). there ran "a vein of intense interest. of romantic action and
of heoric [sic] deeds" as Canadians strove to overcome the wilderness
and block the ambitions of the American giant.

. . . Central to the

nationalist credo in English Canada was the country's un-American
hentage. more presumed than proved of course: the boundary. stated
the Toronto News (13 January 1888),divided "two peoples different in
their f o m of govemment, in thought. in mode of life. in aims, in
idiom. " (159-60)
Rutherford suggests that Canadian editors condemned the Amencan tendency toward
sensationalism and that the Amencan press was "the ever-ready recepracle of social
scandai" (Quebec Chronicle, 13 March 1866. qtd. in Rutherford 198). Canadian
editors viewed themselves as upholding the "prevailing ideal of a moral or farnily
newspaper, able to work as an agent of righteousness in the community [which
required] 'the inculcation of al1 the domestic, social and commercial virtues; the
diffusion of useful knowiedge; the cultivation of the mental and moral faculties; the
encouragement of al1 that is right, and the rebuke of al1 that is wrong"' (The London
Adveniser, 14 January 1865, qtd. in Palmer 198).
loGoldwin Smith enunciated seven principles to guide the novelist who wished and
ought to pursue the tradition of Walter Scott. Smith's seven lamps were reality.

.

.

ideality impartiality irnpersonality, punty, humanity and chivalry . See Gerson's
"The Long Shadow of Sir Walter Scottn in A Purer Taste, especially pp. 70-77 for
further discussion.
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About Goldwin Smith, Macbeth wrote,
[I]n 1890 no opinion was more deeply rooted than the belief that
Canadians had written nothing worth remernbering. This notion is not

eradicated yet. It was propagated by the failure. until recent y e m , to
establish a national publishing interest and a national periodical press.
It was sustained by the great literary authority of Goldwin Smith, who.
pessimistic in most things. was especially gloomy conceming the
intellectual prospects of Canada. ("Have We a Literature?" 7)
"Howe Martyn was the editor of the Canadian Bookman in 1938. For further
information on correspondence between Robe-

and Pierce, see Boone.
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Chapter 2
Stepping Outside "The Wornan's Sphere:"

Journalism, The Short Story and "The Woman Question"
" m e n a woman crosses rhe boundary into whaf rS h o w n as 'Man's work' she is
q e c t e d to do îwice as much a s he does and to do it Mnce as well, othenvire, she
proves herself incompetent. Need we discuss this further?" '

-

Madge Macbeth, The Pattenon Limit (1923)

Madge Hamilton Lyons was bom in Philadel~hia,~
the eldest child of Hymen
Hart Lyons and Bessie Maffit. The Lyons f m i l y lived in various Arnerican cities
until. at fourteen, Madge was sent to Hellrnuth College in London. Ontario,' where
she was soon "appointed Editor-in-Chief of [Hellmuth's] college magazine, The Union

Jack" (Macbeth. "My Fint " 4). In a humorous observation regarding her position as
Editor. Macbeth writes: "1 fear that 1 . . . abused--though unwittingly--the power of
the press for 1 pnnted a disproportionate amount of my own matenal which 1 found

very readable, and rejected most of the material submitted by my colleagues. finding
it very boring and savorless" ("My Fint" 4). Her sense of humour, panicularly her
ability to laugh at herself, would prove to be a necessary asset as she struggled to
earn a living by her pen.
"[Madge's] supreme passion in life was to be an actress-novelist" (Bailey Price

50). Macbeth accomplished both of these goals in abundance even though her family
objected to her acting ambiti~ns.~
As a young girl, Macbeth "was not allowed to
work out a dramatic career: her family objected

. . . [but] had she done so. she would
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[have been] a well-known figure on our legitimate stage" (vanTuy1 1). However.
Macbeth wrote, published and acted in plays, was involved in drarna leagues
throughout her life. and was a key figure behind the establishment of the Ottawa
Drarna League (she was elected President in the Spnng of 191%~ Her plays
appeared in both books and magazines, a s well as on stage and radio.6 Later,
Macbeth developed the ambition to "write ten books and speak ten languages" (Over

& 160),ambitions which she also accomplished in abundance, for she published
twenty novels, was fluent in several languages and could converse in many others.'

In 1901, when Madge "lacked two years of being twenty and had about as
much practical know-how as a present-day twelve-year-old child" (Boulevard SI), she
mamed Charles William Macbeth,' a Civil Engineer, in Baltimore and, about 1904,
the couple moved to O t t a ~ a .Madge.
~
however, seemed ambivalent about both

mamage (she makes very linle reference to Charles William in either her
autobiographies or her papers) and motherhood (Chapter 9 in Over Mv Shoulder is
entitled "1 Was an Unnatural Mother"). In BouIevard Career, Macbeth wrote,
1 think my ideas about love and mamage had changed completely.

...

Now, spinsterhood seemed far more appealing. 1 wanted to be
unmamed, to be queer, to be a lady, yet earn my own Iiving. And

then, before the year was out, I found myself engaged to Charlie
Macbeth! (69)

My wedding day! 1 was dazed. 1 couldn't understand how this thing
had happened! 1, who still regarded spinsterhood so favourably, was
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about to be mamed to Charlie Macbeth!

. . . I did not take the matter

senously . (75)
1 tried harder than ever to assume the air and responsibility of

motherhood. I'm sure I never neglected the babies. I'm sure I never
failed to perfom any practical tasks that were necessary. But 1 didn't
feel like a mother. 1 didn't feel that those adorable little objects,

scarcely a year apart in age [John Douglas, bom 1903; Charles Lyons
bom 1905], were blood of my blood and bone of my bone. Every time
1 looked at them, they surprised me. (92)

Charles Junior was bom a few weeks after Douglas was a year old. Shonly after
baby Charles's birth, Madge's husband. who had been working in Saranac, "came

home saying he had better see a doctor" (Boulevara 98). The doctor sent Charles

back to work and, very shortly after his father left, Charles Junior became very il1
and Madge and her two sons went to live witb her mother I
Baltimore (primarily
because of its warmer dimate) until the baby's health irnproved. It appears that

Madge lived in Baltimore for over a year before moving back to Ottawa. Shortly
after their amval home, Charles Senior. diagnosed with tuberculosis, was sent to

Weston Sanitorium.
Even before Charles died, Madge was put in the position of having to pay the
bills and support her young farnily. However, Madge found strength in advenity and
observed, " [i]t was good for me, this struggle with life. It taught me a new set of
values. to reverse my ideas about things 1 had thought worthless and those I had been
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taught to revere.

. . . Then there was responsibility. The knowledge that I was

respowible f o r two children exhilarated even while it fnghtened me. 1 still didn't feel
like a mother; radier like a father. 1 liked being the head of a farnily. It gave me a
heady sense of power" [Boulevard 102). Madge was o d y able to visit Charles once
before he died of tuberculosis. It would appear that the Macbeth's mamage was not
only brief in tems of chronological time, but also distant in t e m of circumstances of
separation imposed upon the couple. The lack of detail surroundhg their brief
mamage as well as the apparent ambivalence expressed by Macbeth in both of her
autobiographical works provides little in the way of insight regarding Madge's
mamed life. She never remamed, and there is no written indication of a desire to
rernany.'O

Thus, while still a "very young woman [Madge] was left a

widow with a blank leaf in her bank book and no definite training for any sort of
work" (vanTuyl 4). Macbeth's training at Hellrnuth, a "Victonan fhishing school,
which educated her to drink tea and mingle with the Upper-Canadian social elite. illprepared her for the later realities of household management and widowhood"
(Gerson, "Madge Macbeth" 214). Macbeth-who notes that Hellmuth fiished her
before she startedl1--subsequently chose one of the few opportunities available to
her. that of wnting." She recognized, while living with her rnother. that she "was a
burden to [her] family and to Charlie's.

. . . [She] was willing, eager, to support

[herlself and the boys, but what could [she] do?

. . . Incredible as it now seerns.

[she]

had not thought of writing as a means of livelihood" (Boulevard 101). However, due
to the influence of a trained nurse (hired to take care of young Charlie), who
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suggested that Madge try writing, as well as a sense of desperation surrounding her
husband's worsening condition, Macbeth began to write seriously before Charles died.
"She did every s o n of work, interviewing. articles on manufacturing, travel.
love stories, playlets, children's stories. and what not. She sa[id] she loved al1 of it
except the interviewing, and that she loathed" (vanTuyl 4). Despite her apparent

dislike of some aspects of journalism, Macbeth established henelf in the field through
her free-lance interviews of politiciaw and their wives as well as interviews of other
public figures in 0ttawa.I3 In fact, Macbeth managed to establish henelf so well in
joumalism that she had several regular features and columns in both magazines and
newspapen (see Appendix A) and was, during part of 1917, the editor of the
Woman's Section of Everywoman's World.14

Many of Macbeth's portraits of public figures centred on women who made
contributions to business and industry. education, suffrage, unionism, and other areas
of specific relevance to a growing Canadian women's movemen~.'~This interest
may have been sparked at an early age by her grandrnother, Louisa Hart Maffitt
(refemd to by Madge as Me-nah), with whom Madge lived dunng her father's
illne~s.'~In an unpublished article entitled "Unexpurgated Copy." Macbeth wrote,
You already know that my grandrnother was a joumalist; one of the
first women joumalists in the United States. By the time 1 was boni,
however, she had given up most of her work and wrote only the
occasional article. Naturally, she had been brought in touch with a
good many writen and she kept a son of loose contact with them. 1
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could not have been more than five or six yean old when 1 was taken
[by my grandmother] to see

. . . Miss Augusta [Evans]". . . . When

my grandmother told Miss Augusta

. . . that 1 was re-wnting

the Bible

and doing a few stories and dramas on the side, the little blind woman
put her delicate. cool. blue-veined hand on my black mane and said;
"Think well, my child. before you set a word on paper and 1 implore
you not to be tempted to write any of this awful modem trash!"
(Macbeth, "Unexpurgated Copy" 1-2)
In fact, Madge's Iiterary inclinations seem to have starteci early. That Madge began
to revise the Bible at the age of three is frequently mentioned in biographical and
autobiographical articles. She writes that when she was about nine years old, she

began to realize that we live in two wortds: one physical and visible.
the other imaginative and beyond normal sight. Heretofore, I had
regarded them as one. but now 1 saw that grown people divided them
into realrns that were tme and false. And stranger still. when I told of

my adventures-which had not happened--1 was accused of lying. If.
however, 1 wrote these same tall tales, I was commended and called
clever. It seemed wise to become a writer. (Boulevard 22)
Most of Macbeth's childhood writings were dictated to Me-nah whom she
characterizes as "a radical" (Macbeth. Boulevard 9). Louisa Maffitt is described as
SmalI, slender, uncompromisingly erect. She declared her
independence in many ways but in none more conspicuously than in her
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refusal to Wear half a dozen skirts. and temile things called corsets.
She thought them physically injurious and refuseci to crarnp her lovely
little figure into their whale-bond clutches. Fifty years after her

death, doctors came to the same conclusion and wornen were advised to
"let their waists out" so that their organs could function nat~rally.'~
She would not Wear artificial hair. In a day when few people bothered,
she fought for better sanitation and for reasonable protection against
what we now cal1 gerrns. (Macbeth, Over MY 39)
Mike Macbeth, Madge's granddaughter, describes Louisa as a pioneer in Amencan
and Madge writes, "[Louisa] was one of the fint professional press
jo~rnalisrn,'~
women in the United States. contributing regularly to a number of papers like the

Detroit Free Press and some New York and western journals, as well as others in the
south. Along with a sort of Hints-to-Housekeepen column. published under a
pseudonym, she wrote provocative political articles.

. . . She was a fnend and

supporter of Susan B. Anthony and knew--1 don't know how intimately-dane Addams
of Hull House, Chicago" (Macbeth, Over Mv 43). "1 think [Louisa] could be called
the first advocate of women's suffrage. which is almost equivalent to saying that she

was an eater of human flesh. If memory serves me correctly. she was sornetirnes
stoned on the platform" (Boulevard 12). Louisa appears to have been an important
influence for Macbeth who went on to support and write about some of the same
causes as her grandmother.
However. Macbeth's wnting career, while perhaps undertaken initially for
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pleasure and fun, became a senous endeavour after the death of her husband. At this
point. Macbeth "had to wnte in eamest to support [her] two little boys" (Macbeth,

"My First" 4) and chose writing "with the deluded idea that it was something 1 could
do at home. Long since 1 have leamed that it is just the place where one can't write

in peacel' (qtd. in Bailey Price 50). Macbeth notes, "1 wrote with one eye on the gas
stove

. . . and an ear on the baby's chest.

Often, the only tirne 1 had to write was the

few minutes while waiting for the kettle to boil, or the roast to brown. 1 fear a good
deal of mush went into stories which ought to have been spicy, and an over-dose of
pickling went into the sort which should have been redolent of jam" (qtd. in vanTuyl
4)

In an article with a somewhat overcharged title--"Madge Macbeth Won
Success as Writer by 'Cruel, Heart-Breaking Strugg1e"'--Elizabeth Bailey Pnce notes:
[Macbeth's] first three stones were accepted and she felt a very
superior attitude towards life and decided that a great deal of needless
fuss had been made about mothers staying at home and earning their
own living. Then she wrote another story. It was retumed. It was

retumed by every magazine known in the "Thousand and One Places to
sel1 Manuscripts." So were al1 the other stories she wrote. Speaking
of this tirne, Mrs. Macbeth says, "It wasn't that 1 didn't try. God
knows how many nights 1 sat up till d a m tearing my brain to bits,
after the babies had been put to bed. I tned with my very sou1 to wnte
stories that wouId sell." Often after she fiished h e m , she hadn't
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postage to put on her manuscripts, and so she made cakes and sold
them to pay for what she has since called her "literary failures."
(Bailey Pnce 50-5 1)"
Despite these difficult begimings. Macbeth gradually began to establish her name in
newspapen and magazines. One of her first published stories was "Frieda's
Engagement," which was submitted to five magazines between September 10th and
November 5th. 1907 (see Appendix B). The story, which has recently been
anthologized in Campbell and McMullen's New Women: Short Stones bv Canadian

Women. 1900-1920 (1991), was fmally published by the Canadian Magazine in May.
1908--for the grand sum of $5.00 (see acceptance letter and Macbeth's comrnents in
Appendix B). The serialized novel, The Chaneeling, followed in Canada Monthlv in
1909. and her first book. The Winnine Game, appeared in 1910. Hundreds of
magazine articles/stories and twenty novels were to follow between 1910 and her
death in 1965.

"What is your ,6avoun*tej l o wer? "
For the fint time he hesitated, seeming to give the matter sen-ow thought. At Iust, he
said, "I'm not sure of the name, but I think my wife uses the brand made &y the
OgiZvie Mil[ing Company, and her buking Ls out of this world. "

- Madge Macbeth recounting her fint interview. Boulevard Career (1957)
It is the world of joumalism which fint introduced the name Madge Macbeth
to the reading public. She, like many Canadian women at the tum of the century,
participated in the most popular and accessible f o m s of writing available to her:
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serialized fiction and newspaper journalism. Also like many women joumalists, such

as Sara Jeannette Duncan ("Garth Grafton") and Lily Lewis ("Louis Lloyd")

."

Macbeth employed male pseudonyrns throughout her journalistic carrer, as well as for
other forms of wnting. In light of some men's attitude toward women wnten, it is
small wonder that many women chose to use male pseudonyms. Thomas O'Hagan, in
Canadian Essays (1901).wrote of Sarah Anne Cuxzon, "[p]erhaps she may be best
described as one who had the intellect of a man wedded to the heart of a woman"
(62). and of Grace Campbell, O'Hagan remarked. " [s]he possesses a gift rare among

wornen-the gift of humor" (68).
Gerson suggests that Macbeth may have "submitted her work pseudonymously
to avoid saturating the srnall Canadian magazine market" ("Madge Macbeth" 214), a
supposition which is supponed by Macbeth henelf. In Boulevard Career, Madge
writes that she "had to tum out an immense amount of writing to balance [her]
expenditures. Besides, the Canadian market could absorb only a srnaIl part of my
output and other markets were hard to break into. 1 had to use fictitious names,
keeping this practice a dark secret from the editors themselves" (107). "It wasn't a
case of writing more. That was hardly possible. It was a case of getting higher
prices, which didn't look possible. either. There weren't enough markets to absorb
my material and I used several pseudonyrns so that, according to one kind editor, 'it
wouldn't look as though he were playing favourites"' (Over My 84).
Macbeth States elsewhere that she utilized various pseudonyms "just for the fun
of the thing" ("My First" 4). Aside from the male pseudonyms "Gilbert Knox, "
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"Willard S. Dill, " and "Justin H. Digby," Macbeth also utilized female pseudonyms
(" Catalina Colorado, " "Patsy Preston, " "Millie") and ungendered titles ("Bytowner, "

"Rideau," "The Gossip," "An Ottawa Correspondent"). perhaps solely "for the fun of
the thing." However, in at l e s t one case, had Macbeth acknowledged her

authonhip, "there would have been libel suits and all sorts of things wouId have
happened " (Gaskell interview).

Thus. in characteristic fashion, Macbeth's utilization of pen narnes complicates
the notion that women used male pseudonyms in order to get published in an industry
which has been widely considered as favouring male authonhip. This is not to Say
that female joumalists under any name were weIcomed by their male counterparts. In
his Foreword to Ishbel Ross's 1936 book, Ladies of the Press: The Storv of Women
in Journalism bv an Insider, Stanley Walker makes it clear that women were anything
but welcome in the male-dorninated newsroom:
A great many of the girls who have managed to get on newspaper

payrolls have been slovenly. incornpetent vixens. adept at office
politics, show-offs of the w o n t sort, and inclined to take advantage of
their male colleagues. They have protesteci that they wanted to do a
man's work, to be treated as men, but soon or later some situation
would anse in which a11 these high-minded dedarations of purpose
were revealed as so much nonsense. These inferior members of an
often admirable sex have done a great disservice to their sensible,
straightforward sisters-the women who would be omaments to
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journalism if they had only had a chance. By and large. it seems to me
that the men in newspaper work have been uniformly friendly,
sometimes extremely helpful, to their women CO-workers,even to the
point of changing typewriter ribbons for hem--a simple task at which
the female ingenuity appears invariably to bog down. (xi)

The Canadian experience was not much better than that d e s c n i by Ross. On 30
November, 1926, a female joumalist wrote to Macbeth. "the women on the
newspapers are usually too much afraid of losing their jobs to give an opinion of their
own. I know this and 1 feel that I was pnvileged more than most newspaper women
in being given liberty to Say what 1thought" (Sherk).
However, joumdists--male and fernale-were generally viewed with disdain by
"Iegitimate authon," and the general public alike. In A Victonan Authoritv: The
Dailv Press in Late Nineteenth-Centurv Canada, Paul Rutherford wntes,
Journalism, so the sneer went, was too often the abode of the ne'er-dowell. the failed clerk, the dishonest scnbbler. and the party hack. The
low reputation had something to do with the apparent lack of that
special training, especially any course of studies, necessary to enter the
liberal professions. The professionalizers at the end of the century
looked to the university to remedy this lack: indeed, in 1903 the
editon of the Oueen's Ouanerlv sponsored a selection of essays by
joumalists entitled Joumalisrn and the University, which explored the
range of subjects desirable to train the prospective editor. (79)
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Here we see again the influence of academia in arbitrating professionalisrn and
establishing legitimacy, this time over what was written in Canadian newspapen. As
noted in Chapter 1. this seems to have occurred because, as Bourdieu writes, "al1
Linguistic practices are measured against the legitimate practices, Le. the practices of
those who are dominant" (53). In this case, the dominant practices were established

by academics.
As noted earlier, women were particularly susceptible to cnticism by the
largely male staff on the newspapers. "The editor did not approach the 'Women's
Question' with an open mind. Sexism was rife: editors believed God had given the
sexes different natures, and different spheres of activity suited to these natures"
(Rutherford 117). Thus. Ishbel Ross. an American journalist in the early twentieth
century. and the "insider" to which the above title refers, writes,
It is the conviction of every woman reporter of wide expenence that
she could match the best of the men if she had half a chance. The point
is debatable.

. . . [I]t is much more likely that the front-page girl will

help her colleague with his story when he has been wooing the bottle,
console him the night his sixth child is bom, admire its picture a few
weeks later. spur his ambition to wnte a great novel, or help hirn to
buy a birthday present for his wife.

. . . But the highest compliment to

which the deluded creatures respond is the city editor's
acknowledgement that their work is just like a man's. This
autornatically gives them a cornplacent glow, for they are al1 aware that
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no nght-minded editor wants the so-called woman's touch in the news.
(Ross 8, 12-13)

The male and female memben of the press were, indeed. occupying separate spheres.
However. there seemed to be solidarity among and between many Canadian
presswomen, perhaps as a result of experiences such as the one descnbed above.
Thus. the Canadian Women's Press Club was formed in 1904 and Madge Macbeth
was a member for a number of yean (see note 9 in Appendix A).
As Ross no tes, " [ilt was hard to get the woman idea across from any angle
while antimacassars were still in vogue. Housewives did not read the papeo before
1870 and there were no careerists. Al1 attempts to mare their interest were coldly
met until frills and cabinet pudding recipes were launched in occasional columns
hopefully captioned 'For the Ladies"' (17). Newspapers eventually did want "the
woman's touch" and women's pages became regular features in most newspapers and
magazines. Rutherford describes such sections as "coherent and specialized
department[s,]

. . . aimed principally at the ordinary housewife and mother, though

[they] did appeal to any teenage or adult female whatever her class. On these pages

were collected high society news, fashion reports, homemaking hints, perhaps a
column on life from a woman's perspective.

. . . But such surveillance was always

predicated upon the assumption that there was a woman's sphere with a routine and a
rhythm quite distinct from the concerns of society at large" (59-60). The same can
be said of women's magazines, also beginning to circulate in the Iate 1800s. It was,
as Sutherland points out, "only a matter of time before magazine publishers twigged
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to the fact that although women were lirnited in their eaming capacity, they had a
great deal of leeway over the spending of disposable incorne. This was, in fact, a
mass audience with power of the purse.

. . . It was women's magazines that best

exploited the potential of mass appeal" (153).
Several factors coalesced in order for newspapers and magazines to become
popular. The invention of the linotype and €aster printing presses, the availability of
inexpensive newsprint and increased literacy were "accornpanied by an increase in
magazine readers. The weekly was replaced by the monthly which became a leading
factor in modem publishing" (Innis 7). In the U.S., " [tlhe role of males and females
had been changing since the close of the Civil War and the begiming of full-blown
capitalist industrial development.

. . . The mass media played an important role as

people tned to cope with and interpret the social change in their midst" (Searles and
Mickish 263). Showalter notes, in Sexual Anarchy (1991).
one of the rnost dramatic changes at the fin de siècle was the
transformation of the publishing world and the way literary rnyths were
disseminated to readen. In his history of the profession of authonhip
in the nineteenth-century, Nigel Cross pointed out that between 1880

and 1895 the publishing world saw such changes as the introduction of
syndication, the founding of the Society of Authon [1884]; the rise of
the literary agent, and the proliferation of magazines and the popular
press. (15)
In Canada, women's magazines began as pattern rnakers in the Delineator and other
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Butterick papers. which "gained conspicuously in circulation [after the first world
war]. Women's magazines reached the largest circulations, paid most highly for
articles, and were the chief market for writersn (Innis 9). This change was significant
for women who became the target audience for the burgeoning magazine market.
Advertisen quickly made the comection between women as the prirnary
purchasen of goods in the home and their potential for market exploitation. In The
Stratem of Culture (1952),Harold Imis documents the changes which occurred as a
result of the comection between the rising consumer culture in Canada and the
marketing potential of the numerous magazines, particularly those magazines targeted
for a female audience. Innis States:

In Philadelphia, [Cyms H. K.] Cunis developed the great discovery

.

that reading matter trailed through a periodicai compelled readen to
tum the pages and to look at the advertising which made up most of the
page. into an extensive magazine business. Through the national
magazine. advertisers such as the manufacturen of pianos, high cost
two-wheeled bicycles, and other commodities were able to reach a large
market at less cost than through the daily newspaper and to concentrate
on more attractive layouts appealing to people in higher income
brackets. The national magazine made a systematic attack on older
advertising media. (8)U
Increasing urbanization, greater access to education, the emergence of a distinct
middle class, and rising Iiteracy rates in Canada, as in other parts of the world,
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augmented the scientific and technoIogicai advances which were contributing to the
popularity of magazines and magazine advertking. "The idea of having an abundance
of goods took shape gradually arnong the middle and working classes, which had
previously thought in t e m s of restraint and even scarcity.

. . . Although this . . . was

an urban phenornenon, part of its success rested on the ability to draw more and more
people into the world of consumption. initially through the use of mail order
facilities" (Smith 328).
Advertising aimed directly at women and children, which had its beginnings in
the first decade of the 1900s, coincided with the rise in women's magazines and
women's sections in newspapers. M a s consumerism affected both rural and urban,
working and middle class women who became inundated with the advertising of
consumer products which replaced home-made with store-bought and mail-ordered
goods. This marketing strategy was effective, for as Imis notes,
The average circulations of magazines increased from 500.000 to

1.4OO.OOO in the period from 1905-1915 and following the boom
begiming in 1922 reached 3.000.000 by 1937.

...

Writing for the

great popular magazines built up on advertising irnplied assiduous
attention to their requirements on the part of writen and editon.

...

Since dependence on advertising meant that the magazine "expands and
contracts with the activity of the factory chimney" wnters were
particulary affected by fluctuations of the business cycle. The
reptations of authon were built up through advertising by editors of
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magazines who were thus enabled to sel1 advertising material. and
stories became commerciaIistic. (Innis 9-10)
Many writing contests. which Macbeth entered early in her career, emphasized the
comection between products and stories. Macbeth writes: "What kind of stories
were wanted [for such contests]? Well. perhaps some firm wished to advertise a new
horse liniment [sic]. A hack writer would be hired to write the first part of a yam
and contestants had to finish it.

. . . [But,] there was a catch.

You might have to buy

a bottle of liniment [sic]. . . . Certainly, you had to give a prominent place in your
copy to the product advertised" (Over Mv 55).
On several occasions, Macbeth appears to have been asked to write stories

which related directly to products that editors were attempting to promote. In a letter
dated 13 October, 1921, a magazine editor wrote. "we are emphasizing a little in our
advertising that domestic cottons are as good as irnported, and that the purchase of
Canadian cottons provides employrnent for Canadians. keeping Canadian money in
Canada. Perhaps you can get an idea along this line" (Trili). This suggestion reflects

the attempt to create "public goodwill. either toward business in general or a specific

industry. Dating back at least to 1908 were the famous 'Made in Canada* carnpaigns
the CMA [Canadian Manufacturer's Association] rnounted to pmmote consumption of
native goods" (Rutherford 62). It is not clear whether Macbeth followed through with
the above editor's suggestion in this instance; however. she was keenly aware of the
power of advenising. One of her self-initiated early business ventures proposed
something called "The Macton Wharbeth Advertising System" (Retail Merchant's
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Association). This system is descnbed in the following advertisement issued by
Madge herse1f :
Do you know that good will in business is as important as
cooperation? If you know this. are you acting on your knowledge.
We will help you please your customers by putting on a vaudeville show once

an hour, free to the public aftemoon and evening, right in your store. Tell us
what you require advertising and we wilI arrange Our dialogue to suit your
particular case. It wili be the talk of the town. You will have your store
filled with good humoured people.
Prices: if booked before December 31, 1920, one day 200.00, two days
350.00, three days 475.00, one week, 800.00. " (Retail Merchant's

Association)
From the testimonials kept in her papers, this venture was successful and appreciated
by customers/audiences and clients alike (see Mills; Pedlow).

Later, Macbeth's persona1 "cornmodification" as a literary celebrity led her to
consent to her name being used for the advertisement of other products. B.L.
Thornpson, Advertising Manager for the Tuckett Tobacco Company, asked if she
would give a testimonial for a 15 December, 1931 advertisement to be mn in
Maclean's Magazine.

Thompson wanted to have "a well-known woman writer

featured and illustrated. It is the idea to have this writer supply a humorous
paragraph or two or some matenal on the idea of giving cigars, cigarettes or tobacco
as Christmas presents to her men friends" (Thornpson, "Testimonial Request ") .
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Macbeth agreed and wrote a copy which reads,
Al Capone may Wear a $275 diarnond belt buckle but pay what he will,
he can't buy anything better than the best cigar! That's why 1 am not
appalled by the leanness of my pune. which. this year will not allow
me to give platinum cufflinks. ostrich-hide club bags, dinner dress
watches and rnink-lined coats to my men-folk and friends. 1 can give
hem, instead, the best there is in tobacco and at so small a cost that
even my deflated Bank Account will not notice the strain. The gift of
greatest worth is not the sumptuous and expensive object that beIongs
only to certain conditions and occasions; it is the one filling a constant
and fundarnental need. If smoking is not precisely a constant and
fundarnental need, it is a very real d a c e to hundreds of men who are
canying a cruelly heavy load in these tense times. And so with one
eye on December 25th and the other on my tobacconist. 1 feel
considerable satisfaction in the knowledge that while 1 may be unable io
avert al1 the trials and tribulations that beset my men, 1 c m insure [hem
against the loss of that deep contentment that a good smoke gives.
Bring on your Christmas! (Thompson. " A ~ c e p t a n c e " ) ~
Thus, the connection between advertisers and authors was as deep in the early
decades of this century as it is between today's celebnties and the products they
peddle. Of course. "[mlagazine advertising had existed in Amenca . . . long before
the low-priced national magazine emerged in the 1 s t years of the nineteenth century.
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Almost as long as there have been magazines in America, diere has been magazine
advertising " (Peterson 20).
The Short Story
We don't want stories of sur or those with CO-educatiomlbackground. . . . We don't
want war stonès, or ones with obscene languuge, 20 w chamcters or even diaiect; or
those fean<nng artmlogy, fortrrne teliing games of cmp, etc. Nor home racing, cockfighting or gangsters. We don'î wanr stories with foreign settikgs, or sophkticated
plon. To conclude, we don't want srones about mdio, the theam, newspaper people
or editors.

-

Madge Macbeth. "The Short Story in Wartimen (nad.)

Many writen began their literary careen writing for periodicaldmagazines.

Indeed. sorne wrote for magazines throughout their careen despite the fact that they
had gained recognition for novels. short story or p o e q collection^.^ This appears to
have contributed to the neglect of some wnters because of assumptions regarding the
distinction between literary and sub-literary foms of writing. a distinction made clear
by the character Arnold Lemox in Macbeth's Shackles:

Personally, [he] could not see why any one should want to join the rank
and file of mediocre wnters whose fondest hope must be limited by the
acquiring of a little temporary publicity. "Too much trash is being
circulated, " he complained.

. . . "You are giving voice to mere

sophistries. Art is one thing. Commerce, materialism, another. . . . 1
shouldn't want to pander to the vulgar--especially when I realized I was
doing so. " (48-49)

In Women and Pnnt Culture (1989). Kathryn Shevelow writes that " [t]oo
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many literary histories. serving the distinction between 'literary ' and 'sub-Iiterary '

forms, have allowed the significance of the periodical to paie by cornparison with that
of the novel or other genres" (195). Gerson notes that there were several reasons
why Canadian women writing at the tum of the century concentrateci on periodical
publication. She writes,

The physical fom in which an author's words appear plays an
important role in signalling their significance. The objectified book,
which has accumulated an accretion of cultural and religious

significations from the classical period through the Middle Ages (not al1
of which have disappeared during the modem era) is historically an
intrinsically more male medium than is publication in a periodical.

.. .

When a woman publishes a book. the transition from the single
handwritten manuscript to multiple publicly accessible printed and
bound copies constitues a leap out of the private sphere in which
women's Iives have traditionally been conducted into the public realm
where the author herself, if not shieided by anonymity or a pen name,
becomes an object of general attention. Presenting her work in the
shape of a book both vaIorizes an author and violates her.
simultaneously giving her an enduring identity and subjecting her to
discomforting scmtiny for her presumptuousness. ("TheBusiness" 7879)

Further, most book-length works wntten before 1940 were self-fiianced by both male
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and female writers. "The standard arrangement was for the author to cover production
costs in exchange for the publishers' reputation. distribution and publicity. The

author might also be expected to arrange for a substantial number of sales" (Gerson,
"The Business" 82). Few wornen could afford such an expensive proposition;

presumably, professional writen like Macbeth used the profits g m e r e d from the
publication of magazine stories to finance such endeavours.
In a somewhat derogatory passage, DanielIs describes the short story in
Canada as "often devoted to the sorrows of a neglected child, a poverty-stricken
wornan, or a refugee from totalitarian persecution. It is no& likely, however, that the

reader of a dozen assorted Canadian short stories will at first be concemed with
romantic or realistic tones or with techniques. Rather he will rernember the panorama
of Canadian scenes: the world of the pioneers with its strong or cuming men who
master al1 opposition" (43). But what will she remember? According to Patricia
Searles and Janet Mickish,
Analysis of the fiction published in The Ladies' Home Journal during

1905 reveals a consistent pattern of gender-relevant themes and
messages. The traditional, good-hearted, self-sacrif king woman who
embraces her "natural" role as wife and mother is central to this fiction
and is presented as the mode1 of ferninine virtue.

. . . One of the most

frequently recumng messages in the short stories of 1905 is that it is
important for women to submerge their identities and sacrifice
themsehes for others. (263-64)
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Indeed. there seems to have been ample opportunity to see this theme of self-sacrifice
and submersion in the magazines distributed in Canada at the tum of the century for,

as Mary Vipond notes. there were
[ojver three hundred Arnerican publications (excluding newspapen)
circulated in Canada in the mid-1920s; perhaps fifty million copies of
American magazines were bought annually in Canada by 1926, and the

number was steadily increasing. The best sellen were the Ladies*

Home Journal (with a circulation of 152.011 in Canada as of 30 June,
1926). Saturdav Evening Post (l28,574), Pictorial Review (128,320).
and McCaIl's Magazine (103.209). . . . The Ieading nation-wide
Canadian magazines of general interest were MacLeanTs Magazine
(with a circulation of 82,013 as of 31 December 1925). Canadian
Home Journal (68.054). Saturdav N i ~ h t(30,858). and the Canadian
Magazine (12.604). (43-44)
Although the number of jobs that women could hold was begiming to increase in the
1920s and 1930s, magazine writing was one of the few occupations in which turn-ofthe-century women could participate with relative impunity.
Melman writes that stories in popular periodicals of the 1920s created a
"magazine bonanza [which] seemed a phenornenon whose very scale marked the
decade off from earlier periods.

. . . 'This is the magazine age.'

remarked Punch,

'and with it came a flood of literature in the fom of books and correspondence

courses designed to teach people how to write the stones that are required

CO fil1

the
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pages of the magazines. The thing is becoming a cult'" (108). The cuit of writing
for magazines had hit Canada. the United States and Britain with full force in the
1920s. "There were golden opportunities in the magazine market. In an era of
recession and unemployment it offered much for little to the resourceful practitioner"
(Melman 108). However, the fledgling writer had to be extremely resourceful for the
apparent opportunities provided by this expanding market were limited for freelance
writers. In the United States,
magazines bought only minuscule percentages of the articles and stones
with which freelance contributors filled their mails. Editors relied
largely on professional freelancen with whom they rnaintained close
liaison.

. . . McCalI's

and Pictonal Review, for instance, bought no

unsolicited articles whatsoever; the Amencan Mercurv bought .O0 1 per

cent: Ladies' Home Journal, .O1 per cent: Collier's and Scribner's, 1
per cent; and Better Homes and Gardens and Good Housekee~ing,5
per cent. (Petenon 122)
Canadians fared little better in terms of access to magazine publication because the
market was small: "Canadian magazine conglornerates were puny compared to the
colossi across the border and relied on trade magazine profits to keep thern afloat.
Among these were the J.B. Maclean (Maclean's, Chatelaine, Canadian Homes and
Gardens, Mavfair) and Hugh C. Maclean (the Canadian Magazine) companies, and
Consolidated Press (Saturdav Niaht, The Farmer and Canadian Home Journal) "
(Sutherland 113). The fact that Macbeth published 82 stories and 4 senalized novels
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in the magazine market attests to her success in this competitive sphere?

It is important to note that magazine writing and periodical stories-traditionally associated with women as producen and consumen--were not. in fact,
stnctly female temtory. Melman points out that
the magazine story as such was not a generically feminine cornmodity.

In the fint place. hundreds of papen catered for juvenile male
audiences and many othen were aimed at a rnixed public (there were
few all-story papers for male adults). Secondly, al1 the publishers and
the majority of advertisen, editors and writen of wornen's magazines

were men. Despite al1 ihis, the periodical press was popularly
described as a feminine domain. Its post-war boom was related not to
changes in the reading public as a whole, but to the emergence of a
new female audience. This possessed three characteristics. It was
heterogeneous, but predominantly working-class. Its members were
economically independent or better off than they had ever been.

...

Romance, the largest category of mas-circulation fiction, was,
publishers thought, a feminine domain, as if has always been. And of
al1 the popular genres it was the least susceptible to changes in fashion
or fluctuations in the market. (110)
Thus. as discussed in Chapter 1, many of the stories published in the general interest
and women's magazines tended toward family-focused and romance-oriented subjects.

The Woman Ouestion
Women need not more freedorn but less. Social policy should proceedfrom the
findamental îmth that women ore and m u t be dependent. . . . To erpecr a woman,
for erample, if lefr by the deafh of her husband with young children without suppoa
to maintain herself &y her own effom, ir d e most absuni mockety offredom ever
deviked.
- Stephen Leacock, "The Woman Question" (1915)
Many of the changes which took place in the f i t decades of the twentieth
century began with the industrial revolution whereby the nature of work and the
introduction of new technologies shifted radically the way in which "appmpnate"

gender roles came to be defined. "Wornen were needed in the industrial revolution.

and thus many were expected to work outside the home to help the nation prosper.
But this change created tension and confusion, as well as fear that woman's 'natural'
role as wife and mother would be undermineci by the demands of the new industrial
economy " (Searles and Mickish 263).

In Canada, well beyond the turn of the century, "motherhood was raised to the
level of a profession, supposedly essential for the development of the nation. And as
the prosperous 1920s gave way to the temble 1930s, women found themselves under

increasing pressure to embrace this 'new' profession of homemaker and leave the
public workplace to men, who now more than ever needed to eam a wage" (Errington

82). As Bullough, Shelton and Slavin point out in The Subordinated Sex (l988),the
symbol of woman as ange1 of the hearth becarne a significant ideology at thefln de

siècle, despite, or perhaps more appropriately, because of the cultural shifts which

were creating new definitions for gender propnety.
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The . . . mystique of motherhood granteci women special status but at

the same t h e guaranteed them inferiority. Common women went to
work in the factones, neglecting their families. and anstocratic women
remained outside the bounds of middle-class morality, but the good
woman, the true middle-class woman, as befitted her newfound moral

purity and spiritual genius, had to devote herself to the task of
homemaking, something that in the past had not been regarded as
particularly important. (250-51)

Thus, most turn-of-the-century Canadian women were bearing the responsibili ty of
maintaining the stability of the nuclear family, attending to numerous cornmunity and
social functions, or trying to make a living in a factory, office, or farm. However,
some women were part of a phenornenon that had its roots in late nineteenth-century
Britain and the U.S.: The New Woman.
A New Woman was defined as someone who discarded the traditional dictates
of femininity and who claimed the right to full participation in society.

She was called "Novissirna: " the New Woman, the Odd Woman, the
Wild Woman, and the Superfluous Woman in English novels and
periodicals of the 1880s and 1890s. A tremendous amount of polemic

was wielded against her for choosing not to pursue the conventional
bourgeois woman's career of marriage and motherhood. Indeed, for
her transgressions against the sex. gender, and class distinctions of
Victorian England, she was accused of instigating the second fa11 of

.

man. (Ardis 1)
As Campbell and McMullen indicate. "1900 to 1920 was the era of female campaigns

for suffrage and for temperance and of continuing public debate over the 'New

Woman,'who had fint evolved in the eighties and nineties with her need for
independence and career" (Introduction 2).
Women were still being called New Women (altematively. modem women o r
Rappers) in Canada and Britain until the 1920s. Melrnan suggests that

the major cause. the pn'mum mobile, of the obsession with the modem
wornan was the fear aroused by the disparity between the sexes. In the

eyes of many contemporanes, a society in which fertile females were
plentiful and males were scarce was politically. socially and morally
imperilled. The surplus of young women was the main argument
against universal suffrage. For women to be in the majority of the
electorate would impair political equilibnurn. Similarly. equal
oppominities in the labour market would threaten the outnumbered
male sex. (18)
Obviously. the "prob1em"--problem because she would not be "keeping the cradle of
the [Anglo-saxon] race full" (Melrnan 25)--of the unmamed, " s u p e ~ u o u s "woman
was not limited to Europe or the United States. Canadians struggled with the same

issue.
In a 1913 Saturday Night article entitled "The Supefflous Woman," an

anonymous author writes,
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One of the most disturbing problems for those who concern themselves
with the future of the Anglo-saxon race and the continued existence of
the British empire. is that which arises from the steady [sic] decreasing
birth rate.

. . . Fashionable women and those who wish to be thought

fashionable are openly declaring that motherhood when it goes beyond
two, or at most three, children, is nothing but slavery, and neither for
the sake of perpetuating the honored names of their husbands, nor for
the future benefits of the state, will they make martyrs of themselves.
(25)

The author's "solution" to the problem includes placing a "prernium on every child
bom in the country" (25). This Canadian illustration supports Sally Ledger's
contention that "it was oniy towards the close of the century that sexologists such as
Havelock Ellis and Richard von Krafft-Ebing associated feminism with a challenge to
Victonan constructions of female sexuality. Instead, women's socio-sexual deviance
was generally described almost exclusively in terms of the New Wornan's supposed
rejection of motherhood: female reproduction rather than female sexuality was the
main issue in the debate" (29). Ledger further suggests that "the rise of the New

Wornan at thefin de siècle was symptomatic of an ongoing challenge to the
monolithic ideological certainties of mid-Victorian Britain.

. . . The collision between

the old and the new that characterized thefin de siècle marks it as an excitingly
volatile transition period; a time when British cultural politics were caught between
two ages, the Victorian and the modem; a time fraught botii with anxiety and with an
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exhilarating sense of possibility " (22).
Showalter describes the 1880s and 1890s as "decades of 'sexual anarchy,'
when the laws that govemed sexual identity and behavior seemed to be breaking
dom.

. . . During this period both the words 'feminism'

and 'homosexuality ' first

came into use, as New Women and male aesthetes redefined the meanings of
femininity and masculinityn (3). Thus, while the Victorian age has historically been
ponrayed and characterized as a period of sexual repression, due to the emphasis
placed on issues surrounding both biological sex and culturally constmcted gender
(precipitated. in part. by the writings of Darwin and Freud), "never before had sex
entered into discoune with such vehemence: there was a general discursive erethism
surrounding sexuality from the mid-Victorian penod onwards" (25). Ledger and
Showalter both argue that the association of the images of the dandy, the decadent,
and the New Wornan was the result of a cnsis in gender identity. "What most
obviously linked the New Woman with the Wildean decadents of the 1890s was the
fact that both overtly challenged the Victonan sexual codes" (Ledger 25).
This cnsis in sexual codes was accompanied by changes in literary forrns.
Ann Ardis writes that "the New Woman novelists anticipate the reappraisal of realism
we usually credit to early-twentieth-century writers. Most obviously. the 'natural'

inevitability of the marriage plot is challenged as New Wornan novelists 'replace' 'the
pure woman,' the Victorian angel in the house, with a heroine who either is sexually
active outside of mamage or abstains from sex for political rather than moral
reasons" (3). Ardis further notes:
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that issues of female identity fueled tremendous experirnentation with
narrative forrn in the 1890s suggests that now-forgotten turn-of-thecentury women writen are as responsible for "onginatingn modernism
as better-known figures such as Joseph Conrad, Henry James. Kate
Chopin, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman. . . . [Al11 were using and
transforming nineteenth-century modes of representation at the same
time as the customarily accredited proto-modemists and modernist
originaton. (169-70)
Although she is not named as such in any of Madge Macbeth's works, The
New Wornan is present in many of Macbeth's characterizations, if one is to define the
New Wornan in A m Ardis's terms. Ardis writes, "in some of these novels the
convention of omniscience is . . . dismantled by female characters who assert their
autonomy from a male narrator. . . . Instead of assuming that art irnitates reality and
re-presents something both extemal and prior to the work of fiction. these authors
figure desires that have never been realized before; they imagine wortds quite
different from the bourgeois patriarchy in which unmamed women are deemed odd
and superfiuous 'side character[s] in modem life"' (3). Most obvious examples of the
above are found in Macbeth's The Patterson Limit (1923). a book which features a
female forest ranger; Shackles (1926). which features a woman's perspective on
mamage and her stniggle for recognition as a wnter; Shreds of Circumstance (1947).

which features a family with no "home"and a young girl's sexual desire; and Lost: A
Cavalier (1947), the story of a woman writer and her relationship with a younger
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man.
Given such an outline of New Womanhood. one might speculate that Madge
henelf could be termed a New Woman. Macbeth certainly appeared to [ive a life
unfettered by convention or prescription. Her attitude toward working women was
positive, as evidenced by a 1926 Letter to E. Norman Smith, First Vice President of
the Ottawa Journal in which she wrote, "[wlhile 1 do not know Gilbert Knox's idea
on the subject, 1 do know that it's not bravery that prompts woman to 'go into the
world, and eam their living' (And after all, why shouldn't they?) itnshunger. or
ambition." She travelled to virtually every corner of the world at a time whcn
"relatively speaking, a very few people travelled" (Over MY MO), much less travelled
alone. In France. "[she] sat in the Dôme and the Rond Point, too shy to speak to

Joyce, Emest Hemingway or Iulian Green [and] waiked in Montmartre (Over Mv
163); in Palestine "[she] had to be on the lookout for scorpions. In Yucatan, for

scorpions and Black Widows. . . . In Morocco, [she] timed one visit with that of the
thirty-year locusts" (Over Mv 169); in Quito, she danced on the equator; in
Yugoslavia, "because of [her] interest in, and affection forn the country. she was
given the Order of Saint Sava by King Peter (Boulevard 221); in Canada. she rode the
trails "from Banff to Windermere before the road was built[,] ford[ed) rivers more
frequently than did Simon Fraser,

. . . hunted buffalo [and went] deep sea fishing off

the Gaspé coast" (Boulevard 228). Macbeth did al1 of this travelling before 1960 and
did most of it aIone.
However, despite the fact that Macbeth's life was "unconventional," or, to
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some degree, outside of the "woman's realm," she. like many upper-middle class
women of the time, did not seem to recognize class as an issue. Thus, her apparent
ambivalence regarding the changes in women's roles over tirne seems more indicative
of her lack of consideration of class issues than her attention to gender. In Boulevard
Career, she wrote,

Greatest of al1 changes are those goveming the conduct of women. 1
have seen two extrzmes; restrictions so rigid, so unbendable that they
might as well have been physical chains; and liberty so elastic that
there appears to be no limit to what a woman may now get away with.
The scandals of yesterday are the moralities of today. The heterodoxy

of last week is the orthodoxy of day after tomorrow. 1 remember the
breakdown when women took to smoking, publicly. They were led by
Her Excellency the Duchess of Connaught. Bobbed hair created a
nation-wide upheaval. A woman's glory . . . you know. The head of
a large hospital in Canada's capital refused to graduate a nurse who
denied her femininity by cutting off her hair. 1 remember the
disappearance of corsets, petticoats and open drawen. 1 remember
ski-

so long that they substituted for municipal Street sweepers and so

short that they would shock a Follies Choms. 1 have seen bathing sui&
compete with undergarments. skirts and stockings give way before bnef
tmnks and a briefer bra.

. . . But sornething fine and colourful has

gone out of life. Cynics cal1 it the pink tea period. Perhaps it was that.
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It included. however. a disciplined courtesy that made for more
gracious relationships than we encounter nowadays. Counesy is
ignored by too many people who discount the value of good manners.
There's so little time to be polite. 1 see well-bom people behaving like
hoodlums and humbler f o l k putting on the airs of grandeur. (224-25)
Reflecting on two very different time periods-the Ottawa of the early 1900s and that
of the early 1950s--Macbeth reveals much about the changes in women's roles, but
she also reveals her own class biases. Was Madge Macbeth a New Woman?
Between life and art there are often chasms.

It is clear that in Canada, as in the rest of the world, old ideas from the
Romantic and Victonan penods of the nineteenth century were stmggling for
supremacy over new ideas arising from a world undergoing a radical transformation
in virtually every realm. Outdated assumptions about femininity countered the

advances gamered by the embittered stmggles women waged. many of which took
srna11 steps forward and large leaps backward. Despite the influence of a growing
media, an expansion of the social and physical sciences, shifts in the global economy.

and increasingly complex technological advances, conceptions about the "proper"
roles of men and women during the 1920s and 1930s had not altered significantly
from those of the Victonan era. Women were not yet fully accepted into the work
world; they did not have control over their reproductive functions; they did not have
equal access to education: and they were not valued for anything beyond their roles as
wives and mothers. They were. however, able io break into the writing market, as
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Macbeth did. in ways. though limited, hitherto not possible.
Thus, in response to the question posed by Macbeth henelf in the epigraph to
this chapter. "Need we discuss this further?." 1 believe the answer is an unequivocal
yes, we do. Much has been said about the role that academia played in Macbeth's

dismissal: however, a further analysis of the reception that Macbeth received for her
novels will provide a more thorough analysis of the cultural forces which shaped her
Life and work. Macbeth's flounshing career as a novelist in the mid 1920s and early
1930s. combined with a loyal (largely female) following. as well as her involvement

in the Canadian Authors' Association, not only made her a popular speaker at clubs
across Canada but provided her with the oppottunity to have her unconventional and
often controvenial opinions heard. Her increasing financial secunty and lessening
child-care responsibilities gave her the time to pursue further her interest in travel and
to manage her diverse social functions. Chapter 3 will discuss Macbeth's involvement
with the CAA as well as the reception of her novels.
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Notes: Chapter 2

'This quote is very similar to that credited to Charlotte Whinon, Canada's f i n t
woman mayor (Ottawa) who said, "Whatever women do they have to do twice as well

as men to be thought half so good. Luckily, it's not difficult" ( s e Colombo; Wylie).
According to Mike Macbeth, Charlotte Whitton was a very good friend of Madge
Macbeth (a point revealed in a July 1996 phone conversation with Mike): the
similarity between the two quotations may have ansen from ihis relationship. In fact,
it is a matter of conjecture regarding who preceded whom in articulating these oftquoted words.
2Unlike her date of birth. listed as being anywhere from 1878-1883, Macbeth's
place of birth is not a matter of contention. In both of her autobiographies, Macbeth
writes that she was bom in Philadelphia. Barbara Freeman erroneously lists
Macbeth's birthplace as Maryland and the Toronto Star Weeklv (25 June, 1910) states
that Macbeth was born in North Carolina.
'Macbeth notes that she was sent to the College because "[her] health broke
down" (Macbeth, "My Fint" 4). Boulevard Career gives more detail regarding some
of the reasons for Madge's entrance to Hellrnuth. Madge, who was involved in
amateur acting at the time, "fell sickeningly in love with a broken-down actor cast for
the lead.

. . . He asked [Madge] to meet him down t o m ,

alone.

. . . He must have

been al1 of forty and 1 was not yet twelven (38). Madge's mother, not enamoured
with her daughter's interest in drama to begin with, "not only forbade [Madge] to see

hirn but to wnte to hirn. She extracted a promise that [Madge] would give up the
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idea of being an actress" (39). Madge, thinking herself hearibroken at being unable
to see this man. became quite ill. A doctor, called in to investigate the situation.
diagnosed Madge's problem as "brain fever" and suggested she be taken out of
school. "Keep her quiet. No books and above al1 no emotional disturbances" (39).

Madge "became sicker than ever" (such were the results of a sirnilar regirnen on
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's female character in "The Yellow Wallpaper"), and a
friend of her mother's persuaded Mn. Lyons to send Madge away. to give her a
change in scenery. Since the Lyons family had connections at Hellmuth. it was
decided that Madge be sent there. For more detailed information, see Chapter 4 in
Boulevard Career.

41t is interesting to note that Macbeth's family did not seem to object to a stage
career p e r se. for Madge was an accomplished mandolinist who performed on the
musical stage from 1899 to 1901. Volume 12 of Macbeth's Papers at the National
Archives contains her "Vanity Books" which hold the many newspaper articles
discussing her career as a mandolinist. At that tirne, her Nommes de Theam were
listed as both Miss Eleanor Leonard and Miss Elinor Leonard.
'Francis vanTuyl provides an excellent overview of Macbeth's coninbutions to the
Ottawa Drama League in her manuscript for an article entitled "A Canadian Lady
Gregory." in which she States.
In less than two months, M n . Macbeth had not only paid off the debt
and contnbuted two beds to the Duchess of C o ~ a u g h Hospital--these
t
beds beanng the inscription "The gift of the Ottawa Drarna LeagueN--
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but she had opened a bank account.

. . . Beside, she had placed the

League on a social fitting which is no small task in a capital city :
Members of Parliament [sic] Cabinet Ministers, and many others
prominent in Ottawa's social Iife began to look forward to Canada's
dramatic future. But the work for which Mrs. Macbeth will always be
remembered is that in connection with the establishment of a National
Theatre. Through the medium of the Hon. Martin BumeIl, the Hon.
President of the Drama League, an approach was made to the
Govemrnent, an offer to produce a number of free performances each
year and to give particular encouragement to Canadian pIaywnghts, if
the Governrnent would so far subsidize the scheme as to provide a

suitable building to a theatre. . . . [Flinally the thing was
accomplished. and Mr. Granville Barker opened the Auditorium in the
Victoria Memonal Museum, with a lecture, during which he said,
"Canada has done what England has never done: she has placed the
stamp of Governmeni approval on drarnatic art." (vanTuyl 5-6)
.

For further information regarding Macbeth's involvement in the development of
dramatic arts in Canada, see "A Modest Author" and Smillie.
6Macbeth also sought movie vehicles and attempted to have several of her novels
made into movies. There was, however, only one somewhat successful attempt when

her 1917 book Kleath was made into a silent film. Macbeth received only $442 from
the selling of the film nghts to the movie, which was subsequently named "The Law
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of the Yukon" (after Robert Service's poem), and which garnered neither credits nor
royalties for Macbeih. Contained within her Papers, housed at the National Archives
in Ottawa. is a letter from Smalt, Maynard and Company (12 May 1919) which
States, "We beg leave to infonn you that the movie rights of Kleath has [sic] earned
you the sum of 442.00" (Hale). The letter indicates that her share of the sale of the
movie rights was 65% of total monies received. which was $680.00. Srnall, Maynard
kept the other 35%. In a letter to Madge Macbeth. dated 21 June, 1920, Car1
Krusada wrote,
So far as 1 know at present, the moving picture rights were sold to
Charles Miller productions, and tumed over by that Company to
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, for whom Director Charles Miller
made a picture entitled "THE LAW OF THE YUKON." Further, 1
understand that in this picture your story was partly used in conjunction
with other material based on the Service poem. 'THE LAW OF THE

YUKON,"and variously wntten by two or three scenario writen. . . .
As the matter stands, so far as 1 know, there was no clause in the

contract whereby the picture producer is bound to give you credit in
or part of your book, was to be made into
case your book "KLEATH,"
a picture. If this is so, the fault lies altogether with Small. Maynard &
Company, who executed the contract.

. . . By far the most usual form

of sales contract, or bill of sale, for the sale of motion picture nghts of
a literary work has a clause binding the purchaser to give credit to the
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author of the original work even if the author's original is ody used in
part and incorporated in a picture. From verbal conversations with

some of the people who had something to do with the making of "THE
LAW OF THE YUKON," I understand that this clause was not in the
bill of sale Srnall, Maynard & Company executed in the sale of the
motion picture rights to "KLEATH."
Macbeth had signed to publish three other books with Small. Maynard, but was
released frorn this obligation after the disagreements between her and the Company.
She left that publisher on very bad tems; there is a great deal of correspondence in
her papers regarding the hostility between Madge and the Editors at Small. Maynard.
The correspondence reveals that Macbeth attempted to launch a lawsuit regarding this
injustice, but was unsuccessful. Despite this negative expenence. Macbeth continued
to seek opportunities to have her novels and stones made into films (notably, "The

Valley of Bleached Bones"). but. despite some interest from film companies, there is
no indication that anything came from such attempts.
7See "Little Lady in Vehet Danced with Indians" for Macbeth's words on the

"secret" for leaming to write so prolifically as well as her attitude toward travel.
languages, and her ambitions.
BThe London Evening Advertiser (14December, 1923) notes that Madge met
Charles Macbeth "at a dinner party given by His Lordship. the Bishop of Huron.
That the young University of Toronto student made a big impression on the author
even at their first meeting is evidenced by an item which appeared immediately in the
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'Union Jack.' the college paper. 'Gipsy [Madge's nickname] sleeps no more for
Macbeth doth murder sleep "' (" Madge Macbeth Conceived" 10).
9After their mamage. Charles and Madge lived in Detroit for two years. When
Charles, who was bom in London. Ontario, was offered a position with the Georgian

Bay Ship Canal project. the couple moved to Ottawa.
'('The two telephone conversations 1 had with Mike Macbeth indicate that there

were opponunities for Madge to marry; however, due to issues of confidentiality. 1
will not be addressing this point.

''In her 1953 autobiography , Over MY Shoulder, Madge's second chap ter focuses
on events at Hellmuth College. In characteristically humorous fashion. Chapter 2 is
entitled "1 Start to Be Finished" (6). In the same book, she writes, "for aithough 1
had been beautifully 'finished' at Hellmuth College. I had never been begun. 1 didn't
-

know anything of practical value" (55). In Boulevard Career, Macbeth wntes,
"Remotely. 1 felt that 1 had been beautifully finished, but that 1 had never been
begun! " (70).
120f

this time, Madge writes: "One day. a shattering fact broke upon me;

henceforth I would have to make a living for my fatherless children.

. . . 1 had

to sel1

and sel1 fast, for either the refngerator was leaking or '1 had to buy boots for the
boys"' (Over MY 53). While Macbeth wtites of her literary beginnings with humour,
her foray into the male-dominated world of journakm was, in the begiming, neither
easy nor profitable. See Appendix

photographs and sketches.

B for the dollar amounts paid Madge for her
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13Macbeth credits Marjorie MacMurchy. "a highly esteemed presswoman" (Over
Mv 56) and novelist, with helping her in her journalistic endeavours.
-

Macbeth, who

expressed a dislike for "invad[ing] the privacy of people" (Over My 56) by
interviewing them was told by MacMurchy, " [wlornen will soon overcome [the]
shrinking from publicity.

. . . This is a rapidly changing world and we must see that

the changes affecting us are to our advantage. Most of us with a little training could

do men3 jobs as well as they can and we are going to need some publicizing" (61).
Madge's description of the interview that followed is both humomus and self-effacing.
14Anunsigned. undated note indicates that Macbeth was the editor of the
Woman's Page of Eve-oman's

World. There is no indication regarding the length

of her tenure (NAC MG30-D52, Volume 1. File: correspondence. unsigned,
undated 1900-1920). Five different university libraries, as well as the National

Library in Ottawa, were contacted for microfilmed copies of Evewwoman's World
for the year 1917 (the file indicates that 1917 may have been the year in which
Macbeth was editor of the periodical). Every microfilmed copy of the magazine
skipped part of 1915 and al1 of 1916. 1917 and 1918 (in each case, the only years that
were complete were 1914 and 1920). Thus, 1 was unable to confirm whether or not
Macbeth was. in fact. editor at any point during those y e m .
"~pparently,however, Macbeth resented being typecast as a "woman's writer" or
relegated to the Women's Pages of newspapers and magazines. See Appendix B for
Macbeth's personal reactions to editorial suggestions that she wnte more "woman's
material. "
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16Macbeth wntes, in Boulevard Career, "Because of my father's illness. we
moved. when 1 was still an infant, from Philadelphia to Asheville, North Carolina. It
was not the fashionable resort of 'lungen' that it afterwards became" (2),and
"During rny father's last illness. in Asheville. 1 lived with Me-nah in Philadelphia.

Mother had her han& full with her dying husband, my brother and a baby sister"
(11). It seems as though Mn. Lyons* mamed years were comparable to Madge's

om.
''Miss Augusta Evans was also an Amencan joumalist. Madge describes her as
"a venerable little lady [who] had gone blind due. probably. to too much work in too
inconvenient surroundings but whose books were intemationally known especially in
Sunday School" (" Unexpurgated" 1).
lBLouisawas indeed a pioneer regarding her attitude toward corsets. Such an
attitude went against most of the dominant dictates of everyone from suffragists to
health professionals. For example, at a meeting of the Rational Dress Society in

1888, D n . Roy and Adaine presented a paper stating "moderate tight-Iacing was
beneficial as it released the blood from an inactive locality and left it to be free to be
used in the brain and elsewhere" (qtd. in Newton 118). At the sarne meeting, noted
British suffragist Lydia Becker also spoke in favour of corsets, stating. "Stick to your
stays. They improve the form. give wamth and assist you. Stick to your stays,
ladies. and tnumph over the other sex!" (qtd. in Newton 117). Stories of collapsed
lungs, spine curvature. damaged organs. miscamage. broken ribs and, in extreme
cases, prolapsus uten--prolape of the utems-were not uncommon in corset wearers
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(see Newton; Konig; Lauer; Laver; Steele; and Woolson) .

l%is

point was made in two separate (informal) telephone conversations with

Mike Macbeth (January of 1995 and July of 1996).
" ~ a c b e t h writes in Boulevard Career, "1 worked with desperate inefficiency, not
only writing stories that were consistently returned

. . . Looking back,

. . . but baking and selling cakes.

1 am appalled at my daring-4 who had hardly ever been in a

kitchen, much less produced anything in onen (102-03). During the course of our
conversation, Eric Gaskell also confirmed that Macbeth sold cakes in order to pay for
the postage required to send her manuscripts to publishers.
"For further information on pseudonyms used by women in Canadian joumalism,
see Lang.
" ~ h econtrovenial book. The Land of Afternoon (1926). which was written by
Macbeth under the pseudonym "Gilbert Knox" (and which was never publicly
acknowledged by Macbeth as her own wnting). was discussed at length in a 1996
interview with Eric Gaskell, who stated:

Of course. people who knew Madge suspected from the begiming that
Gilbert Knox was in fact Madge Macbeth. but it was never proven at
that time, and never acknowledged of course. Had it been
acknowledged publicly--Madge was ternpted to acknowledge it henelf-she was dissuaded from doing so because had she done so, she would

have been socially ostracised in this t o m [Ottawa]. [The Land of
Afternoon] was a courageous piece of political and social satire at that
period. (Gaskell interview)
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The controveny surroundhg the novel was intense and, for Macbeth, emotionally
draining.

A hand-written note. inserted at the front of one of her mes housed at the

National Archives States:

This letter refen to the Land of Aftemoon which 1 published under the
pseudonym of GILBERT KNOX. The secret was well kept and even
now [December 19571 1 have never publicly acknowledged the
authorship. But the book created such a furore and so many people
were indignant that 1 becarne quite ill-hearing rnyself reviled! Mr.
Alfred Fripp--1awyer and M.P.--and Mr. Martin Burrell, Parliamentary
Librarian determined to locate Knox and have him deported as an
undesirable citizen. People dl over Canada sent copies to friends in
Ottawa asking them to note in the rnargin the identity of the people
mentioned in the book. It was--and still is--quoted in Parliament. 1 had

a serious nervous breakdown and went to a nursing home in Toronto.
This letter--and others in the collection--refer to that iime. The royalty
statemenu from Graphic are included. The Land of Aftemoon was the
fint book Graphic published and gave the publisher. Harry Miller, a
Little working capital. Even he did not know the identity of the author
for some time, beIieving that 1 was an agent for a minister's wife
called McMurray . (Macbeth. Cover Note)
*~ccordingto Theodore Petenon, the publishing magnate "Cyms H.K. Curtis

. was alert to the new markets opening up for penodicals,

..

and perhaps no publishen
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of his time had as profound a faith in advertking, the foundation on which the big
national magazines were built" (11). Cyrus's wife took over the women's department

of Cyrus's magazine. the Tribune and Famer, which b e c k e "so popular that Curtis
decided to issue it as a separate publication. So in December. 1883, with Mrs. Curtis

as editor. the Ladies' Home Journal first appeared.

. . . [Cynis] hirnself retained

Ladies' Home Joumal, which bmsfomed the field of women's magazines and was
one of the first magazines ever to reach a circulation of a million" (11). In 1897,
Curtis took over the Saturdav Evenine Post and is credited with making it a financial

success.

For further information regarding Cynis Curtis. see Petenon.

T h i s was not, however. the copy which was printed. Madge had wntten two
different advertisements and the one which was included in the 15 December 1931
issue of Maclean's Magazine read as foIlows:
What with hard times and everything. my fnend DolIy says she is
going to give her husband a permanent wave for Christmas--a wave on
her own head. you understand. "It won't be a dead loss for him," she
argued, "for 1'11 be much easier to look at and much easier to live with
when my hair is well curled."
Well. maybe! But my philosophy of giving goes deeper than
appearances. 1 think the natural need is the one that counts, and it's as

much man's nature to want good tobacco as to want that sense of
well-being and solace it provides. 1 am easy to Iive with if my
men-folks are easy to live with and it's easy to achieve this ease by
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giving them good smokes. Then. as we sit contentedly puffing at each
other across the table, they forget to be depressed and they don't care
whether 1 Wear a permanent wave or curl papen! ("My Philosophy of
Giving" 67)
On the same page, there is an author description beneath a photograph of Madge.
This description reads:
Few Canadian magazines fail to include the name of Madge Macbeth
amongst their contributon. She wntes for U.S. and English periodicals
on a variety of subjects. She is the author of several novels. one of
which was screened. Her latest volume is Over the Gangplank to
Spain. an infomal treatment of travel through the Cid's rornanticallyturbulent land. Not the least interesting of Mrs. Macbeth's expenences
was being an eyewitness to the last revolution.
She wears a Gold Button for Trail Riding in the Canadian Rockies. but
States that bruises are her only reward for burro-nding in Minorca.
She has visited Arab princes in their palaces and penetrated a "secret
city"; she lived through a plague of locusts and is fond of saying that if
life is just not one long adventure

. . . it's

two. ("My Philosophy of

Giving" 67)

The suggested author description is identical to the published version, with one
exception. After the line "She is the author of several noveis, one of which was
screened" was to be included "and she is often accused of having written the
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famous--or infamous--land of Afternoon" (Thompson, "Acceptance" n. pag) . There
is no indication regarding who made the change or why.

=L.M. Montgomery, Martha Ostenso. Nellie McClung, Mazo de la Roche, and
Isabel Eccleston MacKay are examples of women who had gained some degree of
recognition for book-length fiction but who continuai to wnte for magezines in order
to eam rnoney or, perhaps, to work within genres for which they were not as well
established; Montgomery, for example, wrote a great deal of poetry for magazines as
did Macbeth (see Gerson, "The Business"). While Gerson discusses Montgomery's
poetry and short story output, she States that "[p]oetry never attracted Macbeth."

This is not the case, for Macbeth submitted a number of poems for publication and
had several published. During Our conversation, Eric Gaskell stated, "unbeknownst

to most, [Macbeth] was a very competent poet" (Gaskell interview). While it has
been extrernely difficult to locate Macbeth's published poetry, it is clear that she was
interested in writing verse.
u1 am stating that Macbeth published 82 stories and 4 serialized novels because

that is what 1 have located and listed in Appendix A. However, it is clear that
Macbeth published more stories than 1 have cited, many of them unavailable either
because they were not microfilmed or because they remained inaccessible to me
because of tirne limits on this research: I completed the thesis with several
interlibrary loan and archivai requests still outstanding.
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Chapter 3

Madge Macbeth: Novelist.
The Canadian Authon' Association and Madge's Literary Reception
When I a m gone, wiii it be

as though I had not been?
Will my ashes, a lonely linte heap at
bar,
Drift too thin and far to catch the
conscious eye
And lie unseen upon the earth?
Will the countiess words that i have
spoken
Seek the distant space as tramplittg
on sound waves,
They gru w fainter and more f i i l
until at Zast
They are too hushed to lean upon the ear?

What matter f this a h is Zabeiïed
Zike a garden seed,
I f that word is shackled fo a nume?
Unless the ash brings beaup to the
uninspired sud,
The word lights up men's souk
Brings wannth to chi& hearts,
Laughter to sad lips. Vision to dim
and weary eyes
What matter if1 am gone?

- Madge Macbeth, "Reason For Living" (1939)
Carole Gerson descnbes Madge Macbeth as one of "a group of financially
successful, popular Canadian women creative writers who served as beacons to their
aspiring sisters. [Madge, along with] Marshall Saunders, L.M.Montgomery,

Majorie Pickthall, Nellie McClung, Isabel Ecclestone MacKay

. . . and Mazo de La
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Roche showed that it was possible to eam money, maintain [her] dignity, and sel1
[her] work abroad, while remaining in Canada" ("The Business" 87).
Clearly, in light of al1 that has been said in this thesis thus far, success is a
relative term. Macbeth's Iiterary background indicates that one's works c m be
popular, but not successful in ternis of being acceptai by "those who matter;" one can
gamer a certain degree of short-terni success, but be forgotten just as quicldy;
categories of "popular, " "serious, " " Literary ," and "canonical," as well as genre
categories like "romance," "modemisrn, " and "realism" shift in import and meaning
contingent on who is making the assessment.
Macbeth herself appeared to be equivocal about her degree of success. For
exarnple. after William Arthur Deacon called her a "serious" writer, Madge Macbeth
replied ,
1 certainly did not mind being called a serious writer. What else am I?

I shall lay aside rny typewriter with only one serious regret; that 1 have
never known how to sel1 my material. Had 1 a selling sense, 1 feel that
your word might have been successful instead of, or in addition to,
serious. (Thomas file)

One cannot, however, be at al1 equivocal about Macbeth's financial success, for, upon
her death in 1965, "she left an estate worth over $727,000 and was crowned 'A
Iiterary queen' by the Ottawa Citizen" (Gerson, "The Business" 93).
Macbeth could be called a success on many different levels, yet, as has been
noted. her narne has al1 but disappeared from public discourse. Eric Gaskell provided
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me with a lengthy and interesthg response when 1 asked him why he thought Madge

Macbeth had been so overlooked in the last while.
My personal answer to that is that after the war, a curious change occurred in
Canadian publishing, in Canadian writing. Ottawa had become, and Toronto
had become, crucibles of a strange kind of intellectual mot that had been
brought together d u ~ the
g war yean. That was tme of major Canadian
cities, and was particularly mie of Ottawa where intelligentsia from al1 across
the country were drawn here for a variety of purposes dunng the war and
whatnot. This had its impact on the literary world or the literary life of this
country. A kind of sophistication that Canadian literature hadn't demonstrated
prior to the war began to manifest itself in the manuscripts that were going out
to Toronto to publishing houses, and as the first works of fiction, major works
of fiction reflecting this change began to receive some kind of public
recognition. there was less and less interest in books that had appeared before
the war years that might have achieved a limited degree of permanence in

public sales of Canadian books in Canada after the war. It was as simple as
that. A little Iater. in the years beyond this, again, people like Margaret
Atwood became popular, just to cite one exarnple; there are many othen-Margaret Laurence, Margaret Atwood, people like that. A type of fiction that
achieved suddenly, and very markedly, an international reputation that both
Margaret Laurence and Margaret Atwood have.

. . . And writen

in other

fields, like Northrop Frye for exarnple. began to achieve an international
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reputation; the tendency was to veer away and view with some son of
intellectual disdain the efforts of pre-war Canadian writers to identify with an
evolving Canadian literature. I'rn being rather ambiguous in expressing rhat,
but that is my own theory. 1 think there was a tendency in pseudo-intellectual
circles, and I use that phrase advisedly, to view with some sort of limited
contempt the kind of fiction that Madge Macbeth. for example. had produced
and 1 think unfairly. The fiction that Madge had produced before the war and
that othen of her generation had produced was a reflection of their times and

of the trends in wnting of their tirne. So it was unfair to sort of broad bmsh
this son of thing as passé. 1 can't think of any other reason, realiy. That
would be my theory. (Gaskell interview)
While the above excerpt is a persona1 observation, Chapter L reveals that there is
clear evidence to support Gaskell's contention that the academy continues to have the
perception that some early twentieth-century literature is " passé, " panicularly that
Iiterature which did not meet institutionalized "standards," themselves divorced frorn
the history of publishing.
This chapter will look at the reception of Macbeth's novels in order to
illustrate the way in which her work was viewed in her lifetirne. However, 1 am

going to begin with Macbeth's association with the Canadian Authon' Association
(CAA) in order to contextualize some of the rhetoric surrounding the binary which
existed between academics (and academic periodicals) and non-academic writers, and
because Macbeth's involvernent with the CAA clearly illustrates her status in the
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wnting community of the time.
The Canadian Authors' Association

If worck could kill, the Canadian Authors/y Association would have dmpped dead
long ago. Few litermy organizatiom have endund su much ridicule and abuse, for
so lirtle reason.

- Robert Collins, "75 Years" (1996)
The charge of " b o o s t e ~ g "Canadian wnting and writers simply because they
were Canadian was levelled at certain people in the eariy part of this century-particularIy those involved with the CAA. As a strong proponent of both the CAA
and its "mouthpiece. " the Canadian Bookman (founded in 1919)--bath criticized by

academics and some canonical authon for boosting "bad" literature--Madge Macbeth
was highly criticized for engaging in such tactics throughout her career.

Carr describes the CAA as being "[flounded as a 'trades guild' designed to
provide copyright protection for Canadian writers" (59). Thus, the group was
conceived with the idea of improving the lot of the Canadian wnter; however,
despite this laudable objective, the group faced ndicule and derision from academic
and non-academic groups alike. Robert Collins notes that the CAA has been attacked

for "steadfastly doing exactly what it set out to do in 1921: catering to aspiring
writers as well as professionals. The association, as writerhroadcaster Hany Boyle
once put it, has 'penisted with the admirable notion that those who ardently desire to
write are as important in their own way as those who write"' (16).
Considering its contmversial history, it is remarkable that the Bookman is in
its 77th year of production (it is now called the Canadian Author). The stated
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objectives for the Canadian Bookman (January, 1919) are clear in the following
remarks from its first issue:

The first issue of the new Canadian Bookman appears at a moment
which happens also to mark the beginning of a new era in the history of
mankind, and, very particularly, in the history of Canada.

. . . It is too

early to forecast the character of this era with any precision. But it
does not seem too early to be confident that it will b e in one respect an
era of ideas, an era of profound general thought. . . . And if this era is
to be an era of ideas, it follows that it is to be also an era of books,
since books are the one great medium through which ideas [are]
perpetuated and cornmunicated.

. . . To this new

interest in ideas. and

in the books which convey h e m , there is added in the case of

Canadians a new national seIf-consciousness, a new demand that ideas
be judged not by the standards of any other nation, however closely
allied by kinship or economic circumstance, but by the standards of our
own country; a new output of ideas by Canadians themselves, and a
new belief in those ideas as being probably the best expression of
Canadian requirements, the best solution of Canadian problems and a
consequent new demand for vehicles of cnticism and discussion
conceming this purely Canadian output.
has already received

. . . [T]he Canadian Bookrnan

. . . indications of friendship and kindly CO-

operation from Canadians in al1 walks of life and a11 parts of Canada
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and elsewhere as to prove that there is a widespread desire for the
service which we aim to render. (Sandwell 1-2)
That the Bookman followed through with its mandate to support aspiring wnten and
build a wnting cornmunity is remarkable considering the hostility directed toward
both the periodicai and its advocates.
Carr points to the C M ' S (hence, the Bookman's) "undiscriminating literary

values, and the fact that few of its memben were actually professionai writers,
[whicb] undermined its cause in the eyw of many genuine w d e n and cn'h'cs" (59;
emphasis added). The phrase "undiscriminating literary values" has been too oit
repeated in discourse about the CAA. Finding articles which have something positive
to Say about the organization is difficult; this, despite the fact that the CAA has been
responsible for a number of significant developments in Canadian literature (to be
discussed later). However, one needs to ask, who were these genuine writen/critics?
and what "causes" were being undermined by the CAA?

In tems of "genuine" writers. it is worth repeating a point made in Chapter 1;
publishing before World War II was largely self-financed and few people had the
income necessary to have their books published. Obviously women, more than men,

had fewer options in ternis of publishing a book since most had neither the secunty of
permanent, well-paying positions nor "access to the political connections which

...

according to a prominent member of the literary establishment, constituted the only
'road to preferment for a literary man' in Canada" (Gerson, "The Business" 85). To

find publishing outlets and scrape together a living, wornen writers in Canada, as
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elsewhere, turned to the commercial periodical press, which. as noted in Chapter 2.
was intimately tied to advertising.

Not surprisingly. another criticism of the CAA was its (apparent)
commercialism. Cam writes, "the C.A.A.

. . . began actively promoting wnters. . .

. But devices like Canadian Book Week were

intensely commercial" (59). Lyn

Hamngton. author of Svllables of Recorded Time (19811, a history of the CAA.

writ es,
Such cornmercia~ismwas a stench in the nostrils of the Canadian
-

Forum

. . . which never desisted during its f h t decade from

misreading the Canadian Bookman and misjudging the Canadian
Authon [sic] Association. accusing both of uncritical acclaim of
everything Canadian-authored, Admittedly, Bookman's reviewers did

lay themselves open to dension at times. yet throughout the few years
of the Bookman's links with the CAA, it ran constant reminders that
"patnotism is not enough. "

. . . [T]he contempt poured out upon the

ingenuous Association spread to others. who discovered that criticism is

a cornfortable f o m of one-uprnanship. In time. the Association began
to believe itself unworthy, apologetic for its existence. (70)
The Fomm. an academic periodical. was seen as having more critical spirit than the
Bookman, although the aims for both joumals appear to have been the same.'
Desmond Pacey writes.

The Forum was as concerned for Canadian independence and cultural
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development as the Canadian Bookman, but it wanted the deveIoprnent
to be of truly high standard and to be responsive to

at home or abroad.

new ideas whether

. . . From the first it was criticd of the boosting

tendencies of the Canadian Bookman and the Canadian Authors'
Association.

. . . The boosterism of the Bookman and the Authors'

Association offended the academic mind, and delayed rather than
hastened the scholarly study of Canadian Iiterature. (9)'

It is worih ernphasizing that it was the Bookrnan and not the Canadian Forum
(or the Dalhousie Review or the Oueen's Ouanerlv) which was the irnpetus behind the

Canadian Copyright Act. the establishment of the Governor-General 's Literary
Awards (1937), the Vicky Metcalf Children's wnting award (l962), the Vicky
Metcalf short story award (1979). and the institution of Canadian Book Week (which
still survives in modified form). Further, it was the CAA that actively lobbied
Canadian universities to "devote at feast one course to Canadian literature" (Collins

22) in the mid 1920s. Ai1 of this was accomplished by a group which was, and is,
consistently tumed down for funding by the Canada Council because "too many of its

members are deemed non-professional " (Collins 17).
Thus, in tems of long-tem impact, the CAA, the Bookrnan. its successor,

The Canadian Author and Bookman, and its current manifestation, the Canadian
Author were as important as the scholarly joumals produced in Canada in the early
decades of the twentieth century. "By its very existence and longevity, the CAA has
provided the impetus (and many members) of most other wnter groups in Canada.
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As Robertson Davies once said, 'The Writers' Union stands on the shoulders of the

Canadian Authon [sic] Association"' (Collins 18).
Interestingly , and contradictorily , Cam writes. " [f)or a long tirne the whispered
wisdom about Canadian letters was that while it produced a definite critical tradition,
it had not fostered any creative one.

. . . For to the extent that the Iiterary community

in Canada was ever a unit, it was cornposed of critical thinkers rather than creative
ones" (58). The CAA. a group devoted edo both the discussion of creative writing and
the development of a writing comrnunity in Canada certainly disputes the validity of
Car's claim. The Canadian Author (the current title of the old Bookman) is now in
its 77th year of production and the C M celebrates its 75th annivenary this year. It
counts Margaret Atwood, Timothy Findley (who notes that "one of the CAA's
greatest accomplishments has been to help form a sense of community among writen"
[qtd. in Collins 181). and Evelyn Lau as current members.

Madge Macbeth was fimly committed to the ideas put forth by the CAA and
was actively involved in the organization for most of her life. Her unprecedented

three-term presidency3 of the CAA's National Executive is noteworthy not only
because she was the first female president of the organization but because her tenure

with the CAA spanned a tirne of social, political and cultural upheaval. 1 asked Eric
Gaskell how people reacted to Macbeth's fint election to the Presidency of the CAA
in 1939. His response was,

The reaction to the election of a woman was negative.

. . . I was

in favour of the election of Madge Macbeth for two reasons. The

100%
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association needed a dominant penonality to tour the country. A
dominant personality who could be vocal in the expression of an
opinion, who was intolerant of this petty claptrap that you got in the
local literary discussions and al1 that sort of thing and that would help
us champion the idea that Canadian literature should justify itself in an
international market. It had to confonn to acceptable 1iterar-y
standards. The mere fact that it was Canadian, and we should boost it
because it was Canadian was utter nonsense. Madge was capable and
she was sold on that idea as well, but this infunated a lot of people
across the country. A lot of, 1 have to Say it, reasonably competent

writers in this country who should have known better.

. . . There were

a lot of--how should 1 describe hem?--middle grade wnten in this

country who were homfied at the idea of a woman. (Gaskell interview)
While the antipathy expressed toward professional women writers has been
discussed in detail herein, the outright hostility expressed toward the CAA--an
organization condemned for its boosterism and apparently uncritical stance-reached
its apex when Macbeth. a professional w o m n writer was elected for a third term.
Charles G.D.Roberts was particularly incensed, as is evidenced in the foilowing

letter, written 26 March 1942.
The outlook for the annual convention at Winnipeg does not look very
promising. Mrs Macbeth & Gaskell seem to have a stranglehold on
affain, which can only be broken if the Association as a whole, at the
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General Convention, can get together enough experienced memben to
break it up. The National Executive meeting held recentiy at Ottawa.
threw out dl the important changes in the Constitution agreed upon at
Vancouver. Murray Gibbon, is not a member of the National
Executive, for the first time since the foundation! The Nat. Exec. is
"packed." in fact. 1 am not on it. of course, as Hon. Nat. President. I
understand the plan is to fix things ar the Nat. Convention so as to
confirm Gaskell as Nat. Sec. & put in my very dear little friend K.
Strange as President--who, with al1 her chann, is not the stuff for
President. at least not yet! Gibbon. who is sick of things, writes "to
Hel1 with al1 woman presidents." 1 have wntten Gibbon suggesting that
a handful of us responsible men get together as soon as possible and
decide on what is to be done in this emergency.

. . . If the Gaskell

faction get their way at the Convention 1 will resign from the Nat.
Presidency; and also from the Canadian Author's Association!! (qtd. in
Boone 619-20)
Eric Gaskell explains the situation in this way:
Charles G.D. Roberts

. . . wasn't

renewed as honourary president of

the association in the year of Madge's second to last election and that

..

.

was interpreted as a slight to the individual in the Toronto Branch

considered to be the Leading Star of Canadian Letten at that time.

...

But what we were trying to do . . . [was] spread the honours around a
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little bit. There was this impression that Toronto had dorninated the
affain of the CAA for far too long

. . . and that there were people both

East and West who should have had some recognition.

. . . One of the

problems in the CAA had aiways been that the Toronto Branch, which
is the Iargest Branch numencally

. . . always felt they should be the

dominant voice in developing the affain of the association . . . and
they resented support for other than one of their own nominations in

any other part of the country. One of the leading proponents of that
was the late William Arthur Deacon. former literary editor of the
Globe and Mail.

. . . The Toronto Branch was a bit miffed when

Madge was elected president. (Gaskell interview)

Thus. the antimony directed toward Macbeth was not related exclusively to her sex:
rather, "it was a combination of factors. Mind you, the fact that she was a woman

was one of thern" (Gaskell interview). Gaskell suggests that one of the main reasons
for the rancour was that "there were those who felt that [Macbeth] had been taking
advantage of this [her position as president] to enhance her own reputation. which was
not tme.

...

She didn't need that to enhance the reputation that she already had at

that time" (Gaskell interview).

On 25 June 1942, Roberts and several others signed a letter to Madge which
stated. "[wlhile we recognize the iime and ability you have devoted to the Presidency
[of the CAA), we sincerely t w t , for your own sake

. . . that it is your intention to

retire at the end of your present terni" (Pierce). The complicated issues occurring
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"behind the scenes" at the CAA are unclear: however, the resentment did not prevent
Madge from completing her third term as President.
Macbeth's presidency of the CAA coincided with World War II and it was
during her tenure that the CAA was asked to assist the goverment with war
propaganda. The group "conceived the idea of a Writer's War Board [a group that
had] a counterpart organization in the United States which. after Pearl Harbour.

proved to be a very useful tool for the U.S.govement" (Gaskell interview).
Freeman notes that Macbeth was "instmmental in helping Gaskell and others set up
the CAA's Writers War Cornmittee" (273). Partly because her eldest son was in
active service. Macbeth felt she had a genuine investment in "doing her pan" for the
war effort at home. However, she chose a rather unconventional route in advocating
that women spend their energies and efforts on helping to raise money for weapons
rather than knitting sweaters. Indeed, Freeman suggests that Madge "saw female
stereotypes as too limiting and tried to convince her female audiences to get beyond
them. Madge considered the nurturing that women so often did in wanirne . . .
highly inadequate in this conflictn (269). Thus, if Macbeth was "taking advantage" of
her position in any way, she was using the platforni provided by the CAA. along with

her established reputation. to exert sorne degree of influence regarding the war. and
women's involvement in it, on those who attended her lectures, read her articles. or
listened to her radio speeches.
ImpIicit (and often explicit) in Macbeth's metot-ic at this time was a fervent
nationalism, a thread which mns through vixtually ail of her writing, but which seems
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to reach an apex during her third term as CAA president. As Freeman's article
points out, Macbeth appeared to be subverting the gender d e s and ascriptions
imposed on women by a patnarchal society, but she was doing so from a position of
privilege in having an established platfom (and audience). Thus. as a prominent.
white, rniddle-class woman, she had resources and tirne that women working in
factories or on farms did not.
A discussion of the CAA is integral to any discussion of Madge Macbeth; her

long involvement in the organization along with her belief in buiIding a community of
wnters interested in developing a national literature speaks to her cornmitment and
tenacity. The CAA took her on cross-country speaking tours (facilitated in large part
by J.M. Gibbon, Publicity Director of the CPR and the person who could provide

free railway tickets to travelling authon) which enabled her to reach people not

affiliated with the academy. Further. such presentations allowed Macbeth an opening
beyond the containing and restricting specialized women's sections of newspapers and
magazines. Perhaps more importantly, Macbeth was a professional woman in a world
which had certain expectations regarding appropriate gender roles. That Macbeth was
a professional woman writer was a distinction indeed; the December 1923 issue of the
Canadian Bookman makes a point of noting, "It is reported

. . . that Wilson

Macdonald, Madge Macbeth and N o m a E. Smith are among the Canadian authors
who share with Lloyd Roberts the distinction of living by their wntings" ("It is

Reported" 332).
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Macbeth's Novels: Reception Historv
Appendix B provides ample illustration of how Macbeth's short stories and
articles were received by editon, how much she was paid, and how she, herself, felt
about sorne of the comments her work received. This matenal did not, however,
reach the public; such evaluations were rnatten between Macbeth and the editors.
This information, gathered from various sources, but obtained primarily from one of
her joumals. indicates that Macbeth's name was recognizable to both editon and
readen. She was a frequent contnbutor to rnany penodicals which crossed academic
(Dalhousie Review) , popular (Saiurdav, Canadian Magazine, Maclean's) and
specialized (Rod and Gun in Canada, Canadian Geographic, Red Cross Junior)
boundaries and markets.
The various "fan" letten found in her papen held at both the National and
Ottawa City Archives indicate that Macbeth had a loyal readership, one which
expressed disappointment when she wrote against audience expectations. For
example, there was considerable debate over Macbeth's article "1s a Wife
Worthwhile" published in Maclean's Magazine, 1 January 1922, and Macbeth, as well

as the editor of Maclean's, received a number of responses regarding the topic. An

R.M. Rald of Vancouver, BC wrote. "as one of Mrs. Madge Macbeth's admirers,
knowing the credit that plucky little woman deserves for having so ably filled the role
of sole wage-eamer. as well as father and mother in one, to her family of boys, 1 am
indeed very sony she has evidently unwittingly done herself such an injustice" (Rald
1). Because there were so many Ietters written in response to Macbeth's article, the
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editor perhaps thought it wise for Macbeth to respond publicly to some of the
comments. Thus. a letter, written by Electa DtArville Sanders of Saskatchewan, was
published in Maclean's and responded to by Macbeth in the same issue. Sanden
wrote, "It may seem like presumption [to] . . . differ from the opinions set forth by a
joumalist of such charm and ability as that possessed by Mrs. Madge Macbeth

..."

("Women Do" 65). Thus, it appears that Macbeth's style was recognized and
"followed" by various people across Canada. However, as noted earlier, most of the
comments received by Macbeth regarding her shon stories and articles were outside
the public realm and do not. therefore, provide a 'reception history proper." In other
words. a more standard reception history is available in the reviews of her novels:
most of these reviews were written by men. The following discussion of the ways in
which Macbeth's novels were received by such reviewen provides "evidence" of the
public discourse surrounding her book-length fiction.
In the Literay History of Canada (1976). Desmond Pacey descnbes the era in
which Macbeth was most prolific (as a novelist) in the following way:
[Between 1920 and 19401, some seven hundred novels were published
by Canadians, and to the readers of that tirne many of them appeared as
important as, if not more important than, the few novelists whose
reputations have survived. In spite of this great bulk of fiction,
however, it is stiil tme to Say that [Fredenck Philip] Grove, [Morley]
Callaghan. and to a Iesser extent Mazo de la Roche were the most
significant wnters, and that their joint achievement is aimost equivalent
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to the total achievement of the penod. One reads on and on through
the hundreds of novels, hoping against hope that some forgotten

masterpiece will reveal itself. The revelation never cornes. (Pacey 168)

I suppose that would depend on what one was looking for. As Bourdieu notes,
"[o]nly the process of continuous creation, which occun through the unceasing
struggles between the different authorities who compte within the field of specialized
production for the monopolistic power to impose the legitimate mode of expression,
can ensure the permanence of the legitimate language and of its value. that is. of the
recognition accorded to it" (58). Thus, those seeking the elusive Canadian
masterpiece may only find it if they are willing to go beyond the definitions of

"classics" articulated in Chapter 1 as well as beyond the hetoric of "maturity" that
has precluded consideration of rnany women writers and women's literary fonns.
Madge Macbeth's first novel was published in 1910 (The Winning Game) and
her last in 1964 (Volcano). Her subject matter ranged from alcoholism to religious
hypocrisy; travel to social climbing; political intrigue to the Yukon gold msh. Her
styles c m be categorized as psychological , realist, romantic. didactic and satiric. The
one consistency in al1 but two of her novels (The Great Friaht (1929) and Wines in
the West (1932)) is that women are her focus. She pushes the boundaries in tems of
what is appropriate subject matter and discusses subjects almost non-existent in the
canonical list of early Canadian fiction.
The Wiminer Game is about a woman who wishes to reform her alcoholic

husband. This book was very positively reviewed by The Toronto Star Weekly which
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wrote. "[tlhe Canadian friends of Madge Macbeth, and those who have enjoyed the
short stories which she has published from time to time. wili be interested to l e m
that her recently published novel. "The Wiming Game" is being quite favourably
received by the reviewen of the Amencan Press.

. . . The Baltimore Arnerican cdls

the novel 'a vivid story.' in which the characten are 'naturd and interesting
persondi fies' " ("Story " 10). In 1978. Carole Gerson describeci Macbeth's "fint novel

. . . [as] a sensational account of a woman's

ruses to reform her alcoholic husband"

(214-15).
Macbeth's second novel, KIeath, is an adventure story set in the Canadian

North. In a 1990 publication. Heather Jones descnbes Kleath as
A very enjoyable novel of gold rush days [which] is based on the
mystery surrounding [Christopher] Kleath's past . Conflict develops

between Clare and Goldie. While these latter two characters are
represented rnainly within a conventional angellmonster dualism. the
narrator's commentary does not allow cornplacent acceptance of this
contrat. A third fernale character. Kieath's w ife recently released
from prison. disrupts our expectations and gives the mamage of Goldie

and Kleath, reported on the last page, a sense of ciosure that is
technically , but not emotionally , achieved. (416)
A 1917 review was sornewhat more enthusiastic.

M n . Macbeth chose a good setting for this mild "thriller". For [sic]
eveiyone believes that the Yukon, especially Dawson City, in the laie
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nineties. was the scene of at least one thrill a minute. She gives a
description of life in Dawson City at that t h e . especially the life of the
dancing-halls. and into it she weaves a melodrama and romance that is
entertaining and convincing.

. . . There are many clever, even witty

passages. and apart frorn its popularity as a novel, the stocy, if set for
moving pictures, undoubtedly would be a pronounced success.
(" Kieath" 85-86)

This novel was. indeed. made into a moving picture but was not successful, either for
Madge or for the production Company (see Chapter 2, note 6).
Jones groups The Winnine Game and The Patterson Limit together because of
their stmctural similarity. Both "explore the boundaries of women's sphere. In both
novels the main characters are given sexuaily indeterminate narnes. . . . Both novels

are skilfully constmcted and powerfully evoke contrasting and specific historical
nornents in women's thinking about themselves" (417). The Pattenon Limit focuses
on a young woman forest ranger--not a profession typizally thought of as appropriate
for women. Victor Lauriston described the opening chapter of The Patterson Limit as
"worthy of Dickens" (10). m i l e it is in a romantic vein, it carmot be categorized as
a romance in the fomulaic sense. Like many of her short stories, Macbeth subverts
the traditional happy ending, places her fernale pmtagonist in a position of power, and

creates a setting which is traditionally associated with men. However. in 1924,
Alfred Buckley of the Dalhousie Review described the novel as "a romance of the
Canadian forest" (532). This review goes on to describe the novel in a highly
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complimentary fashion. stating it is "a notable addition to Canadian fiction written by
a Canadian wnter.

. . . It should be noted that the description of the drab linle town

from which Ray Lane escaped so gladly conveys practically al1 the impressions and
reaIism of Lewis's famous Main Street, in about one-fifieth of the space and in a
style not less fragrant with delicate and delicious irony" (533). That an academic
journal gave such a flattering review of this novel is noteworthy considering the way
Macbeth was categorized as distinctly non-academic and fitting more into the
decidedly unpopular category of popular. Saturday Night was not nearly so kind.
So much has been built upon the flimsy foundation of a rather common

type of love-story that 1 wish the author had been more ambitious. She
has made a book that is lively. pleasant, shrewd, arnusing and sensible,
and if it had only had a plot at al1 commewurate with its general merit,
it would have been a book that one coutd cheer over quite lustily. As

it is, the novel is not to be sneezed at.

. . . What is wrong with the plot

is that it is too conventional. An expenenced reader can, at page 100,
or even before, predict accurately the conclusion on page 320.

. . . It is

wholesome, witty and human; and 1 have much pleasure in
recommending it as a firsc-clars specimen of o partrculur species of
srory . ("Candide. " "The Patterson" 9; emphasis added)

The author of this particular review sounds as if he's dissecting an insect. However,
he rnakes his point quite clear: this book is good for what it is, Le., romance
(already noted as being a sub-species of literature).
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Shackles and The Lone Da! (published under the pseudonyrn W.S.Dill) were
both published in 1926. The latter book is descnied in the Canadian Bookman as "a
series of loosely-strung stories that should wile away a pleasant hour or so. There is

no strenuous effort towards fine writing and the tales are uneven in quality, but for
those who are interested in the Yukon and the diverse characten who gravitate
towards that region there are a robust flavour and a racy humour that make the book

very pleasing" (T.D.R.139). The Kingston-Whig Standard notes that "Mr. Di11 has
produced an interesting book and one that will be appreciated by those who knew the
gold country in the early days" ("Long Day" 7). Both reviews are rather innocuous
compared to those given Shackles. a novel published under Macbeth's own name,
about a woman's struggle to find happiness in marriage while pursuing a writing
career. Shackles is overtly feminist in tone, psychological in style and can be
descnbed as a stinging indictment of both religion and mamage. Like The Land of

Afternoon, this book stirred up enormous controveny and Macbeth was to receive fan
mail from women across Canada for the ~ o r k . ~

The W i n n i ~ e eMirror's reviewer describes Shackles as "a cornpetent piece of
craftsmanship, cleverly and convincingly written, despite a certain presciosity of style
particularly noticeable in the conversation of characiers" (L'Ami 7). L'Ami describes
the central character, Naomi Lennox. as

A sensualist [who] represents the heroic struggle of woman. in the face
of overwhelming natural handicaps, against the stigma of secondratedness.

. . . And yet . . . . Somehow, as 1 lay down the book, I am
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depressed. Life is not worth living. People do not iike one another.

. . It is very depressing, saddening.

.

That seerns to be the trouble with

al1 these modern mlytical novels-they are not works of art, but of
science. 1 might as well have read a few chapters of Gray's Anatomy.
1 think of Arnold in bed with his wife, discussing in jerky sentences

during the progress of a so-called "amorous" event, the cornmonplaces
of the day

. . . . Pah!

It disgusts me.

The author neglects beauty for

the sake of a doubtful "tnithfulness. " And is it tme, this realisrn which
tries to give us pictures of Iife by cataloguing details? (7; ernphasis
added)

The purveyors of early modemism should clearly have gravitated towards Shackles if
they were Iooking for gritty prose and dark, depressing imagery and themes. L'Ami
is, however, kind compared to Austin Bothwell in The Canadian Bookman.

It was my guess last year ihat the anonymous author of The Land of
Aftemoon might be Madge Macbeth. Now that I have read her
Shackks I wonder how 1 could have so surmised. There are therein

some clever things and some amusing. but its psychology is just plain
perverse.

. . . The average Canadian of my generation was, as a boy,

expected to make himself useful. This Arnold would seem to have
been bom in Canada, but 1 decline to believe he was born anywhere
but in the fantasy of a fanatic feminist.
reality in Shackles. (24)

. . . There isn't

a swap of
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"Gay Page" contradicts Bothwell in wnting. "[i]n Canada there has been produced
nothing like [ShackIes], nothing that so ably expresses the problem of the mamed
woman of business and the reactions upon her of the psychology of sex" (6). A.F.C.
begins her/his review a bit more hesitantly, wnting "'Shackles' has a psychological
aspect to it and. to scme extent. it probably has a bearing on every woman's life"
(11). but then goes on to describe the appeal of the novel with, "there is contained in

'Shackles' one of the best Canadian psychoIogica1 novels in some tirne, and an
interesting expose of a woman's trend of thought on a question as old as mamage
itself. The volume is an interesting addition to Canadian letters" (11).
Other reviewen of Shackles focus more on style than substance. For example.
one anonymous reviewer wntes, "'Shackles' probably is worth reading if one desires
to get a line on present day argument pertaining to sex equality. But to do this means
that one has to suffer the inanities, vulgarities and puerilities with which the author
has burdened the story, with no better purpose in view than

CO emphasize

over and

over again the fact that might weil have been stated in a page of clever well wntten
expIanation--that the woman in the case was an abused wife and that her husband was
the fellow who did it" ("Shackles," Calgary Dailv 25).
Another reviewer of ShackIes seems somewhat concerned about the amount of
sex in the novel. "MWwrites, "The question of sex being involved in the question of
mamage, we are given a generous supply of such things, presented, some will think,
with unnecessary frankness.

. . . To deal with sexual matters with truth and yet

without vulganty is a great an, an art which is not too evident in these pages" (3).
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Still another reviewer is interested in discussing what Naomi should have done
to her husband and her uncle: "Had Naomi fed hem both a large and thorough dose
of prussic acid our opinion of her intelligence would have gone up at least ten per
cent. That she had not pluck enough to do so is one of our chief cornplaints against
her" (" Woman Up" 12).
Then there are îhose reviewers who dislike Macbeth's "vivisection of
mamage" ("Mamage Asn 7). This particular reviewer writes, "'Shackles' is a
perversion of mamed life. The author is not concemed with the tragedy of a spoiled
beautiful picture but with the psychology of a number of malaised people to w h o m
rnamage is an incubus and to whom the only freedom is license" ("Mamage As" 7).

The reviewer for the Manitoba Free Press stated something similar wirh, "In these

days it is a little odd, this loud-voiced advocacy of the 'emancipation' of women. A
little too much like trying to force doors which are already open. Emancipation is a
great word. As to Arnold and Naomi one can only Say that it is extremely difficult to
emancipate some people from their own selfishness and stupidity" ("Woman Up" 3).
Finally, there is Raymond Knister who wrote that Shackles "is one of the most
significant Canadian books of the tirne.

. . . But why significant?

It is one of the few

grown-up books which have been written in Canada. The subject matter and the
author's attitude toward it show that; but not ber attitude toward her audience.
Instead of understatement, there is underlining, and an elaboration of words takes the
place of wit; as though the audience had to have al1 this sophistication explained for
it. Neverrheless, the book has interest and vitality. and it is disappointing chiefly
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because one thinks that Madge Macbeth can do bettern (4).
Reactions to Shackles ran the gamut from high praise to mild enthusiasrn to
disdain to charges of both pomography and didacticûm. However. the book is not
one that c m be dismissed lightly for it does contain many iniriguing elernents which
reflect a writer who appeared unafraid to voice a controversial opinion and who
clearly had something of value to say to and for the women of her tirne.

The charge of "pomographic" or "racy" literature was nct to end with
Shackles, however, for 1929's The Great Friaht was another novel which contained
some fairly explicit references to sex. Chapter 7 of the book, entitled "Amour"
focuses on a young male virgin who is seduced by the town harlot.
Wilbrod's heart hammered and his han& felt clammy. For al1 his
knowing talk when in the Company of the young men of the village, he
was still innocent.

. . . In fact, his sexual experience had been very

limited . . . the vicarious expenence of books and movies; and the
narratives of other, bolder fellows. In day-dreams and noctumal
visions, he had pictured himself in a situation where he could make his
neophyte plunge into the whirlpools of passion, and always he had been
enterprising and masterful.

. . . Wilbrod here found his tongue, and

announced that while he had no desire for food, yet he was sufieMg
severely from another f o m of hunger and would be in a temble
condition of anguish if he were not allowed to satisfy it. (91-92)

Robert Farrell, reviewer for the Ottawa Journal, describes the book as "not without a
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certain pungent, racy and hurnorous appeal. There are several features of the story,
however, which do not cal1 for equal praise.

. . . The portions of the book which

least appealed to this reviewer were those emtic interludes. particularly the activities
of the village harlot, which occur at fairly frequent intervals throughout the story.
We have a plethora of pomography in Our fiction in these days, most of which is du11
when it is not frankly coane and it seems a pity that such capable writers should
weaken an otherwise creditable effort with such unpleasant puerilities" (10).
Macbeth's earlier novels seem to have paved the way for the more
controversial topics discussed toward the end of her career. Her later fiction. notably
Shreds of Circurnstance (1947). Lost; A Cavalier (1948), and Volcano (1964) do not
even attempt to hide sexual matters through innuendo. For instance. Dagmar Kalany.
the central female character in Shreds of Circurnstance is unmarried yet has several

sexual encounters and enjoys them all. The relationship between the central
characten in Lost: A Cavalier (an older wornan and a younger man) is also sexually
charged.' Volcano is a deeply psychological novei that verges on the fantastic. It is
a moving and often disturbing look at a group of people living in the Ecuadorean
Andes.

Sylvia Seeley of the Canadian Geoaraphical Journal (1964) writes,
Madge Macbeth is an authoress of whom Canada may well be pmud.

She has an unusual understanding of Spanish and South American Iife
with the added gifts of being able to convey her knowledge by written

or spoken word, throvgh the medium of fact or fiction.

. . . Here she

has set forth with a specially cunning hand the powerful influence
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which the Andean volcanoes exert over those who dwell on their

mountain slopes.

. . . The book demonstrates a remarkable CO-dation

between the geographical grandeur and perils of the Andes mountains,
and the human spirit. (5)

The Land of Aftemoon (1924) and The Kinder Bees (1935) are searing
commentanes of the social climbers and political wranglen behind the scenes at
Govemment House. In The Oxford Com~anionto Canadian Literature (1983),
Donald Stephens gives the following description of the two novels: "As the focus
shifted from the country to the c i y , some wtiten, grasping a satirical pen, examined
the ridiculous in conternporary society. Madge Macbeth in The land of aftemoon

[sic] (1924) ironically examined the politicallsocial life in Ottawa, but her wit was
buried by heavy characteritation: her novel, The kinder bees [sic] (1935). used a
smilar theme" (573). This is the only entry for Macbeth in the 1983 Cornpanion.
The Land of Aftemoon caused a controveny for years after its publication and

made headline news across Canada. That novel was particularly scathing because
certain political figures could be identified in Macbeth's characterizations. In The
Private Ca~ital(1984), Sandra Gwyn writes,

The Clarke sisters. or the McLeod Clarkes as they preferred to be
known. were pivotal figures in Ottawa society for many yean. not least
because, as the grand-daughters of Thomas MacKay. the contractor
who had built Rideau Hall, they enjoyed the freedom of the viceregal

grounds. In 1924 , in the satincal novel. The Land of Afternoon, by
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the Ottawa writer Madge Macbeth. they were lampooned as the AngusMcCallums. "Two sisten with generous florid cheeks and rotund
figures who . . . seemed to lie fatly on the surface of every function,
rather like cream on a pan of milk." (302)

M n . Hudson. or [Mrs.] Ella [Beatty] Harriss. as Macbeth cornments

..

. "made Society her tool. . . . Never a

.

move, an invitation, an

acceptance. a salutation on the Street, was made without forethought.

(458)
Heather Robertson writes, in More Than Just a Rose (1991).
In 1924. under the pseudonym "Gilbert Knox." Macbeth published The

.

Land of Aftemoon, a witty scandalous mmon-a-clef about the sleazier

side of Ottawa politics. The Land of Aftemoon was a deadly accurate
portrait of Ottawa "society " and its crowd of snobs, sirens. parvenus,
lechers. hangen-on and string-pullers. ft dealt frankly with two of the
dirtier political games, seduction and blackmail, and most sensational of
al1 the characters were clearly recognizable. The Land of Aftemoon's
two idealistic innocents frorn the prairie town of Pinto Plains, Marjorie

and Raymond Dilling, were obviously Isabel and Arthur Meighen from

Portage la Prairie. and Macbeth's portrait of the cerebral Dilling
captures Meighen perfectly . (168-69)
Sutherland writes that "[J.B.] Maclean would
Knox'

. . . in which

. . . tum down a novel by

'Gilbert

Arthur Meighen. the former Prime Minister, could be identified
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in one of the characters" (145). Macbeth refers to the novel in Over Mv Shoulder,
writing

.
Serious, responsible and conscientious about his work, Lawrence
[Burpee] never outgrew his boyish love of fun. In the Authon'
Association frolics, he was the ringleader. one night appearing in a
domino6 as the mysterious and unidentifiable Gilbert Knox. author of
The Land of Aftemoon, about which controversy was still brisk and
sometirnes bitter. At least two Ottawa gentlemen of considerable
influence, threatened to have Gilbert Knox deported as an undesirable
citizen. if he could be found, and several hostesses gnmly declared that

he should never place his foot across their thresholds. So it created
quite a sensation when Lawrence openly and boldly admitted being
Gilbert Knox. But later, when reporters swarmed around him
demanding detaiis, he categorically denied any comection with the
book, explaining that his "act" was merely intended to make a little

fun. Sorne people believed him. Some did not. He had a good deal of
difficulty living that one down. and Gilbert Knox remained
unidentified. (153)
Macbeth must have had great fun wnting that bit in her autobiography, particularly
since she was, in fact, the author of the controversial book. 1 asked Eric Gaskell why
Burpee would "admit" to writing the book when he knew there would be
repercussions for its author. Gaskell said,
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Lawrence Burpee was a very shrewd observer of social undercurrents

in this town

. . . [and] a very close friend of

Madge Macbeth along

with Duncan Scott. Both he and Duncan suspected that Madge had in
fact written The Land of Aftemoon, but they had no proof and Madge
never acknowledged it to them. [Why did they suspect she wrote it?]

Well, knowing Madge and the sort of commentary she had made on
social situations in Ottawa and public places. there were strong grounds
to expect that this was from her pen and couldn't have been from any

other. And Lawrence Burpee was an old romantic. . . . My feeling is
that this was sirnply a chivalrous gesture on his part to try and deflect
suspicion from Madge Macbeth. (Gaskell interview)
Initially. reviewen of The Land of Aftemoon thought Gilbert Knox was a
male. The Ottawa Evening Citizen notes " [rnlany thought this book an impossible
achievement for a woman. Only a man close to Parliament could have acquired such
a knowledge of politics, they thought" (Tench 18). William Arthur Deacon certainly
thought the author a man when he wrote (himself under a pseudonyrn, "Candide").
M i l e rnany of the characters in the book may easily be adaptations of
figures nationally known, it is impossible to identify the hero, Raymond
Dilling, with any one but Mr. Anhur Meighen. though the career
donated to him by the author varies considerably from the one he has
actually achieved.

. . . Here and there comes a narne, like "The

Naughty Nine," which is not even disguised. Brîlliant is the only word
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to describe the play of this author's mind over the intirnate cornedy of
petty intrigue which. he claims, is the determinhg factor in the h i n g
of national policies and the promotion of individuals to a larger control
of their country's destiny.

. . . Gilbert Knox's sincerity is as evident as

his courage. The book rings true with an integrity. an underiying
senousness that must command respect and admiration.

. . . "The Land

of Aftemoon" is to be commended not only for its obvious clevemess
and finesse. but also because of its significance. For, more than my

other novel yet pubiished, it will serve to break the invidious tradition
that our fiction must found on some rnoth-eaten theme.

. . . Further,

Gilbert Knox is at the moment the shining proof that when a Canadian
novelist spi& on his hands and digs vigorously in the soi1 of the
national life. he may unearth treasure worthy of his own labor, and the
labor of his readen as they examine his findings. ("Candide," "In
Canada's" 8)
1 suspect, although I c m o t be sure, that Deacon's praise may have been somewhat

different had he known the author was female. In any case, he seerned unconcemed
that certain characters were readily identifiable--in fact, he applauded the author for
"

his" courage.
Other reviewen were quite concemed that the author was too confrontational

in "his" attack on public figures. H.L. Stewart, who obviously knew that Knox was a

pseudonym, wrote.
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This is a very striking book. . . . As an addition to the Iiterature of
satire it has a bnlliance which cannot be questioned, and like al1
genuine satire it is intensely provocative.

. . . It seems unfair, however,

that this satirist should direct his (or her) shafts upon individual men
and women who c m be at once identified. For the exaggeration which

belongs of necessity to this sort of art may thus convey calumnies upon
personal character. and the whole enterprise of the writer c m be
justified only if the attack is upon a certain kind of Iife rather than upon
individual and easily recognizable penons.

. . . But apart from such

persona1 injustice, the book has an intense interest even for those to

whom Ottawa and its ways are entirely unknown. It shows a power of
description. a subtlety in character-drawing, a gift of the tene and
pungent phrase, which place it undeniably in the ranks of literature.
(563)
Deacon's second review makes it clear that the very controversy which Stewart
describes to the readen of the Dalhousie Review is going to contribute to the book's
sales. Deacon wntes, "[tlhe grafter and the social climber king types to be met in
al1 seats of government, the novel can be thoroughly enjoyed by those knowing
nothing of local conditions; though so clever is the character drawing that many fancy
they recognize themselves in the story, and there have k e n attempts from high places

to discredit author and book. This first rate row has advertked it into popularity"
("A Letter" 32). The controversy over The Land of Aftemoon raged well into 1926
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(see "'Gilbert Knox' Heard Frorn" and C.W.). Even in the 1970s. articles were
being published regarding the identity of Gilbert Knox (see Eggleston; English;

Greig).
Macbeth's Over the Ganmlank to Spain is a difficult book to categorize
because it is neither fiction nor travel book; it is not fact, but it contains factual
information and photographs €rom Macbeth's travels; it is not a guide book or a
history. Generally. this book received positive reviews, describing it as "a lively and
discursive account of a recent and comprehewive tour of Spain, pleasantly enough
related in a hap-hazard and over-emphatic style" (Bennett 283); "Miss [sic] Madge
Macbeth is lively and amuslng, well worth a traveller's while to consult" ("Spanish
Miscellany " 122) : "In the present volume she has left her usual field, the novel, and
has given a vivid picture of Spain as she found it on the eve of the revolution"
(Lauriston 10). However. there was one reviewer who was unequivocal in his
assertions. at l e s t as far as its presentation went: "Nearly everything is wrong with
this book. Actual nausea will overwhelm any civilized peson at the sight of the
hideous casing" (F.H.W.195). The reviewer does go on to praise the content thus:
"[nlearly everything is wrong with this book except Madge Macbeth's text, which is
lively. informative, tolerant. and a distinct contribution to a genre which as yet hardly
exists in Canada--the literature of travel in foreign countries" (F.H.W.
195).
What c m be made from these diverse book reviews? It seems clear that
Macbeth was a difficult wnter to categonze for. although she consistently focused her
works on women, her subject matter, settings, and style were diverse. Indeed, her
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style vaned from book to book: 1 share Austin Bothwell's observation that The Land
of Afternoon and Shackles differ considerably in style. to the point that it would
appear the books were wntten by different authon. Macbeth was reviewed in both
academic and non-academic joumals and seemed to receive the most scathing reviews
from the non-academic periodicals. particularly the one with which she had the most
association, the Canadian Bookman.

Despite sorne inconsistencies in the reviews. Macbeth appears to have been
taken seriously--seriously enough to have her books reviewed in the fint place--by
most of the people discussed above. While she was often characterized as writing in
a didactic style on subjects that were trivial or. at the extrerne end, pomographic. she
was also cornpared to such authors as Dickens and Lewis. That some of the above

reviews suggest Macbeth's writing was psychological, realistic. serious. important
Literature would lead one to believe that her name should be highlighted as one of the
-

.

leading figures in Canadian letten. Sadly and almost inexplicably , she is not.
Raymond Knister. who was himself a well-recognized author, was obviously
aware of Macbeth's other fiction to be able to end his review with the suggestion that
she could "do better." Robert Farrell, who ends his review by descnbing Macbeth as
a "capable writer," also seemed to be aware of Macbeth's other writings. Clearly.
Macbeth was being read by fellow writen-male and female, academic and nonacademic-as well as by the general public (as evidenced by the sales of her books and
the letters she received from loyal readers). By al1 accounts--anecdotal (letten,
Gaskell's persona1 comments), public discourse (reviews. controvenies, especially
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regarding The Land of Aftemoon and Shackles) and private discourse (Macbeth's
Papen, journals, financial compilations)--Macbeth was successful in terms of
achieving a degree of social status. financiallrnonetary rewards, and recognition for
her writing.

In 1978. Carole Gerson descnbed Macbeth's novels with the following
comment:
Most of [Macbeth's] later fiction, like her initial books, bean evidence
of its composition for immediate sale, yet Macbeth did not hesitate to
tackle pertinent political and social issues. . . . Shackles (1926)
anticipates Alice Munro's story "The Office" in its account of a wornan
writer's attempt to assert her independence and the validity of her
work, as well as Margaret Laurence's The Fire Dwellers in its

depiction of women's stmggles to balance inexorable family demands
against persona1 needs. The Land of Aftemoon (1924) and The Kinder
Bees (1935).

. . aroused considerable attention and might have

elevated her reputation had she been willing to acknowledge them
publicly. The first is a devastating satire of Ottawa social climbing and
political intrigue. descnbed by Arthur Stringer in a contemporary
revient as "a gallery of portraits etched in acid."

. . . The target of The

Kinder Bees is moral and social hypocnsy in goveming circles; along
with Shackles, Macbeth's Ottawa satires contain a degree of sexual
realism rare in Canadian fiction of this era. ("Madge Macbeth" 215)
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It is most interesting to note the enthusiasm which contemporary critics display
toward Macbeth's work. She evidently ha "something to say" to today's audiences
that was obviously overlooked by her own conternporaries. Indeed. what seerns to
draw contempotary scholars to Macbeth is the "sexual realism" descnied by Gerson.

One might speculate, then, that it was not that Macbeth was ovedooked by the
gatekeepen of her own tirne. it may well be that they looked too closely and were
uncornfortable (as a result of the conservatism discussed earlier) with her candour.

The fact that she was a w o m n discussing such things could, in large part, explain the
neglect of her work.
Macbeth's involvement with the Canadian Authors* Association and her
uncompromising stance on the value of good writing; her efforts to see Canadian
wnting recognized nationally (rather than focusing on international recognition which
was the goal in the 1960s): her willingness to expand the borders of propriety

conceming literary subject matter, and. especially. her questioning of wornen's
appropriate roles. combine to make Madge Macbeth a writer who was, in many ways,
ahead of her tirne. Clearly, succeeding generations of literary women owe a debt of
gratitude to a woman who opened many doors for wnters in this country and who has
perhaps been looking "over her shoulder" to see them pass through ever since.
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Notes: Chapter 3

'Of the Forum, Graham Cam writes,
The Fomm began as an outgrowth of a University of Toronto student

publication, The Rebel. And throughout its existence the Fomm drew
heavily from the personnel of the academic community. not just as
contributon to the magazine, but as staffers too.

. . . Yet [this] did not

mean that the Fomm ever became scholarly in design: it didn't. But it
did mean that many of the reviews and articles published in the
country's major journal of opinion were writren, or at least approved,
by a relatively small group of academics. (53)
'It was F.R. Scott. CO-founderof the Forum, who is generally thought to have

made " [t]he unkindest

CU t"

(Harrington 70). Scott's satinc poem, "The Canadian

Authors Meet." frequently anthologized and footnoted as a direct attack on the CAA,
was not, in fact. targeted at the CAA (even though the event to which Scott refers
occurred at a CAA function); rather, Scott was "taunting a certain Montreal poetry
club. but, given the poem's title, CAA took his arrow straight in the hean" (Collins
16). 1 discussed Scott's poem with Eric Gaskell who told me,
1 was present when Scott got the idea for that. That was written after

Frank Scott was persuaded to attend a meeting of the Montreal Branch

of the CAA at the Ritz Carleton Hotel in Montreal and there were a lot
of these amateur, ancient poets and poetesses spouting their wares on
that occasion, without invitation, and 1 could see him writhing in his
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seat. Anyway [the poem] was the upshot of that, and the background
to that

. . . is really the most delightful part in it.

(Gaskell interview)

'Macbeth was elected President in 1939, 1940 and 1941. Between the years 1921
and Macbeth's tenure (and 3 yean following). there were only two other Presidents

who did not hold PhDs (Robert J-C. Stead [1923] and Leslie Gordon Barnard [1937-

381). Nineteen of the twenty-nine CAA Presidents between the yean 1921 and 1981
heId Doctorates. Thus, the line between academics and non-academics is not the sole

basis of dissention in the discussion surrounding the CAA and the Canadian Bookman

(see Hamngton).
4Macbeth also received a letter (3 November 1926) from Dr. Mark G.

.

McElhinney (psychologist) who wrote.
You impress me as a woman of great courage to attempt an analysis of
a problem that is usually side-stepped by very orthodox treatment. In
the next place, your handling of several difficult situations, particularly

chapter five, is not only uncannily skilful but at the same time
psychologically exact and true. The type of Arnold is legion as 1 know
from the confidences gathered in my thirty-six years of practice in my
profession.

. . . 1 do believe that your book will find an answenng

chord in many hearts and it may enable some to escape their bondage
and othen to make it bearable.

. . . Woman has been a pawn

in the

game too long but there is hope ahead when women like younelf are
willing to nsk much to give to her the queen's rnoves.
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McElhinney went on to write a letter to the Canadian Bookman regarding the scathing
review which Shackles received from Austin Bothwell,
'1 have been unable to locate reviews of Shreds of Circumstance or Lost: A

CavaI ier.
61am assuming Burpee wore the domino because of a book. called The Masques

of Ottawa (1921).published under the pseudonyrn "Dominon (Augustus Bridle). Like

The Land of Afternoon, The Masaues of Ottawa lampons the Canadian government
(see Amtmann).
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Conclusion:
Where Do We Go From Here?

Most feminist theorists would agree that wornen have histoncally had an
ambivalent relationship with language: our words have not had the same cumency as
those of men.' The "important" subjects of the day--political. economic. and legal
matten--have traditionally been both controlled and recorded by men. Those women
who have chosen to engage in subjects seen as peripheral to lives centring around
dornestic concems have often done so in ways which would not directly confront or
threaten a power stmcture based on male superiority in the public arena. Hence, one
might wonder how a novel like The Land of Afternoon would have been received if
Madge Macbeth had signed her own name to the texb-or even a female rather than a
male pseudonym--since "the few reviewen and cntics who knew that the author was
not a man assurned that she must have been assisted by one" (Gerson 94).
There is no easy way tu look at Macbeth's iiterary career because it is loaded
with contradictions: she was able to "straddle" the chasm being created in Canada

between " high" and "low" literature; her work was generally received positively by
both the general and the academic presses; she was clearly successful in social as well

as financial terms; she dined with royalty and was a regular guest in the homes of the
political and social elite both inside and outside of Canada; she was a professional
writer, an "explorer," an adventurer, a "name." So, what happened?
The second wave of literary nationaiism in the 1960s could perhaps be one
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explmation for Macbeth's cument non-status in Canada. However, as illustrated in
Chapter 1, the process of canon formation, which based a work's ment on its
longevity and "virile" charactenstics, emerged long before the thernatic critics began
to dominate what was cowidered to be the "new" (pst-1957) field of CanLit.
Methods of exclusion were already firmly entrenched before the Massey Commission
and Northrop Frye became the unofficial arbiten of a "newly emerging" Canadian

culture.
Further. if one looks for archetypa1 themes in works by Macbeth, she will not
find them: Macbeth's novels focus on women. they generally take place in urban
settings, and most of the fictional battles are fought on a temporal, psychological
plane rather than on a corporeal. realistic level. Thus. the rigid dictates of Literature

autornatically excluded Macbeth and many of her (largely fernale) contemporaries.
Some of these women, such as L.M. Montgomery, attained a certain standing within
literary sub-category, i.e.. children's literature. Macbeth did not wnte for children
(or animals for thar matter) and was perhaps not considered sophisticated enough for
the adult audiences of the 1960s and '70s.

The impact of new technologies and mechanisms for dissemination of

information created greater awareness of class issues--sadly lacking in Macbeth's
work--which may have further diminished Macbeth's literary reputation. The more
educated, more urbanized, more socially and globally conscious population of the
1960s might have viewed Macbeth as a representative of an outmoded way of thinking

and living. Increased Ieisure time, combined with more choices regarding how to
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spend that tirne. may also have conrnbuted to a general shift away from reading to a
greater reliance on alternative methods of gamering information. specifically through
the medium of television.
Al1 areas of North American society were undergoing a radical reconstmction
by the time of Macbeth's death in 1965. M i l e her work may have been relevant to
her contemporaries, the succeeding generation perhaps found little in her books with
which it could relate. Macbeth wrote not only about political issues of the day but

also about debutante bdls, skating parties on the Rideau Canal and servant problerns.
topics which could not possibly be of relevance to the disenchanted. anti-establishment
youth of the 1960s and 1970s. Thus, Macbeth's faithful readers grew older and
people simply stopped buying her books.
The question is. then. what does Macbeth have to Say to this generation?

While it is clear that her writing represents a specific t h e and a specific way of
thinking, it is also clear that the scholars of today have had a skewed version of
Canadian literary history presented to them. What we have been learning and
teaching about Canadian Iiterature between the wars is dominated by male writen and
male literary critics. Due to the influence of cntics like Frye. Pacey and Klinck,
there is the perception that nothing worthwhile was written before 1960; they
couldn't find the forgotten masterpiece so it obviously does not exist. However, that
depends entirely on what one is Iooking for and on what basis the assessrnent is being
made.

Having said al1 of the above does not. however. mean that 1 am advocating the
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replication of those strategies ernployed by Frye, Metcalf/Stmthers. or some of the
other acadernic cntics I have cited herein. 1 am not suggesting that Madge Macbeth
be forced into a pre-existing canon because a canon is aiways, by its very nature,

exdusionary. I am also not advocating the creation of a "counter-canon" because
that, too, is exclusionary, and it presupposes that one group of works is somehow
better than the other groups. What 1 am advocating is a reassessment of the very
mechanisms utilized to establish canons in the f i n t place.
Thus, I will end where 1 began. which is with the question, what is one to do
with file writings of Madge Macbeth. a woman whose wntings disrnantle everything 1-and perhaps others-have been taught to believe about early Canadian wnting? What
will Macbeth's works add to acadernic scholanhip and cultural discourse?

As long

as her works remain relatively inaccessible, it is difficult to predict how her words
will affect Our reading, teaching. and leaming. and it will be difficult to teach and
leam about the actual conditions and polyphony of literary production and reception in
the pre-canonical decades of Canadian Literature. There is one certainty, however,

and that is as long as critical standards which systematically relegate women writers

to the background of our literary Iandscape remain entrenched in Our educational
systems, we wili continue to have a distorted view of Canada's literary history.
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No tes:
Conclusion
'While my study does incorporate a great deal of feminût theoiy, 1 have resisted,
at this stage of my work, the theones of recent postmodernût and poststructuralist
ferninists (e.g.. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Teresa de Lauretis, and D O M Haraway)
~
who would problematize the categories of "woman" and "woman writer" as naively
essentialist. My argument is precisely that these categories, and the values associated
with or denied them at cmcial moments in the history of Canadian Ietten, need to be
attended to as foundational in a project that seeks to recuperate a woman writer whose
opportunities and reception as a woman wnter were circumscnbed by implicit or
explicit gendered categories in several overlapping discounes in her time and since.

'Ir would be a worthwhile endeavour to look at the current policies of the New
Canadian Library in order to establish whether it further entrenches these unofficial
practices, or whether it is establishing more progressive traditions. Questions that
need to be asked in this context are: whose works are being reissued and for what
reason?; who is providing the contextual apparatus for each text (i.e., is the contexr
being provided by academics, creative writen, etc.?), and within what critical
framework(s) is the assessrnent based?; what percentage of NCL editions are wtitten
by wornen?; what genres are being reissued? (Le.. are early versions of "modemist"

novels more frequently issued than those works categorized as romances?). An
examination of the NCL's editorial policies (via a thorough reading of its archiva1
holdings at McMaster University, a task beyond the bounds of an MA thesis already
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engaged in extensive archivai research) would need to be undertaken if one wants to
establish whether a truly "new" direction in Canadian Letten is being created by

NCL's recent publishing practices.
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Appendix A:
The Collected Works of Madge Macbeth1

Note:

Those works with a single asterisk (*) indicate that photographs
taken by Macbeth are included in the article.
Those works with a double asterisk (**) indicate that photographs
of Macbeth are included in the work.

Periodical/Journal Articles
Photos and Sketches:
"Aptommas the Harpist." Canadian Couner 13.18 (5 Apr. 1913): 9, 21.
"Art in Minature. " [Mrs. Louie Burrell.] Canadian Couner 13.24 (17 May 1913):

"Canada's First Carilloneur. Still in kis Early Twenties Frank Price is the Pioneer
Bell Ringer of America." Maclean's Magazine 40.20 (15 Oct. 1927) 14, 48.
*[Our Special Ottawa Correspondent] "Canada's Gain Italy's Loss." [Miss Juliette

Gauthier.] Canadian Courier 19.2 (11 Dec. 1915): 11.
*"Canada Adopts an English Anist Miss E.M.B. Warren." Saturdav Nieht 36.6 (4
Dec. 1920): 3039.
*"Canadian Equestnenne (The)." [Phyllis Whitley.] Saturdav Nieht 25.33 (25 May

*"Canadian Heroes of the Battlefield. " [Frank Yeigh.]

The Canadian Magazine 50.1

(Nov. 1917): 20-28.
*"Capital Club (The)." [Mn. W.T. Herridge.] Canadian Courier 16.25 (21 Nov.

"Colonel F.S. Meighen. Versatile Patron of Music Art Literature Polo and the
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Amy." Canada Monthlv 18.1 (May1915): 33 46.

"Colonel Sir Percy Girouard Kitchener's 'Right Hand Man' Lloyd George's
Lieutenant and Chief Organizer of the Cornmittee to Secure Munitions."
Canada Monthlv 18.5 (Sept. 1915): 289-90 298-99.
"Convention Briefs and Impressions from Ottawa." Canadian Author and Bookman.
29.2 (Summer 1953): 10-11.

*"Fair Lecturer From Queen's

(A). "

[MissWilhelrnena Gordon.] Canadian Courier

15.22 (2 May 1914): 23 (By M.M.).

"Friend of the Needy and Lonesorne." [Mn. A.J. Freiman.] Maclean's Maeazine

35.15 (1 Aug . 1922): 70-74.
"Great Canadian (A).Sir John Bourinot. " Dalhousie Review . 34.2 (Summer 1954):
173-80.
"Great Librarian (A)." Dalhousie Review . 33.1 (S pring 1953) : 73-79.

"Handling our Naval Service. A Sketch of George J. Desbarats C.M.G."Maclean's
Maeazine 31- 4 (Feb. 1918): 33-34.

"He works for Canadian A n [Harry Orr McCurry.] " Saturdav Nipht 55.21 (23 Mar.
1940): 7.
"Honorable Bob Rogers (The). Who has W o n a Big Name a Fair Wife and A Place
in the Cabinet. " Canada Monthlv 17.5 (Mar. 1915): 304-5 327.
*"How Women of the Cabinet Wage War." [Madame T. Chase Casgrains.] Canadian

Courier 19.6 (8 Jan. 1916): 13. (By Our Special Correspondent signed M.M.).
*"I Meet the Nameless Admira1 (Pamboro)." Saturdav Niaht 42.40 (20 Aug. 1927):
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21.
"Intrepid Adventurer is This Canadian Sea Captain. " [Captain Joe Bernard.]'
Montreal Dailv Star 14 Apr. 1923: 23. 42.

"James Strong's Wish to See World Made Him Ambassador to P e n " Saturday
Nieht 62.43 (28 June 1947): 17.
*"Lady of the Gentle Heart (The)." [Lady Laurier.] Canada Monthly 9.5 (Mar.

1911): 356-361.

" Leading the P. P .P. 'S. [Francis Douglas Farquhar.] Canada Monthlv 17.4 (Feb.
1915) 240.
"Life with Five Govemon-Generai. As Told to Madge Macbeth (Rerniniscences of
Colon01 H. Willis O'Connor).

"'Maclean's Magazine

Pan 1. 66.13 (1 July

1953): 7-9 44-46; Pan II. 66.14 (15 July 1953): 16-17 36-39.

*"Man Who Makes Wheat (The)." [Dr.Saunders.] Canadian Courier 10.11 (12 Aug.
1911): 11.
"Millwright of Waterloo (The). " Canada Monthiy 19.5 (Mar. 19 16): 263-265 309.
"Miniature Painter (The)." [Mrs. Louise Luker Burrell.] Saturday Night
27.33 (24
May 1913): 33.

*[M.M.] " M i n i s t e ~ gAngels Flutter." [Miss Marion Ruddick.] Canadian Courier
19.5 (1 Jan. 1916): 13.
*"Miss Ma jone Monk." Canadian Courier 16.5 (4 July 1914): 20.
*"More a Woman. A Persona1 Sketch of Mn. Adam Shortt of Ottawa." Canadian
Courier 15.20 (18 Apr. 1914): 21.
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*Mn.Hector Verrett. Sketch. Canadian Courier 19.3 (18Dec. 1915): 13.

*"Nobody asks 'Why
*"Press Politics and

Scully?""

Saturdav Nieht 58.41 19 (June 1943): 18.

the Peace River [Sketches of Nuning Sister Helena

L. Read;

Bishop Roper and Mrs. Chades Thompson] " in column "Nonhem Lights. A

Department of People and Affairs." The Canadian Maeazine 50.5 (Mar.
1918): 442-45.

[OurOttawa Correspondent] " Opening the Auditorium. " Canadian Courier
(Volume/Number not known) (13 Nov. 1915): 1 1.
*Ottawa Bride (An). " [Mrs. Charles Read.] Canadian Courier 16.1 (6 June 1914):
25.
+Ottawa Bride-Elect (An)." [Miss Joy Hopewell.] Canadian Courier 16.3 (20 June

1914): 22.
*Ottawan in Boston (An)." [Mn. Lucille Watson.] Canadian Courier 16.5 (July 4
1914): 20.
*"Something New in Antiques." [Miss May Loucks.] Canadian Couner 20.2 (June

10 1916): 20.

*"Vision of the Blind (The)."[Sir Frederick Fraser.] The Canadian Magazine 50.6
(Apr. 1918): 533-34.

*"Woman Censor (A)." [Mrs. Valance Patriarche.]

Canadian Couner 20.24 (11

Nov. 1916): 24.
**"Yousef Karsh." Saturdav Nieht 53.47 (24 Sept. 1938): 11. (A photograph of
Madge Macbeth taken by Yousef Karsh is contained within this article).
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Photopraphs bv Macbeth (In Articles Written Bv Others)

(Article names and/or authors unavailable unless otherwise indicated)
A Staff

ri ter.^ "The Largest Easter Parade in the World. Photographs by Madge
Macbeth." Canadian Courier (5 Apr. 1913).

Bowker Kathleen K. "Impression of a Statesman Who Sidesteps an Interview Like a
" Parfit Gentil Knight. " Canadian Couner 20.18 (30 Sept. 1916) (Photograph

of Sir Robert Borden on page 1).
Funeral of Sir James Whitney. Canadian Courier 16-19 (10 Oct. 1914): 11.
Lady Anne Cavendish and the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire. The Canadian

Magazine 50.2 (Dec. 1917): 81.
"Miss AIice Stebbins Wells." Canadian Courier 15.1 (6 Dec. 1913) (Page Number

not known).

Monis Judith. "Rideau HaII. Social Life (At). " The Canadian Magazine 63.6
(Oct. 1914): 563-570.
Mr. Proulx Representative of Prescott County. Saturdav Ni&

(28 Feb. 1914): 3.

Mrs. Crornbie Princess Patricia Mrs. Arthur Sladen Mrs. Frank Hamson. Canadian
Courier (Volurne/Nurnber not known) (23 Oct. 1915): 24.

M n . Davidson; Miss Grace Blackburn; Mr. Arthur Mark McElhimey in column
"Northem Lights. A New Department of People and Affain." The Canadian

Magazine 50.2 (Dec. 1917): 179-183.

Mrs Edgar; Mn. Dennistoun; Mrs. F. Minden Cole. Canadian Couner 19.25 (20
May 1916): 13.
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M n . Florence Randal1 Livesay. The Canadian Magazine 50.2 (Dec.1917): 78.
Mrs. George Patterson Murphy. Canadian Courier 19.24 (13 May 1916): 13.

M n . Hector Verrett. Canadian Courier 19.3 (18 Dec. 1915): 13.
Mrs. Kenneth McLellan. Canadian Courier (VolumeJNumber not known) (6 Mar.
1915): 21.

Mrs. Kidd. Popular Society Women of Ottawa. Canadian Courier 19.11 (12 Feb.
1916): 19.
Mrs. Lt. Col. F. McKelvey Bell. Canadian Courier 20.25 (18 Nov. 1916): 24.

Mrs. Shannon. Canadian Courier 12.8 (20 July 1912): 16.
Mrs. Violet Biggar. Canadian Courier 19.10 (5 Feb. 1916): 13.

M n . Yada Wife of Consul-General From Japan.

Canadian Courier 15.20 (18 Apr.

1914): 21.

"Notes from the Capital." Photo of Miss Ethel Boultbee. Canadian Courier
(Volume/Number not known) (20 Feb. 1915): 21-22.
"Notes from the Capital." Brigadier-General J-C. MacDougall. Canadian Courier
(VolumeJNumber not known) (13 Mar. 1915): 11, 12.
"Ottawa on the Water Waggon." Canadian Courier 13.20 (19 Apr. 1913): 12.

"Parliamentary Snapshots" Dr. Edward H. ("Dusty ") Rhodes; The Honorable Thos.
and Mrs. Crothers. Saturdav N i ~ h t27.19 (21 Feb. 1914): 25.
"

Parliamentary Snapshots. " Joe McGuire (Caretaker of Liberal Headquarten) .
Saturdav Night 29.21 (7 Mar. 1914): 3.

"Principals in a Recent Ottawa Wedding. " Canadian Courier (Volume/Number not

known) (9 Oct. 1915): 10.
Wedding of Lady Mary Hamilton and Robert Kenyon-Slaney. Canadian Courier

22.2 (9 June 1917): 5.
Editorial Letters
"The Better to Eat You Dear Bill!" Canada Monthlv 23.1 (Nov. 1917): 25.

"Calling in the Women." Canada Weekly 24.10 (9 Mar. 1918): 6.
"Canada's Unenviable Reptation. " Canada Weeklv 24.10 (9 Mar. 1918) 6.
"Economy and Efficiency." Canada Monthlv 23.1 (Nov. 1917): 24.
"Never Mind Russia." Canada MonthIv 22.6 (Oct. 1917): 314
"Practical Patriotism. " Canada Monthlv 22.4 (Aug. 1917): 187.

"AI1 Canadian Exhibition of Paintings at Ottawa." Saturda~Nieht 41.17 (13 Mar.
1926): 25.

"Angels of Mercy in Blue. " National Home Magazine 47.12 (Dec. 1946): 33-36.
IfThe Annuai Exhibition of Ottawa Anisu." Saturdav Night 37.25 (22 Apr. 1922):

35.
"Art and Enterprise." Maclean's Magazine 26.9 (7 Dec. 1912): 29.
*[A Special Correspondent]. "As it Happened in the Capital." The Dailv Teleoraph

19 Jan. 1914: 9.
"An Attractive Country Home." Saturdav Night 34.37 (26 June 1920): 28.
"Baby-sitter to you!" Saturdav Night 66.34 (29 May 1951): 20.
"Bird's Eye View (The)." National Life (June-Juiy 1922).
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"Book Buying is a Habit." The Cufiain Call 12.5 (Feb. 1941): 13-14.
"By Cunis and Courtesy. [First Flight in an Aeroplane.]" Saturdav Nieht 39.43

(13 Sept. 1924): 21.

"By the Sweat of Your Brow Shall You Win the War. " Saturdav Night 57.49
(15 Aug. 1942): 20.
"The Canadian Battlefields Memorials." Saturdav Nieht 36.28 (7 May 1921): 3 1.
"The Canadian Handicraft's Guild. " Canadian Courier 11-23(4 May 1912): 21.
*"The Coming of Her Highness. " Canadian Courier 10.22 (28 Oct. 1911): 15.
"Country Life and Town Cornfort." Saturdav Niaht 25.47 (31 Aug. 1912): 8.

"A Cabinet Minister's Canoe Trip. " Maclean's 21.6 (1 Apr. 191 1): 38-46.
"Canadian Women in the Arts. " Maclean's Magazine 17.12 (Oct. 1914): 23-25,
105-108.

" Canadian Women in Business.

lf

Maclean's Magazine 28.3 (Jan. 1915): 46-48,1O8-

110.

" Canadian Women in the Professions. " Maclean's Magazine 28.5 (Mar. 1915):
44-46.

" Canadian Women in the Professions. " Maclean's Manazine 28-10 (May 1915):
45-46.

*"The Capital Kemess.

lf6

Canadian Courier 15.25 (23 May 1914): 13.

[Millie]. "The Comrnons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette." The Saturdav Mirror
[Montreal] 15 Mar. 1913: 3.
[Millie]. "TheCommons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette." The Saturdav Mirror
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[Montreal] 24 Mar. 1913: 11.
[Millie]. "The Comrnons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette." The Santrdav Mirror
[Montreal] 12 Apr. 1913: 2.
[Millie]. "The Comrnons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette." The Saturda~Mirror
[Montreal] 3 May 3 1913: 2.
[Millie]. "The Commons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette." The Saturdav Mirror
[Montreal] 10 May 1913: 2.
[Millie]. "The Commons as Seen Thro' a Lorgnette. " The Saturda~Mirror
[Montreal] 17 May 1913: 11.

" Confederation Times and Herves. Canada Monthly 22.3 (July 1917): 111- 14.
"The Cruise of the Crusaders. The Story of the Past and Present of an Old Trail
Made New. " Maclean's Manazine 35.24 (15 Dec. 1922): 24-25.
"Day Away from Winter." Saturdav Nieht 65.22 (21 Feb. 1950) (Page Number(s1

no t known).
*[An Ottawa Correspondent]. "Debutantes of the Capital." Saturdav Night 27.14 (17
Jan. 1914): 33.

*[An Ottawa Correspondent]. "Debutantes of the Capital." Saturdav Ninht 27.17 (7
Feb. 1914): 33.
" A Demonstration in Ambulance." Canadian Courier 11.16 (16 Mar. 1912): 7.

"Do Women Pay?"' The New York Times Book Review and Magazine 11 Dec.
1921: 6.

"Don't SizzIe in Surnrner. Make a FireIess Cooker.

Maclean's Magazine 38.14

(15 July 1925): 54.

"Don't Throw Away Your Bullets. " Saturdav Nieht 58.25 (1 Nov. 1942): 42.
t
Part in a Humanely Interesthg Stage Piece (The)."
*Duke of C o ~ a u g h Takes
Canadian Courier 9.22 (29 Apr. 1911): 14.
*"Enter the Debutante!" Saturdav Night 13.4 (28 Dec. 1912): 15.
"Etiquette for Plumben. " Saturdav Night 41.20 (3 Apr. 1926): 10.
"An Experiment in Pigments." Saturda~Night 34.25 (3 Apr. 1920): 36-37.

[M.M.]"Faiqland at Rideau Hall. Witten for the Children." Canadian Courier
15.8 (17 Jan. 1914): 6.
"Fifty Years Ago and Now. Canada's Wonderful Story of Development Since
Confederation." Canada Monthlv 22.3 ( M y 1917): 136-37.
"First Canadian Congres on Conservation of Public Health." The Survev 29 Jan.
1912.

*"The First Women's Club in Canada." Saturday Ninht 26.24 (15 Mar. 1913): 29.
*"A Flowering Monument to Colonel By. " Saturdav Nieht 41.46 (2 Oct. 1926): 41.

"The Folly of the Feast." Canadian Courier 15.1 (6 Dec. 1913): 29.
"From Londor. to Fort Mackay." Canadian Courier 13-17 (29 Mar. 1913): 15, 19.
"From CAA Branches. Ottawa." Canadian Author and Bookman 34.1 (Spring

1958): 26.
"From Tcha to Tea." Canadian Courier 10.20 (14 Oct. 1911): 13.
"Garden by the River. " Canadian Homes 20 (Nov. 1943): 22-27.

"Garden Portraiture." Saturdav Nieht 37.39 (29 July 1922): 21.
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"Glory of the Cities." Maclean's Maeazine 21.7 (May 1911): 33-44.
"Goering and the Gishes." Saturday Niaht 50.39 (3 Aug. 1935): 7.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. No Place For Rest." The Dailv Telearaoh
1 Dec. 1913: 9.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. He Tagged Her." The Dailv Telegra~h 3
Dec. 1913: 9.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. The Epidemic. " The Dailv Telenra~h. 9

Dec. 1913: 9.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. Get-Rich Quick Tango." The Dailv

Teleeraph 12 Dec. 1913: 9.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. The Parcel." The Dailv Telemaoh. 15

Dec. 1913: 9.
[The Gossip.] "Gossip From the Capital. Some Title. " The da il^ Telegraph. (17
Dec. 1913: 9.
*"Great Public Health Congress." Canadian Courier 11.5 (30 Dec. 1911): 7-8.
"Have We A Literature In Canada? The Answer is "Yes"and Mention is Here Made
of Some Early Books FKhich Canadian Readen Have Neglected." The
Toronto Star Weeklv 25 June 1910: 7.
"Here is War as Canadian Artists Saw it. " Saturda~Niaht 60.35 (5 May 1945) : 5.
"His Majesty the Buffalo: " [series.I9 The Saturdav Free Press [~innipeg].1) "Traits
and Charactenstics of His Majesty the Buffalo. Methods of Hunting-Ruthless
Slaughter in Nineteenth Century--Waste of Skins and Carcass--Hordes Roamed
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the Prairie-Tongue of the Animal Sought as a Table Delicacy." (21 Oct 1922:
Story Section 4): 2) "His Majesty the Buffalo Monopolized the Prairie.
Huntulg the Buffalo for Revenue Ceased in 1880-Movement for Conservation
Encouraged by Lord Strathcona and S.L. Bedson-Inauguration of Herd at

Banff." (28 Oct 1922: Story Section 4) ; 3) "His Majesty the Buffalo in
Cornfortable Quarters. Description and Equipment of Buffalo Park
Wainwright--Result of Cross Breeding--Winter Fodder of the Herd--Enemies
of the Cow and Calf. " (4 Nov 1922: Story Section 5); 4) "His Majesty the
Buffalo Changes His Appearance. Does not take Kindly to Pagean&--How
Movie Men were Foiled--Death Throes of a Monarch of the Plains." (11
Nov. 1922: Story Section 5); 5) "The Fighting Spirit of His Majesty the
Buffalo. Perilous Experiences in the Corral--Buffalo Park and Its Management

a Credit to Canada. " (18 Nov 1922: Story Section 6).

*"Histotical Churches of Canada. "e

Canadian Magazine 51.4 (Aug. 1918) :

265-276.
"History of History , or the Canadian Archives. " Maclean's Magazine 29.1 (Nov.
1915) : 37-39, 70-72.

"Housekeeping en Masse. " Canadian Courier 19.20 (15 Apr. 1916): 11.

*"Housekeeping in the Forest." Saturdav N i ~ h t25.28 (20 Apr. 1912): 29.

"How Much Sex Should Be Put in Novels?" Saturdav Night 62. (22 Mar. 1947) : 23.
"Human Side of Shrapnel (The)." Canada Monthly 19.2 (Dec. 1915): 76-78, 11417.
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"Hunting History and High Doings." Canadian Homes 22 (Apr. 1945): 3842.
"1 Try a Pipe of Hashish." Saturdav Nipht 53.6 (11 Dec. 1937): 16

"In Some Ottawa Homes." Canada Monthlv 11.4 (Feb. 1911): 293-300.
"1s a Wife Worth m i l e Asks Canadian Authoress. " Maclean's Magazine 35.1

(1 Jan. 1922): 53.

*"Keeping House in Ottawa." The Saturdav Mirror [Montreal]. 19 Apr. 1913: 13.
"Kootenai Brown's Grave and Its Woman Moumer. Pathetic Link With Romantic
Old Canadian West. " The Toronto Star Weeklv 1 Mar. 1924: 21.
"Ladies and Lady Nicotine." The Saturday Mirror [Montreai]. 14 June 1913: 9.
"Ladies Are We Brutes?" Maclean's Magazine 48.16 (25 Aug 1935): 19, 37.
"The Library of Parliament. " Maclean's Magazine 28-12 (July 1915): 34-36, 65-67.
"Lingerie Lady." Saturda~Nieht 26.51 (11 Oct. 1913): 29.
**"Literature? Sure! " Canada Monthiv 9.2 (Dec. 1910): 151-152.
"A Long Dominion Day." Onward. (29June 1912): N.Pag.

"Making our Holidays Democratic." Maclean's Maeazine 36.10 (15 May 1923): 17,

53.
*"Making a Club Man of the Soldier. " Canadian Courier (23 Oct. 1915): 22 24.

*"May Court Club (Ottawa). " Saturdav Niaht 25.37 (22 June 1912): 29.
"Meny Whirl of 1921 (The)." Saturdav Niaht 36.24 (9 Apr. 1921): 25.

*"M n . Kingsrnill's Enterprising Idea. "

Canadian Courier (23 Jan. 1916): 17.

"My First Book. " Canadian Author and Bookman 39.3 (Auturnn 1953): 3-5.

*"MyLady

Goes A-Marketing. " Saturdav N i ~ h t27.27 (27 June 1914): 25.
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"My Philosophy of Giving. " Maclean's Maaazine 44.24 (15 Dec. 1931): 67.

"National Gallery uf An." Saturdav N i ~ h 37.35
t
(22 Apr. 1922): N.Pag.
"The National Art Gallery. " Maclean's Maeazine 28.11 (Sept. 1915): 19-21.

"New Psychologicai Approach to Homekeeping is Needed." Saturdav Niaht 59.32
(15 Apr. 1944): 38

*"Openhg C o ~ a u g h Park."
t
Canadian Courier 14.4 (28 June 1913): 1.
*"The Other Side of Govemment. " Canada Monthl~ 10.2 (June 1911): 113-119.
"Ottawa Art Association Holds an Interesthg Exhibition." Saturdav Ninht 38.25 (12
May 1923): N.pag.
"Ottawa Artists Exhibit." Saturdav Nivht 36.24 (14 May 1921): 33 36.

[A Correspondent.] "Ottawa Just Before Lent. " Canadian Courier 15.5 (14 Mar.
1914): 15.
[Rideau.] "Ottawa Letter.

l1

Mavfair 6.6 (June 1932): 35, 64-66.

"Ottawa Manner. " Saturdav Nieht 50.5 (12 Oct. 1935): N-pag.
"Ottawa Merchant is a Pop Concert Angel." Saturdav Night 61 (20 July 1946): 11.
"Ottawa On the Go." Mavfair 11.1 (Jan. 1937): 24-25.
"Ottawa Starts Drarna League. " Canadian Courier 13.22 (3 May 1913): 24.
"Ottawa Women's Hostel." Canadian Courier 14.19 (11 Oct. 1913): 15.
"Our Underpaid Women Teachers. " Saturda~Niaht 26.4 (2 Nov. 1912): 29.
"Out with an Ostrich." Saturday Niaht 54.18 (4 Mar. 1939): 16.
*"Parliament is Open!. The Ceremonious and Otherwise Event as it Appears to the

Woman Who Attends it." Canadian Courier 15.8 (24 Jan. 1914): 14.
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*"The Outlook of the Shut In. " Maclean's Ma~azine 31 -3 (15 Jan. 1918): 108-09.
"The Picturesque Derelict: A Colloquial Story of the North-West Mounted Police."
Canadian Courier 15.9 (31 Jan. 1914): N.pag.
[Surveyor.] " Quarantined on the Winnipeg River. " Canadian Couner 11.11 (10
Feb. 1912): 7.

"The Radford Streed Expedition. " Canada Monthly 15.1 (Nov. 1913): 12-13, 65-67.
"Raise her Status and the Worker May Return to the House. " Saturdav Night 59.33

(22 Apr. 1944): 32.

*"The Royal Camival. " Canadian Couner 15.14 (7 Mar. 1914): 25.
*"The Salt of the Earth. " Saturdav Night 27.52 (11 Oct. 1913): 4, 5.

"Season's Buds at the Capital. " Canadian Courier 10.5 (18 Nov. 1911): 16-18.
"The Secret That was Found." Saturdav Night 37.32 (10 June 1922): 21.
"Shooting with a Camera Instead of Gun." The Toronto Star Weeklv 31 Mar. 1923:

N.pag.
"Some Canadian Women in Business. " Maclean's Magazine 28.2 (Dec. 1914): 2527. f 04-05.
"So Women Really Pay?" Maclean's Magazine 35.9 (1 May 1922): 66-67.

*"Some Cabinet Ministen' Daughters." Canadian Courier 9.17 (23 Mar. 1912): 15.
[M.M.] "Things. " Canadian Courier 14.17 (27 Sept. 1913): 14.
"Tickets and Home-Made Drama." Canada Monthlv 22.1 (May 1917): 31, 43-44.
"Treasures in China. " Canadian Courier 12.23 (2 Nov. 1912): 20.
"Twenty Pounds of Cat." Canadian Couner 14.1 (7 June 1913): 23.
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[A Voter.] "Votes for Wornen?--Sure! " Saturdav Nirrht 25.22 (9 Mar. 1912): 29

"What Distinguishes your Town?" Saturdav Nieht 57.7 (25 Oct. 1941): 32.
"What Odd Feature Distinguishes Your Town?" Saturdav Niaht 56.36 (17 May
1941): 28.
"What We Should Strive For." Canadian Author and Bookrnan (June 1943): cover
page=
*"When Cheer is Charity. In the Capital; The "Cheer" Pantechnicon;" "At the Day

Nursery;" "The May Court Club." Canadian Couner 15.1 (6 Dec. 1913):
29.
"Where Are the Trees of Yesterday?" Canadian Collier's The National W e e k l ~ . (5
Apr. 1913): 14. 22.
"The Widows of Famous Canadians. " Maclean's Ma~azine 27.10 (Aug. 1914):
20-22.
"The Widows of Famous Canadians." Maclean's Magazine 27.11 (Sept. 1914): 2830.
*"Winnipeg June Brides." Canadian Couner 12.3 (15 June 1912): 14.
" With Faith an Ideal." Independent Woman Aug. 1951: 222-24.

"Wives of Cabinet Ministers. " Canadian Courier 11.12 (17 Feb. 1912): 17.
[M.B.] "Women and the Horse.' Canadian Courier 11.25 (18 May 1912): 19.

*"Women and Winter in the Capital."

Canadian Courier 15.12 (21 Feb. 1914): 19-

20.
"Women 1 Have Wafked With." Saturdav Night 27.20 (28 Feb. 1914): 25.
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"Women Who Keep Political Secrets." Maclean's Ma~azine 38.18 (15 Sept. 1925):
-

14-15, 59-61.

*"Youth and Beauty Lent Aid to Red Cross of Ottawa." Canadian Coutier 19.1 (4
Dec. 1915): 9.

"Over My Shoulder: lo "Honorable Ancestors of Royal Ottawa. " Ottawa Eveninq
Citizen 5 Jan. 1952: Section 3, 2
"Over My Shoulder: Hazards Were Tough in Those Days." Ottawa Eveninn- Citizen

12 Jan. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Parties Had a Flavor -411Their Own." Ottawa Evenine Citizen
19 Jan. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Interest in Drama is Far From New." Ottawa Evenine Citizen
26 Jan. 1952: Section 3, 2.

"Over My Shoulder: An Actor Needs More Than Ability." Ottawa Evenine Citizen

2 Feb. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Disappearance of Earl Grey Trophy." Ottawa Evenine Citizen
9 Feb. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Landmarks Yielding to 'Progress"'

Ottawa Evening Citizen 16

Feb. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Travelling Interesting Experience. " Ottawa Evenine Citizen 23

Feb. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Sir Richard Scott--Remarkable Man." Ottawa Eveninp Citizen
1 Mar. 1952: Section 3, 2.
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"Over My Shoulder Brings Sense of Refreshment. .." Ottawa Evenine- Citizen 8

Mar. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: He Really Loved His Fellow Men." Ottawa Evenine Citizen
15 Mar. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: He Gave and Gave Without Question." Ottawa Evenincr Citizen

22 Mar. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Within Range of the Foot-Lights." Ottawa Evening Citizen 29

Mar. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Heman Cortes Stopped Here." Ottawa Evenine Citizen 5 Apr.
1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Looking for the F o n of Cortes

. . . And His Indian Girl-Fnend

Malinche." Ottawa Evenine Citizen 12 Apr. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shouider: At the Channing Cow's Hom." Ottawa Evenine Citizen 19
Apr. 1952: Section 3, 2.

"Over My ShouIder: Cortes Lived Here, As Well!" Ottawa Evenine Citizen 26
Apr. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Moming Music Club 'Justified' Its Existence." Ottawa Evenins
Citizen 7 June 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Music Club Had Difficulty In Finding Quarters." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 14 June 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Seems the Bate Family 'Were Into Everything."' Ottawa
Evening Citizen 21 June 1952: Section 3, 2.
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"Over My Shoulder: Establishment of First Artificial Ice Company." Ottawa
Eveninpr Citizen 28 June 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: School Days, School Days-Golden Rule Days. " Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 5 July 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Relating to Some 'Queer' Bygone Characters." Ottawa E v e n i n ~
Citizen 12 July 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Final Chapter of the Greenaway Sisters Story." Ottawa
Evening- Citizen 19 July 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Ottawa's Most Popular Relief Organization." Ottawa Evening
Citizen 26 July 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: A Humorous Tale About Our First Exhibition." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 2 Aug. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Ottawa's Exhibition Scored Nurnerous 'Firsts."'

Ottawa

Evenine Citizen 9 Aug. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Ottawa's 'Ex' Has Grown Up With the Years." Ottawa

Evening Citizen 16 Aug. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Elgin Street Has Many Claims to Distinction." Ottawa Eveninq
Citizen 23 Aug. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: City's Spite Fence Clash Between Temperaments. " Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 30 Aug. 1952: Section 3. 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Enthusiastic Huntsmen F o m Ottawa Hunt Club. " Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 6 Sept. 1952: Section 3. 2.
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"Over My Shoulder: Membership List ~ e a dLike Page From Peerage." Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 13 Sept. 1952: Section 3. 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Sir Clifford Sifton A Brave Sight On A Horse." Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 20 Sept. 1952: Section 3, 2.

.

**"Over My Shoulder: Hunting, As of Today Not of Great Antiquity ." Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 27 Sept. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: 'Rules' Rigidly Laid Down in Hunting Circles." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 4 Oct. 1952: Section 3. 2.
"Over My Shoulder: 'Impact' on Canadian Letters Not Appreciated." Ottawa
Evenina Citizen I l Oct. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: One Bnef Rernark Captured Librarian's Interest." Ottawa
Eveninn Citizen 18 Oct. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Lady Borden Was Renowned For Her Punctuality." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 25 Oct. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Festival of the Dead--Strange and Fascinating." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 1 Nov. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: James A. Smith--Orpheus Society Synonymous." Ottawa
Evenina Citizen 8 Nov. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Orpheus Developed From Mixed Voice Glee Club." Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 15 Nov. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Sir Stanford Fleming--Here Was a Man Indeed." Ottawa
Evenine Citizen 22 Oct. 1952: Section 3, 2.

"Over My Shoulder: He Met In-Laws in a Violent Pink Fiannel Suit." Ottawa
Evening Citizen 6 Dec. 1952: Section 3, 23.
"Over My Shoulder: Merry Christmas As it was at Govemment House." Ottawa
Evening Citizen. 20 Dec. 1952: Section 3, 2.
"Over My Shoulder: Makes Fascinating Reading." Ottawa Evenina Citizen. 13 Dec.
1952: Section 3, 5.
"Over My Shoulder: Haven't You Any Plain Bread and Butter Here?" Ottawa
E v e n i n ~Citizen 27 Dec. 1952: Section 3, 2.

Book Reviews bv Macbeth"

[M.M.] "The Man They Hanged." Rev. of The Men the^ Han~ed,by Robert W.
Chambers. Saturdav Nieht 41:44 (Sept. 18 1926): 11.

[M.M.] "Man and Mystery in Asia. " Rev. of Man and M v s t e ~in Asia, by
Ferdinand Ossendowski (In collaboration with Lewis Stanton Palen) - Charles
More, ed. The Canadian Bar Review Vol. 2. Toronto: Carswell. June,
1924: 424-25.

"Sh-Sh-It's the President. " Canadian Author Oct., 1939.
Poe*

"Change."

The Atlantic Advocate 54.10 (June 1964): 84.

"Reason for Living." Saturda~Ninht 55.7 (16 Dec. 1939): 86.
Short Stories

"Adventures of Aniwar Ali." The Canadian Magazine: Pt 1: "His Deeds in BIood
and Glory." 63.2 (June 1914): 177-182;Pt. II: "The Human Note." 63.3
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(July 1914): 230-235; Pt. III:"Wit and Outwit." 63.4 (Aug. 1914): 356-361;

Pt. IV: "The Fakir's Cave." 63.5 (Sept. 1914): 527-532; Pt. V: "The Picked
Caravan. " 63.6 (Oct. 1914) : 600-606.

" Adelina, Irnitator. " The Canadian Magazine 60.2 (Dec. 1912) : 140-144.
"An Hour in the Skies. " S a t u r d a ~Ninht 5.31 (6 June 1936) : Cover page, 3.
"Aunt Elvira's Legacy." Canada Monthlv Part 1) 11.6 (Apr. 1911): 451-457; Part

II)12.1 (May 1912): 39-44.

"Behind the Wall. " Maclean's Magazine 31.12 (Oct. 1918) : 15-28, 93-96.
"Brown Stone Front." Saturdav Night 48.48 (7 Oct. 1933): 9-10.

---.and Mary ~ a r k w e 1 l . l ~"Carney's Claim. " Adventure (Dec.

1911) : 288-291

"The Case of Philip Cheesborough. " The Canadian Magazine 38.2 (Dec. 191 1): 140144.

The Chan~elinq. Canada Monthlv [Chapten 1-8 unavailable] ; Chapters 8-10, 7.1

(Nov. 1909): 42-50; Chapter 11. 7.2 (Dec.1909): 127-133; Chapter 12, 7.3
(Jan. 1910): 195-200; Chapter 13-14. 7.4 (Feb. 1910): 265-272; Chapter 15,
7.5 (Mar. 1910): 350-354; Chapter 15, 16. 7.6 (Apr. 1910): 426-432; Chapter

16--end,8.1 (May 1910): 49-54.
"A Chnsunas Peccadille. " The Canadian Magazine 58.2 (Dec. 1913): 119-124.

" Circles Closing In. " The Canadian Magazine. 67 (Mar. 1927): 14-16,44 + .

" Circling-In. " The Ouill. (Mar. 1923) : 21-27.
"Cleo-on-the-Spot. " Everywoman's World (May 1918): 10. 46-48.
"The CoIonel's Resurrection. " Canada Monthlv 19.4 (Feb. 1916): 200-202, 234.
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"Concerning Greta Greer." Canada Monthlv Pt 1. "In Which an Unusual Woman
Disturbs the Peace of the Ship's Doctor. " 15.5 (Mar. 1913): 305-307,362372; Pt. II. "In Which the Little School-teacher Pads a Pair of Pale-Blue

Corsets that Never Were Meant for her Slim Waist Measure." 15.6 (Apr.
1914): 394-396, 409-411, 415-417; Pt. III. "In Which There is a Confession
and An Awakening and Where Dr. Dare Finds Himself the Recipient of
Confidences from two Distressed Women." 16.1 (May 1914): 19-21. 73-79;
Pt. IV. "Wherein Several Strange Things Are Cleared Up, But the Ancient
and Unfathomable Mystery of Love Remains Unsolved. " 16.2 (June 1914):
102-104, 134-138, 155-156.
"Cupid and Avoirdupois. " Canada Monthlv 19.3 (Nov. 1915) : 24-26, 61-64.

--- and J. Dignam. "Dust to Dust." Canada Monthlv 15.2 (Dec. 1913): 93-96, 132.
"An Echo from Darwin." Everywoman's World (Dec. 1915): 10, 37.
"Ever-Ready Lena. The Story of a Girl who 'Filled In."'"

Ladies Home Journal.

31.11 (Ott. 1914): 11, 86-89.

" Fifty Seven Minutes. " l4 Maclean's Magazine 38.22 (15 Nov. 1925): 16. 60. 6263.

"Fifty Thousand Even." Toronto Star Weeklv (23 Dec. 1922): 18.
"The Fight That Was Pulled." Maclean's Magazine 28.4 (Feb. 1915): 43-44.101104.

--- and Clement Bancroft. "Five Hundred to One Shot (The)." Maclean's Magazine
27.6 (Apr. 1914): 27-28, 113.
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"Frieda's Engagement. "15 The Canadian Maeazine 31.1 (May 1908): 21-23.
"Gentlemen. A Story of the Road." Maclean's Maeazine 38.10 (May 1915): 23-

25, 82-84.
"Gentleman's Role. " Canadian Home Journal (Nov. 1933): 21,
"Gifts." The Canadian Magazine 32.7 (Dec. 1908): 157-59.
"Godeevy and the Jitney. " The Canadian Manazine 50.2 (Dec. 1917) : 141-49.
"The Goose's Sauce." The Chatelaine 4.10 (Oct. 1931): 3-5, 50, 72.

"His Black Club Bag." The Ouill. The Canadian Short Story Maeazine 1.3 (Dec.
1922): 9-15.
"An Hour in the Skies. " Saturday Nieht 51 -31 (6 June 1936): 1, 3.

"How Christmas Came to Nina." Evetywoman's World (Nov. 1917): 13, 36, 42-44,
52.

--- and Clement Bancroft. "In Bi11 Hunt's

Shack." Maclean's Magazine 27.3 (Jan.

1914): 7-9, 142-144.
"In these Good Enlightened Days (With Apologies to Arnold Bennett). " Canadian
Magazine 39.3 (July 1912): 280-282.

"The ~ntruders."16

Canada West 9.6 (Oct. 1908): 1153-1158.

"Justice Ui the Barn. " Familv Herald and Weekly Star 73.38 (23 Sept. 1942): 16-17.
"Kleath's Alibi. " Canada Monthly 20.3 (July 1916): 137-39. 177-85.
"Leaves of Kachuboong. " Maclean's Magazine (1 Dec. 1920): 17-18, 69-71.
"Listen Lisette." Sanirdav Nieht 58.35 (May 8 1943): 44-45.

"Los Mariachis. " Dalhousie Review 31.2 (Surnmer 1%1): 113-16.
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[Gilbert Knox.] "Low Lights on High Life." Saturdav Nieht 41.24 (1 May 1926):
25, 35-36.
"The Magician's Box." The Canadian Magazine 64.5 (Mar. 1915): 456-460.
"Mam'selle. A Christmas Story" Evervwoman's World (Dec. 1916): 6,38- 40,
54.

"The Mamanita." Maclean's Magazine 33.3 (15 Feb 1920): 27-28, 52-3.
"The Man W h o Wasn't. A Short War Novellette." Maclean's Magazine 31.2 (Dec.
1917): 19-22, 96-100.

"The Man Without." Serial appeared in National Life in 14 instdments between
Dec. 1921 and Oct., 1923; also appeared in the Family Heraid and Weeklv
Star in 10 installments between July and Oct., 1940.
"Maskwa, The Backslider. " Canadian Courier 14.9 (2 Aug. 1913): 6-7. 22.
"A Matter of Insurance." Saturdav Nieht 25.31 (11 May 1912): 31.

"The Methods of "Doctor" Lazenby." Canadian Courier 9.3 (17 Dec. 1910):
20-22.

[Digby, Justin H.] "The Middle Span. " Canadian Courier 12.3 (15 June 1912): 8,

28-29.

"The Mind of the Family. " The Canadian Magazine 68.3 (Jan. 1917): 203-12.
"Miss Man-iott's Grit." Maciean's Magazine 38.4 (15 Feb. 1925): 9-10, 49-52.

"Needing a Change. A Homily on the Summer Holiday and its Womes." Canadian
Courier 13.18 (5 Apr. 1913): 8.

"The Nighi Run." Canada Monthlv 22.1 (May 1917): 27-28. 42.
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"Number 723. " Maclean's Magazine 27.8 (May 1914): 9-1 1, 134-136.

"Of Far Greater Importance. " Maclean's Maeazine 38.17 (1 Sept. 1925): 18-19, 7273.
"Off Duty." The Canadian Maeazine 71.2 (Feb. 1929): 5-6, 30-34.

"One More Warrior." Canadian Home Journal 41.6 (June 1944): 12-13
"The Opal Princes. " Maclean's Maaazine 35.1 (1 Jan. 1922): 7-9, 45-47.

"Over the Rorder for Her." Dalhousie Review 20 (Oct. 1940): 277-82.
[Dill, Williard S..] "Over the Chilkoot to Eldorado." Maclean's Magazine Pt 1. 15

Sept. 1926 (page numben unavailable): Pt. 2. 15 Oct. 1926: 12-13. 46-48;
Pt. 3. 15 NOV. 1926: 18-19, 52-55.
"The Owner of 28 Above." Canada Monthlv 22.4 (Aug. 1917): 193-196, 218-221.
'The Patterson Limit."" Maclean's Magazine Pt. 1. 36.20 (15 Oct. 1923): 9-13,
47-51; Pt. 2. 36.21 (15 NOV.1923): 20-22, 44, 46.
"A Prince of Egypt. If E v e w o m a n ' s World 11.3 (Sept. 1919): 9, 48-50, 53-54.
"The Pseudo-Theosophist. " The Canadian Magazine 34.7 (Dec. 1909): 164-168.

"The Rainbow Death." MacIean's Maaazine 32.11 (Nov. 1919): 29-31, 79-80.
"A Rented Santa Claus. Canadian Courier 11.4 (23 Dec. 1911): 6, 21-22.

"At the Sign of the Bass. " The Canadian Maeazine 51.3 (July 1918): 25 1-255.

"Sprained Ankies." Chatelaine 1 (June 1928): 10-11, 58.
[Digby, Justin H.] "TheStrange Case of the Boob." Canadian Courier 13.1 1 (15

Feb 1913): 8, 24-26.
"The Strange Tale of a Fish: Quite Disposing of the Old Adage, There's a Good
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Fish in the Sea as Ever Came Out of It." Canadian Couner 16.25 (21 Nov.
1914): 9, 24-25.

"A Transaction in Hats." Saturdav Ninht 25.36 (15 June 1912): 29, 31.
"Teaing it Out of Dingley." Canada Monthl~22.5 (Sept. 1917): 257-260, 281-283.

"Through the Medium of Lemice. Casey Magimis Took the Bit in his Teeth When
He Visited Mlle. Brenda Lafor. " Canadian Courier 15.21 (25 Apr. 1914): 8,
20-21.
"Too Many Joneses. Suggesting, But By No Means Imitating the Well-Known Farce
'What Happened to Jones?'" Canadian Courier 15.13 (28 Feb. 1914): 8-9.

"Two Women and a Man." Maclean's Magazine 28.6 (Apr. 1915): 17-18, 87-93.
"The Valley of Bleached

one es. "la

Maclean's Magazine 35.12 (15 June 1922):

16-18, 54-55.
"A Victim of the Beauty Cult. As Related to Her." Canada Weeklv 24.20 (18 May

1918): 12-13.
[Digby, Justin H.] "When the Worm Tumed, Story." Canadian Couner 12.17 (21
Sept. 1912): 8-9, 25-26.
"With the Help of Pandora. A Christmas Tale of War Time Love and Happiness."

Everywoman's World (Dec. 1917): 6, 34.
Travel Articles
**"About Montevideo." Saturdav Nieht 55.9 (30 Dec. 1939): 20.
"Above the Walls of Jericho." Saturdav Night 54.4 (26 Nov. 1938): 10.

"Among the Bad Men of Palestine." Saturdav N i ~ h t 53.42 (20 Aug. 1938): 10.
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"And Still the Heart is Home. Extracts from letters by a Young Man, John Douglas

Macbeth. "19 Dalhousie Review 21 (July 1941): 158-69.
"Birthday in Mexico." Saturday Night 51.35 (4 July 1936): 11.

" Calypso." Dalhousie Revew 29 (Oct. 1949): 267-70.
"Cave Dwellen of Atalaya. " Canadian Geomaphical Journal 57 (Aug. 1958): 66-69.
*"Country Life and Town Cornfort." Saturda~Nieht 25.47 (31 Aug. 1912): 8-9..

"The Day of the Dead. An Unusual Mexican Festival." Chambers's Joumal 5.9
(N.d. 1951): 669-670.
"Doom Beneath the City. " Dalhousie Review 31.4 (Winter 1952): 269-75.
"Dubrovnik in the Aftemoon. " The Curtain Cal1 6.8 (May 1935): 13-14.
"Equatorial Dance (San Juanito). " Saturdav Nieht 52.38 (24 July 1937): 16.
"Follow my leader . . . to Mallorca. " Saturdav Nieht 48.32 (17 June 1933) : l 4 , l g .

* "Fonunate Isles of Pliny ."

Canadian Geographical Journal 5 1 (Oct. 1955) : 168-75.

*"Grimsby as Seen by a Fleeting Tounst. " Saturdav Nicrht 35.46A (11 Sept. 1920):

25.
*"Impressions of Brantford by a Fleeting Tourist. " Saturda~Night 35.46A (11 Sept.
1920): 25.

*"In Search of a Torreador." Saturdav Nkht 43.20 (31 Mar. 1928): 29.
*"Land of the Southem Slavs. " Canadian Geographical Joumal 12.1 (Jan. 1936): 3746.

* "Landing in Mayaland. "
342.

Canadian Geoaraohical Joumal 13.6 (Oct. 1936) : 329-
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"Lima, the City of Kings." Saturday N i ~ h t55.32 (8 June 1940): 6.
"Little Land of Paraguay." Dalhousie Review 22 (Oct. 1942): 311-20.
"The Little Theatre.. .English.. .in.. Spanish.. .Buenos Aires. " The Curtain Cal1 7.8

(May 1936): 10-11.
"London-ing in Ontario." Saturda~N i ~ h t36.15 (5 Feb. 1921): 25.32.
"Looking Back on London. "20 Saturdav Night 42.46 (1 Oct. 1927): 41.

"Look Pleasant Please. " Saturday Night 55.7 (16 Dec. 1939): 8d.
""Mallorca

- Conscious. "

Mavfair 7.6 (June 1933): 23, 50.

"The Master Potter of Chalky Mount Spins Magic on His Ancient Wheel." The
British Cohmbian Saturdav Magazine 10 Nov. 1950: 3.
"Mexico and Manana. " Maclean's Magazine 51.6 (15 Mar. 1938): 24, 44, 46.
"Mexico Picnics with Her Dead." The British Columbian Saturdav Maeazine. 4
Nov. 1950: 6.
" Netherlands W indward Isles. " Canadian Geoeraphical Journal 47 (Spring 1953): 982 05.

"On a Continental Night Train." The Toronto Star Weeklv 30 July 1927: 19.
"Parking on Your Holidays." The Canadian Maeazine 63 (Oct. 1924): 369-379.
"Prince Edward Island. Province of Serenity. Quiet and Beauty." Saturdav Night

60.3 (23 Sept. 1944): 27.
"Riden to the Peaks." Saturdav Ninht 40.43 (12 Sept. 1925): 21.
"A Search for Marmots that Ended in Seeing and Hearing an Avalanche." Saturdav

Nkht 40.25 (9 May 1925): 25.
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"Shadows in the Sunlight: Tetuan." The Christian Science Monitor 7 Mar. 1934: 9.

"Sighting Inca Land." Saturdav N i ~ h t53.28 (14 May 1938): 6.
"Stop--Hereis London! " Saturdav Nieht 51.24 (18 Apr. 1936): 1.
"Three Capitais of Moonsh Spain." Mayfair 3.1 (Jan. 1929): 21, 52, 54.
"Thunderbolt of Snow." The Canadian Magazine 68 (Aug. 1927): 22-23.

"Timeand the Cuzco." Saturdav Nkht 53.35 (2 July 1938): 11.
*"TraveIled But Unknown Spain. " Canadian Geographical Journal 3.2 (Aug. 1931):
129-148.
"Turtle Shell in Barbados." Saturdav Ni&

65.22 (7 Mar. 1950): 25.

" Until Love Dies. " The Chatelaine 1 (Nov. 1928): 3-4, 60+ .

"The West Indies Dance Their Cocoa." The British Columbian Saturdav Maeazine
18 Nov. 1950: 6.

Books
Autobiopra~
hv:

Over Mv Shoulder. Toronto: Ryerson UP. 1953.
Boulevard Career. Toronto: Kingswood House, 1957.

Fiction:
The Winninn Garne. Toronto: Musson, 1910.
Kleath. Boston: Maynard. 1917.
The Pattenon Lirnit. Toronto: Hodder & Stoughton. 1923.
[Knox, Gilbert.] The Land of Aftemoon: A Satire.2' Ottawa: Graphic, 1924.

[Dill, W.S.]The Lona Dav (Reminiscences of the Yukon). Ottawa: Graphic, 1926.
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Shackles. Ottawa: Graphic. 1926.

- - and A.B. C o n ~ a y .The
~ Great Fright. Onesiphore, Our Neiehbour. Montreai:
Camer, 1929: Beeear Your Neiahbour. London: Paul, 1929.
Wines in the West. London: John Hamilton, 1932.
[Knox. Gilbert.] The Kinder Bees. London: Dickson & Thompson, 1935.
Lost: A Cavalier. London: W.H. Allen, 1947.
Shreds of Circumstance. Toronto: Reginald Saunders, 1947.
Volcano: A Novel of the Ecuadorean Andes. Philadelphia: Dorrance, 1963.
pamphletp

[Knox, Gilbert.] Curiosity Rewarded: A Dialogue Between Gilbert Knox and A
Curious Public. Ottawa: Graphic. 1926.
Inside Govemment House. (Reminiscences with Col. Willis O'Connor) 1954.
Who K n o c k ~ ? ~

The Lady Stanlev Institute for Trained Nurses. Ottawa: Lady Stanley

Alumnae Association, 1959.
Pla~s

The Goose's Sauce: A Comedv in One Act. Toronto and New York: French, 1935.
Travel Booksz
Glacier. British Columbia. Canadian Pacific Rockies. N.p. (1925)
Three Elvsian Islands: Grand Canarv. Lanzarote. Fuerteventura. (Details unknown;

published in 1956)
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Over the Gannolank to S ~ a i n .Ottawa:
~
Graphic,

1931.

Reviews of Macbeth's Work

Bennett, C.L. "Over the Gangplank to Spain." Rev. of Over the Gane~lankto Spain,

by Madge Macbeth. Dalhousie Review 12:2: 283.
"Bothwell, Austin. "Shackles. " Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. Canadian

Bookman Oct. 1926: 24.
Bourinot. Arthur S. " A Few Book Notes." Rev. of Over Mv Shoulder, by Madge

Macbeth.

Canadian Author and Bookman 30.4 (Winter 1954): 22.

Buckley, Alfred. "The Pattenon Limit. " Rev. of The Pattenon Limit, by Madge
Macbeth. Dalhousie Review 3: (Jan. 1924): 532-33.
"Candide" [William Anhur Deacon.] "In Canada's Capital." Rev. of The Land of
Aftemoon, by "Gilbert Knox." Saturda~Nieht 40.49 (24 Oct. 1925): 8.

---. "The Patterson

Limit." Rev. of The Pattenon Limit, by Madge Macbeth.

Saturdav Ninht 38:52 (17 Nov. 1923): 9.
Cross, Austin F. "Shackles." Rev. of ShackIes, by Madge Macbeth. The Hamilton

Herald 8 Jan. 1927: 11.
Deacon, William Arthur. "A Letter from Canada." Rev. of The Land of Afternoon,

by 'Gilbert Knox."' The Saturdav Review of Literature 6 Mar. 1926: 32.
Farrell. Robert. "Ottawa Novelisi L o o k At Quebec. " Rev. of The Great Fright, by

Madge Macbeth. Ottawa Journal 14 Dec. 1929: 10.
,
F.H. W. "Over the Gangplank to Spain. " Rev. of Over the Gane~lankto S ~ a i n by
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Madge Macbeth. The Canadian Forum 12:137 (Feb. 1932): 195.

"Gay page. "" "Shackies." Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. The Fort
William Times-Journal 11 Jan. 1927: 6.
"Inside Old Ottawa." Rev. of Over Mv Shoulder, by Madge Macbeth. Saturdav
Night 68:30 (2 May 1953): 13-14.

"Kleath." Rev. of Kleath. by Madge Macbeth. The Canadian Magazine 50.1
(Nov. 1917): 85-86.
Knister, Raymond. "Shackles." Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. Canadian
Maeazine Apr. 1927: 4.

L'Ami. C.E. Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. The W i n n i ~ e eMirror. 27

Nov. 1926: 7.
Lauriston, Victor. "Over the Gangplank to Spain." Rev. of Over the Ganeplank to
Spain, by Madge Macbeth. The Chatham Dailv News 11 Feb., 1932: 10.

"M." Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. Ottawa Joumai. 23 Oct. 1926: 3.
"Mamage as Slavery." Rev. of Shackles. by Madge Macbeth. Toronto Dailv
Star. 30 Oct.
-

1926: 7.

Rev. of Over Mv Shoulder, by Madge Macbeth. Canadian Geonrapic Journal 46:14

June 1953: 20.
Rev. of Over MY Shoulder, by Madge Macbeth. CLA Bulletin 9 (May 1953): 162.
Seeley , Sylvia. "Volcano. " Rev. of Volcano, by Madge Macbeth. Canadian
Geoara~hicalJournal 69.1 (July 1964): 5.
"Shackles." Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. Calearv Dailv Herald. 6

Nov. 1926: 25.
"Shackles." Rev. of Shackles, by Madge Macbeth. The Canadian Magazine 67

(Apr. 1927):42.
"A Spanish Miscellany." Rev. of Over the G a n ~ ~ l a ntok Soain, by Madge Macbeth.

The Times Literarv Sus~lement 25 Feb. 1932: 122.
Stewart. H.L. "The Land of Aftemoon. " Rev. of The Land of Aftemoon, by
'Gilbert Knox. "' Dalhousie Review 5.4: 562-63.

"A Story by Madge Macbeth." Rev. of The Winnine Game, by Madge Macbeth.
Toronto Star Weeklv 25 June 1910: 10.

T.D.R. "The Long Day." Rev. of The Lone Dav, by "W.S. Dill." Canadian
Bookman (May 1927): 139.
"The Long Day."" Rev. of The Lone Dav, by 'W.S. Dill."'

Kineston-Whig

Standard 14 Feb. 1927: 7.

"Woman Up in Arrns." Rev. of Shackles. by Madge Macbeth. Manitoba Free Press.

1 Nov. 1926: 12.
Radio ~ c r i o t s l ~ a l k s : ~ ~

"A Few Impressions of Pans. " (JuIy 27, 1927).
"Brown Stone Frontn (n.d.1

"Canada Sig- her Narne." Interview with the National Network of the CBC o n

Wednesday Nov. 10, 1939 (7:45-8:OO).
"Don'tThrow Away Your Bullets. " C.B.C. Radio Broacast on Waste. (15 June
1942).
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"Ella May Series" (n-d.); "Western 7-4-3-9"; "Thurnb Talk"; "Girl for Sale": "Death
and a Proxyn; "Not Quite Murder"; "Heels of Fortune" ; " Ella May Sets the
Stage. "

Introduction of Lady Tweedsmuir as Speaker. C.B.C. Radio Broadcast. (11 Nov.
1939).
Need for More Weapons. Radio Taik for Ottawa Women's Campaign Fund. (n.d.)
Trying to Raise Money. Radio Talk for Women's War Campaign. (n-d.)
~creenolav8'

"Penitents (The) "
"Valley of Bleached Bones (The)"

Warp (The)"
"Wrath of the Sun God (The): A Melodramatic Scenario" (Adapted from "The

Inca's Treasure ")
Speeches

"A Bit of This and That." (n-d.)

Across the Gangplank into Spain and the Balearic Islands."
Speech given to Propylaeurn Club, Indianapolis, Oct. 18, 1935 (See "Propylaeum
Club Opens its Season").

"A Talk on Joseph Conradn (n.d)
"A Word of Remembrance about Duncan Campbell Scott: Written a Few Months

After his Death." (n.d.)

Address to Elmwood School on Writing (1948).

Address to Lisgar Collegiate on Canadian Literature (Nov. 16, 1939).
Address on Purpose and Progress of C.A.A. (May 13, 1939).
Address to Western C.A.A. Branches (1940)
Advertising Canadian Culture Through Literature. Address to Canadian Club (nad.).
"At Homen--On GeographedExplorer David Thompson. Address to AI1 Saints
Church (11 Nov. 1922).
"Authors, Artists and Musicians in Spain."
Speech given to the Women's Press Club, Ottawa, Sept. 24, 1929 (See "Tales are
Told of Other Lands").

"Before the Mike: Writing Radio Plays" (n.d.1
"Bungalow Camp ldea (The)." (Apr. 3, 1925).
"By Pack Train Through the Rockies." Address to the Canadian Women's Club of
Guelph. (Mar. , 1924).
"Canada's Untamed Citizens. " Conservation of WildIife (n. d.) .
"Casa Colon (The)" (n.d.)
Changes in Reading Public (Nov. 11, 1942)

"Corne with me to Spain. " (n.d.1
Conservation of Canadian Wildlife. (n.d. )
Conservation of Canadian Wildlife in reference to The Patterson Limit. (n.d.)
"Curaco." To The Press Club. (n.d.)
"Economy DeLuxe. " Travelling Inexpensively (n.d.) .

"Drama Today (The). " To Arts and Letters Club (Oct. 23, 1917).
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"From Cradle to Mator Car": Address to Smith's Fails Women's Canadian Club.
Book Week Broadcast, Victoria B. C. (9.d.)

German People (The). (n-d.)
"Golden Ides (The): (The Balearics) "

- to SchooI Children

(Nov. 16, 1929).

"Have we a Canadian Literature? Yes!"
Address given to the Women's Canadian Club, London. Mar. 19. 1924 (See
"Canada's Greatest Literary Lack To-Day is Constructive Criticism; Madge
Macbeth Talks on Letters."
"Have you an Adult Mind?: Pomographic Literature" (n. d.)
"History in the Hinterland." Address to Women's Club (1923).
"How About Spain?" To Ottawa Lion's Club (July 31, 1928).
"1 Go Where I Please." Potential for Wnting With Travel, to Women's Press Club

(June, 1938).
"Indian Passion Play (The)." (Etienne Bmlé) (n-d.)
"Keltic Myth Behind King Lear (The). " Address to Ottawa Theosophical Society
(n.d,).

"Literature and the Reading Temperament " (n. d.)
" Literary Criticism" (n.d.)

"Monologue on Buying Books." (nd.)
"Mouthpiece of Civilization (The): Literature as a Reflection of Culture. " (n.d.)
"My Hobby. " Pronunciation of Foreign Narnes. (n.d.)

"My Methods of Work." Address to C.A.A. (June 28, 1927).
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"Novelists, what Now?" to Montreal Branch of C.A.A. (Jan. 27, 1940).
"Objects of the Canadian Authors' Association (The)." Address to the Amencan
Women's Club of Montreal. (NOK 21, 1923)
"Ottawa History and Central Canada Exhibition." Address to Lady Delegates of
Canadian Weekly Newspaper Association. (June 8, 1922).
"Part Our Readers Play (The)." (n.d.)
"Pattern of Canadian Life: Meaning of Canadianism. " (n.d.)
"Presidential Address to C.A.A. and Introduction of Guest Speaker" (Apr. 26, 1924).
"Progress of the Press: Address to Women's Press Club. " (n.d.)
"Reading in Wmime" --D iscussion and Recomrnendation of Books. " (n. d. )
"Rotary and Chile. " Women's Canadian Club, Oct. 7 and Nov. 4, 1936.
"Short Story in Wartime (The)" - Purpose, Style. (nad.)
"Spain as a Stranger Sees it." (n.d.1
Speech on Purpose of Literature at Lord Tweedsrnuir Mernorial Book Fair. Toronto
(Jan. 9, 1941).
"St. Francis of Assisi. " n.d.

"Struggle for Amendments to Copyright Bill."

Address to Canadian Authors'

Association (1923).
Talk on Canadian Literature to Various C.A. A. Branches (0ct.-Dec., 1940).
"Thank you to Hudson's Bay Company: Bnef History. " (1938).
"Trail Riding in the Canadian Rockies" (Jan. 19, 1928).

"Twenty-Eight Thousand Miles to the Southward. "
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Speech given to the Propylaeum Club, Indianapolis. Thursday Nov. 19, 1936 (See

"Mn. Madge Macbeth House Guest ") .

" Untravelled" By-Ways and Waterways. "
Speech given to the Women's Canadian Club. Onllia. Thunday Oct. 6, 1924 (See

"Women's Canadian Club: Notable Expenences of Canadian Authoress in
Her Travels Through Canada").
"War Effort (The)." n.d.

War Effort Speech with Appeal to Women for Money. n.d.
"What Kind of Peace Do you Want?"--War Effon (n.d.)
This manuscript was the basis for the speech, given on Fnday Nov. 7. 1941.
to the Notre Dame de Grace Women's Club in Montreal (See "All-Out War

Effon Urged "1.
"What W n t e n Want." Speech to Montreal Kiwanis Club. n.d.
"Where is Your Fifth Column?" n.d.

This speech was given to the Notre Dame de Grace Women's Club in
Montreal Fnday Mar. 7. 1941 (See "Speaks to N.D.G."Club and "Women
Have New Attitude Towards War").
"Why is a Writer?" n.d.

" Women's Place in the South American Sun."
Speech given to the Women's Canadian

Club,Ottawa. Nov. 12, 1937 (See

"Women Have Lowly Place in Parts of S. Amencan Says Speaker").

"Wntings of Joseph Conrad (The)." n.d.

Un~ublishedManuscri~ts:
Short ~tories:~'
Note: Those marked with a cross (+) may have been published under a different

name, or under the names indicated, but details could not be located.
"The After-Dinner Apparition. " (May 9, 1925)
"The Case of the Younger Son." (incomplete)

" Clock Strikes 16."
"The Copper-Colored Gown. "

" Cowards Must Plunge In. "
"The DeLamotte Pendant." (mystery)
" Half a Hean. " (incomplete)

"1 Kiss your hand Madame. " (Mar.. 1942)
"In the Hands of the Receiver." (pseud. Catalina Colorado)
"Intuition. "

"La Nina Gorda." (The Fat Girl) by Santiago de Rusinol (synopsis for possible
translation of La Nina Gorda

. . . not sure if this is her work)

"The Law Student, "
"The Left-Over Lady. " (July 7, 1930)

+ [Dill, Williard S.]

"Loose Feet. "

"The Mayor Takes a Wife."

" Moon over Millvale. "
"Mother Goes to a Prom."
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"Mrs. Foster Gets In." (Dec. 16, 1933)
"The Perfect Man. "
"Phyllis Goes to the Door." (1934)

"The Sheffield Tray ."
"The Shepherd Crook. "

+ "Softly trod the Mutineer."

+ [Knox, Gilbert.]

" Stoning Two Birds for a Lady. "

+ "Sylvia's Way."
+ "Table No. Six."

+ "They were Buddies in France. "
"TheTreasure Hunt. "
"Two-Way Murder. "
"The Voice of the Tempter."

+ "Wapta, The Magic Key."
"Water-Wom." [manuscript indicates that ii is by Macbeth, but it also indicates that
it's by Hugo Cànepa--possibly another pseudonym or a translation]

"Wentworth's Chinese Baby."

"War and Private Brown. "
Novels:

'

Chita. (66 page manuscript)
The Fierv Windiao.

'1 am presuming that these works were intended to be novels.
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Editorials:

"The Boy Minister." [re: William Lyon Mackenzie King]

"The City-Bred as a Pioneer." [refers to her own experiences in mountain climbing in
Quebec]
"Confessions of a Literary Hack." [brief introduction to her own journalistic career]

" Diet and Distilled Energy ."
"Had Earl Grey Tnie Sporiing Spirit?"

"Nina Duryea." [about one of Madge's friends at Hellmuth]
"The Science of Penology"
"Some of Us."
"The Span."
"Totemism." [regarding the history of totems.]
Plays:

"The Gotham Rose: A playlet in one Act."

"Herbs. "
"Humbug. "

"The Stolen Plans."
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Missin~nncom~lete
~ata~'

"Dad's Ace in the Hole. " Farmer's Magazine (1956).
"1s Woman's War, Writer Declares. "

"The New An Museum: National Gallery at Ottawa Will be Opened This Fall."
Canadian Courier (Volume, date. page number(s) unknown) .
"Notes from the Capital. " Canadian Courier (VolumelNumber unknown) (6 Feb.
1915): 22.
*"Notes from the Capital." Canadian Courier (VolumelNumber unknown) (20 Feb.
1915): 21-22.

*"Notes from the Capital. " Canadian Courier (VolumelNumber unknown) (13 Mar.
1915): 11.

*"Notes from the Capital: Opening of Dominion Parliament; photo of Gladys
Carling. " Canadian Courier (VolumeINurnber unknown) (6 Feb. 1915): 21.
"Novelists

. . . What now?"

Canadian Author and Bookman (July 1940).

*"Politics and Society." Canadian Courier 15.9 (31 Jan. 1914) (Page Number(s)
unknown).

[M. M.] "Sermon Without (Many) Words--Spring ." Canadian Courier
(Volume/Number unknown) (27 Mar. 1915): 17-18.

[M. M.] " Sennon Without (Many)Words-Trirnrning. " Canadian Courier
(Volume/Number unknown) (3 Apr. 1915) : 11.

[M. M.] "Sermons Without (Many) Words--Chattering. " Canadian Courier
(Volume/Number unknown) (24 Apr. 1915) : 18-19.
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[M.M.] "Sermons Without (Many) Words--Thirst and Charity. " Canadian Courier
(VolumelNumber unknown) (1 May 1915): 11, 18.
"Stop! Look! Listen!" Recreation (New York). (volume, issue, nurnber, page
unavailable) (Dec. 1916).
"Theu Excellencies Go to Church. " Mavfair (Jan. 1934) (VolumelNumber

and

Page Number(s) unknown).
Bytowner. "Vandalism Beyond Excuse. " Saturdav Night (Volume/Number and

Page Number(s) unknown) .

" Whence Cornes the Burl. " Nature Magazine (Dec. 1925) (Volume/Number and
Page Number(s) unknown)
"When You Svike it Lucky: V.--A Log That was a ~ i s h . " " Recreation (New
York). (volume, issue, number, page unavailable) (Dec.1916).
" Wives Also Serve. " Mavfair. (VolumelNumber unknown) Sept. 1944: 31.

"Act of God at High Cedars." Canadian Home Journal (VolumelNumber, date and
Page Number(s) unknown--possibly 1932)
"At Porter's Place." The Canadian Century. (VolumelNumber and date unknown):

7, 25.
"The D iamond Pickers. " Maclean's Magazine (VolumelNumber unicoown) (1 Jan.
1921): 24-26.

"Kleath." Toronto Sundav World 27 Mar., 1921 (1st instalment of senes. Dates,
page number(s) unknown) .
"Little Nurse of Pakistan." The Canadian Red Cross Junior. (VoIurneInumber and
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page number(s) unknown) (Jan. 1951).

"Mr. Boggs Rouses Himself. " Canada Monthlv 23.2 (Dec. 1917) (Page number(s)
unknown) .
"Once Upon a Christmas." The Ottawa Citizen 23 Dec., 1950 (Page numberk)
unknown) .
"The Shadow.

ltY

The Ouill (Volume/Number unknown) (Jan. 1923): 18-22.

"The Willing Horse. " National Home Monthly (VolumeINumber and page
number(s) unknown) (Feb. 1933).

*"Gaspé. Where Time Stops to Breathe." National Life (VolumelNumber. page
number(s) unknown (Nov. 1921).
" A Last Glance at Spain." The Ottawa Citizen. (date and page numben unknown).

"The Only Pans. " Mavfair (Volume/Date, page number(s) unknown) (May. 1927).
" Oodles of History. " Mavfair (VolumelDate, page number(s) unknown) (Sept. 1928).

"Sheepskin and Homespun." Mavfair (VolumelDate, page numbeds) unknown) (June
1935).
"They bring us Foreign Lands." Ma~fair (VolumelDate. page number(s) unknown)
(June 1935).

"Where in Paris Shall we Go for Tes?"" Mayfair (VolumeIDate. page number(s)
unknown) (June 1927).

Book Reviews
Canadian Forum Rev. of The Great Fneht, by Madge Macbeth. 10: (Number

unknown) (Apr. 1930): 260.
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Canadian Geoaraoic Journal Rev. of Over MY Shoulder. by Madge Macbeth. 46:14
(June 1953): (Page number(s) unknown).
Canadian Gmgra~hicalJournal Rev. of Boulevard Career, by Madge Macbeth.
56: 14 (May 1958): (Page number(s) unknown).
Canadian Mazarine. Rev. of Boulevard Career, by Madge Macbeth.
(VoIume/Number unknown) (Jan. 1932): 77, 31.
Articles

*"An Active Organization. " [Mn. D.A. Campbell

+

University Club of Ottawa.]

Canadian Courier (VolumelNumber unknown) (16 Jan. 1915): 21.
*"A Convalescent Home for Our Boys." [Mrs. Sanford H. Fleming and her Son.]

Canadian Courier (VoiumeINurnber unknown) (5 June 1915): 17.

*"Lady Ames. " Canadian Courier (VolumelNumber unknown) (26 June 1915):
17-18.
"New Head of C. M.A. [James H. Sherrad, Esq.] Canadian Courier

(VolurneINumber unknown) (19 June 1915): 9.
"The Work of Franklin Brownell." National Life (VolumelNumber unknown) (May
1924): 3.

Lieutenant Henry Bates's Mamage to Bertha Parmalee. Canadian Courier
(VolumelNumber unknown) (19 June 1915): 19.

"The Hawksbill. " Nature Magazine (VolumelNumber unknown) (Oct . 1950):
408-09.
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About Macbeth:
"Altered Duties of Women in Wartime Are Discussed by Mrs. Macbeth for Club."
Reaina Leader-Post 4 Nov. 1940: (Page number unknown) .
"Ange1 of Mercy Not Only Women's Role in War Time." Cakarv Albenan 9 Nov.
1940: (Page number unknown) .

"Big Moment for Authon in Canada" Saskatoon Star-Phoenix 22 Aug. 1941: (Page
number unknown)
"A Canadian Mother's View. " Ottawa Citizen 4 Feb. 1942: (Page number

unknown) .

"Madge Macbeth calls Writers "To Arms" in Cause of Freedom. " Edmonton
Journal. 21 Aug. 1941: (Page number unknown).
"Madge Macbeth Claims Sentimentalists May be Fifth Columnists." Saskatoon StarPhoenix 23 Nov. 1940: (Page nurnber unknown).
"Mrs. Madge Macbeth Stresses Soldiers' Need for Ammunition. " Ottawa Journal 18
June 1940: (Page number unknown).
"Sentimentalists May be Canada's Fifth Column Says Canadian Author in Interview
Wednesday. " Edmonton Bulletin 20 Nov. 1940: (Page number unknown) .
"Speaker to Club Outlines Women's Role in War." Edmonton Bulletin 21 Nov.
1940: (Page number unknown) .
"Women's New Role in War Emphasized by Guest Speaker." Victoria

da il^ Colonist

16 Nov. 1940: (Page number unknown).
"Macbeth. Madge. " Ottawa Journal. 21 Sept. 1965: (Page number unknown) .
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M.M. "For the Duchess of Comaught Hospital." Canadian Courier
(VoIume/Numberunknown) (Mar.20 1916): 11.
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"" 1955 Convention Report." Canadian Author and Bookman 32.1 (Summer 1955):
4-8.
"All-Out War Effort Urgeci." The Montreal

da il^ Star

8 Nov. 1941: 21.

"Authors Hear Woman Noveiist." Montreal Dailv Star 23 Jan. 1928: 11.

WuBack to London." London Free Press 15 Dec. 1923: 11.
"Biographical Portrait. " Canadian Geomphical Journal 3 (Aug. 1931): 129.
**Campbell. Gerald. Canadian Author and Bookman 29.2 (Summer 1953): 32.

"Canada's Greatest Literary Lack To-Day is Constructive Cnticism; Madge Macbeth
Talks on Letters." London Free Press 20 Mar. 1924: 10.
"Canadian Authoress is H m in ~alrnatia."" Toronto Star Weeklv 29 July 1935:
8.

"Canadian Authors Week in Calgary." Manitoba Free Press (Winnipeg). 28 Oct.
1922: 33.

"Canadian Wnten are Urged to Create Great Literature, By Mrs. Madge Macbeth."
Winnipeg Free Press 30 Oct. 1940: 8.

C.W. " Why This Squeamishmess?" Ottawa Evening Citizen 30 Nov. 1925: 23.
English, John. Cariadian Notes and Oueries 13 (June 1974): 8.
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Notes:
Appendix A: Collected Works of Madge Macbeth
'There are several other publications not included in this list because the
information is very sketchy. 1 have tried to locate pertinent details. but have been
unable to locate complete details for the following. AI1 suggesrions are from the
NAC.

Macbeth won a contest held by Excella Magazine: A Magazine of fiction.
fashion. housekeeping in New York City. A July 3. 1925 letter from Excella's editor
States thar Macbeth's "letter won the $5.00 pnze in the contest "Have the Girls of
Today Too Much Freedorn?" (Eberle)

There is an anicle on Madge's religion published sometime in April. 1926
(Toronto Star Weeklv?).
"The Dekatessen Christmasw--publishedsometime in 1926.
" Hats off to the Parasite"--published sometime in October. 1926 (Toronto Star

Weekly?).

Macbeth reviewed Mannequin (By Fannie Hurst) in Saturdav Ni-hl (1926).
There is a review or commentary by Macbeth in The Saskatchewan Teacher,
October, 1926.
The September, 1927 issue of Canadian Homes and Gardens features picture
and an article by Macbeth.
An

anicle entitled "What Do You Wear in Bed?" is listed as being in
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Maclean's in 1927. (This may have been published in &flair rather than Maclean's
since Maclean owned both publications.)
An article entitled "Until the Court Do us Pan" (on divorce) was published
sometime in 1928 in The Chat-.
Some tirne dunng book week. 1929, Macbeth was asked to write "What
Literary Work Do 1 Consider M y best and Why?" for the Toronto Star Weekly.
Two articles were written for Everyweek: October 1917 (Woman Preacher):
January, 1918 (Women Hikers).
A story entitled "Apanment to Let" received 3 guineas from Odham's Press

Limited to be used in the July, 1921 issue of their magazine Pan (I was unable to
obtain this publication).
Nature magazine appears to have published a nurnber of Macbeth's writings.
Details are lacking, but the srories and/or information pieces are entitled: "Buster."
"First Aid." "The Coyote Hunt" (Madge received $4.00 for each piece). "Leisurely
Advancernenr." " Never Too Young to Leam." and "The Ruling Passion" (Madge
received $2.00 for each piece).

Macbeth also appeared to have written a number of articles for Onward in
1923.
The articles "Fishing in the French," "Nipigon, the Sea Without a Shore,"

"Devil's Gap" appear to have been written as pamphlets for the CPR. Macbeth was
paid $300 for al1 three articles (October 5 , 1923) by LM. Gibbon, Publicity Director

of the CPR (Gibbon).
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1 have du, k e n unable to locate relevant details on the following short stories.

dl of which appear to have been published.

"Little Miss Hercules" (or Girl Guided Through the Rockies)
"The Marble Bride"
"The Masterpiece" (Published under pseudonym W.S.Dill)

"Oddities of a Northern Winter"

"The Old Order Changeth"
"Frank Oliver"
"The Reflected Glory of Mr. Wayson"
"The Romance of Bertha"
Plays:
"A Passion Play of the Ojibaways"

"Onehalf the World"
"Problem Play in One Gasp"
"Room 23

. . . Or the

Mystery of a Summer Hotel"

"The Beautiful Sewing Machine Girl"

"What a Doctor Can Do: A Comedy in Three Acts" (By MM of Canada-probably published in Great Brirain, May 17, 1921
"When 1 Consider Life With its Short Years" (NAC, OCA)
2Macbeth was paid $25 for this story (Cairns).

'This article notes that Colon01 H. Willis O'Connor was the Chief Aide at Rideau
Hall in Onawa from 1921 to 1945.
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'This article is about Hugh Day Scully. Canada's first Consul-General to the

United States.
'I believe both the anicle and the photographs were by Macbeth since she records

"Lener from Atlantic City" (which is the subject of this anicle) in her journal and is

paid more than she would normally be if she was being paid only for photographs (see
Appendix A).
The term Kenness means Church Fair.
'This controversial article is about the financial burden that "career girls" can
sometirnes place on men because of. in Madge's view. outrnoded conceptions
regarding who should pay, the woman or the man, when out on a date. A response
to "Do Women Pay," entitled "Yes, Women Pay" by William Whitfield. is found in
the 29 January 1922 edition of the New York Times Book Review and M w i n e .
The title of "Do Women Pay" was changed to " 1s a Wife Worthwhile.. .?" for

publication in a 1932 edition of m l e a n ' s M w i n c . The Maclean's publication also
elicited commenrary, most norably a letter from Electa D' Arville Sanders entitled
"Woman Does Pay Financially!" which was printed in conjunction with a response
from Macbeth entitled "So Women Really Pay?" (see pages 65-67 in die 1 May 1922
edition of Maclean' s M w i n c ) .
"Although I have no proof, 1 strongly suspect that this article was written by
Macbeth. While the content itself seems unusual for her (the article is about
cooking), the author is " Madge Minnick" which is the central charmer in Macbeth's
1935 novel The Kinder Bees. 1 have looked for that name in every issue of M a c m
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from 19 18 to 1930 and have not seen it again. which is unusual in itself since the
same names tended to appear at leaa twice in macle an'^^ particularly in the women's
pages (where this article is placed). 1 have corne across many other articles that 1
suspect were wrinen by Macbeth, but 1 have not placed them in this bibliography
because the "evidence" is not as strong as it is in this case.
'Macbeth's papers indicate that this series was originally intended to be published
as a book. She was paid $75 for this series (Cransron).
IOMadgeMacbeth's weekly column "Over My Shoulder" ran for some time in
the 1950s. but 1 have been unable to locate relevant dates.
"The Winter. 1954 issue of The Canadian Author and Bookman notes that
Macbeth wrote "weekly book reviews in the Ottawa Citizen" (27).
"Mary Markwell was the pseudonym used by Kate Simpson Hayes. who was one

of the founders of the Canadian Wornen's Press Club ( 1904) with Kathleen Blake
("Kitw) Coleman. "Kit" was the first president of the Association and Kate Simpson

Hayes was its second president. Madge Macbeth was a member of the association.
For funher information on female joumalists in Canada. see Lang.
''This fictional story is remarkably similar to an autobiographical story related by
Macbeth in the chapter "1 Recall Lady Borden" in Over My Shoulder (90-96). "EverReady Lena" focuses on an unmarried woman who is frequently asked to replace
female dinner guests who were unable to attend socialites' dinner parties. thus
providing the male guests a cornpanion for the evening. ln Macbeth's recollections of
Lady Borden's dinner parties, there is the suggestion that Macbeth herself acted in the
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same capacity as Lena. Macbeth writes: "Lady Borden's dinners were formal but !
thought interesting. Often, she would cal1 me saying, 'Rob is bringing three strange

men up to dinner, tonight. He has just broken the news to me; so put on your
prettiest frock and corne over here at once! 1'11 send a car for you.' 'But Lady
Borden.' I would protest, ' 1 am having my tea with the children this very minute.'

'No matter. 1 shall not expect you to eat much here--'this was supposed to be a joke-'but I need your help. so don't disappoint me'" (92).

"A letter from the editor of Maclean'q dated September 17, 1935 indicares that

Macbeth was paid $50 for this story (Mackenzie).
T h i s story is the first in a series. "Gifts" (December. 1908) and "The PseudoTheosophist" (Decernber. 1909) cornplete the series of satinc monologues.
"See details regarding this comedy in Appendix B.
"A letter dated September 17. 1922 indicates that this story was entered in a

Hodder and Stoughton Ltd. and Musson Book Company pnze contest. It was among

four finalists in the "AH Canadian Prize Novel Cornpetition" but did no1 win the
contest (Wilson).
"Macbeth was paid $75 for this story (Costain).
'This article was also published in Saturdav Ni& 57:49 (15 August 1942): 158.
Sorne of these leners were later incfuded in one of the works induded in MacMillan's
War Pamphlet Senes entitled Somewhere in En~laDg(1942). Eric Gaskell edited and
wrote the introduction to this work which is a series of leners wntten by J. Douglas
Macbeth to his mother Madge. For a review of this text, see Cumin Cal1 13.2
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(NovemberIDecember 1941): 11-12.
*Apparently, there were rnany cornplaints regarding inaccuracies in this article. so
Macbeth wrote a disclaimer in the October 21, 1927 edition of Sanirday Nieht

.

( Editor)

"There is the suggestion that E. L. M. Burns collaborated on The Land of
Aftemwn. John English writes that the Madge Macbeth's papers at the Public

Archives " reveal that Macbeth had a rather surprising collaborator: E. L. M. Burns.
Do the extensive Burns' revisions of the Macbeth drafts entitle him to be considered a
co-author?" (8) Macbeth did not indicate that she had a collaborator. and 1 am not
cerrain that Burns could be considered a ceauthor. In fact, from personal discussions
with both Mike Macbeth and Eric Gaskell, rny impression is that no one was certain

that Madge wrote the book: therefore, 1 am not sure whether Burns was. indeed.
involved at d l . A more thorough examination of her papers would be necessary to
establish a connection.
The January 1976 edition of the Canadian Bookman suggests that "the debate

as to whether the Land of Afiernoo~was written by a man or a woman will have ro
be declared a draw, the report being that a man and a woman collaborated in writing
the book" (14).
="A.B. Conway" was the pseudonym of Major General Edson

L.M. Burns.

nIn a letter dated February 26, 1917 and signed by Mr. Broth, Honorary
Secretary of the Ottawa District Council of the Boy Scouts Association, Madge was
asked if the Association could reprint an article on scouting from Everywoman's
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WorId entitled "Making the acquantence of that Suange Animai-your boy" as a
pamphlet for parents throughout the district (Broth). f could not find any indication
whether or not Macbeth allowed the use of that story.
Macbeth funher notes. in Over Mv Shoulder, that "Dr. [John Munayj Gibbon

was for many yean the skilful and ingenious Publicity Director of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the Bungalow Camps, tied in widi Trail Riding, were

.

esrablishined through his planning. 1 visited them al1 and wrote their first descriptive
booklets" ( 155).
The Fall. 1955 edition of The Canadian Author and Bookman repons that
Macbeth published "a series of articles on Canadian Baptists written for her weekly
column in the Ottawa Citizen [which] was published in pamphlet fonn and 5000
copies [were] distnbuted" (Shannon 2 1) .
"There are few details regarding this pamphlet which, like Curiositv Rewarded is
in reference to The Land of Afternoo~and the identity of Gilbert Knox.
*In her article "My First Book." Macbeth indicates that the travel book on British
Columbia was not yet published. 1 do not know what became of this travel book. In

conversation with several rare book dealers in Ottawa during July of 1995 and June
and July of 1996, 1 discovered that no one had corne across that book and 1 am

doubtful whether it was published. The second book on the Elysian Islands was
published: the Summer. 1956 edition of The Cabri Author and Bookman reports.

"Madge MacBeth's book, Three Elysian Islands was published recently, with a most
attractive appearance" (Shannon 18) but details regarding this travel book are very
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sketchy. One antique book dealer in Ottawa said he had seen one copy of it in 30
years as a book dealer and has been looking for other copies ever since. No other
book dealer in Ottawa had heard of it.

The Summer. 1956 edition of The Canadian Author and Bookmaq reports that

Macbeth "[t]ranslated a book on Columbus House in the Canary Islands, and [wrote]
the letterpress for a new travel folder on the Canaries" (Shannon 18).
%is book is a combination of fiction, history, and travel writing.
Page" is the pseudonyrn of Florence Sherk.
laThe author of this review lists the author of The Lon? Day as W.J. Dill when, in
facr, the pseudonym used by Macbeth was W.S. Dill.
contacted CBC radio on several occasions between June and August of 1996
but was unable to get a response regarding which plays were actually aired on radio.
It is clear from Macbeth's manuscripts, however, that several of her plays were aired

on the CBC as well as the CNRO (Ottawa).
"AII of the following stories. along with "The Valley of Bleached Bones," were

sent to Inspiration Pictures Inc. in 1921. Macbeth indicares that the Company
suggested "The Penitenrs" was the best of the lot. However, none of the screenplays
was made into a rnovie (Hayward).

'Ti1e tities of these stories may have changed and been published. 1 have only
been able to locate these in manuscript form.
"Most of Macbeth's works were obtained through interlibrary ban, archival
research in Ottawa andor through research at York or MacMaster Universities.
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However, some of the aiticles I requested have not been microfilmed and are.
therefore, 10% to history. The following journais, for which Macbeth wrote many
articles, are unavailable,
Adventurg (For story "Carney's Claim" Dec. 1911)
Alaska-Yukon Mqgzine (For story "A sumrner in Alaska" or "Uncle Sam's
Bargain" Sept. 1911).

Associated Sundav M m i n e s ("Her first long trousen and His Last." I l Feb.
1916; Some things Men Dislike in Women. Feb. 1916).

Some editions of the Belleville Intelli~encer.
Some editions of Canadian Author (Canadian Author and Bookman) are not
readily available. However, 1 will be contacting the Canadian Author to see if
they have an archive of back issues.
Canada West Indies M

e (Canada Depanment of the Intenor).

Some editions of Canada Weeklv.
Children's M w i n e (No North American locations for this journal).
Children's Star (For "A Tme Story of a Robin Family," May or lune. 1911).

Cleveland Times and Commercial (unavailable as of September, 1996).

e Delineator (For "The Artfulness of Peggy Pike").
Severai years of Everywoman's World.
Gablin. (For "Boys--Goodbye," November. 1924).

Hours (For "The Pelican of the North," 7 Oct. 191 1).
The Houseke-

(For anecdote "What's Left, " June, 1911).

16. lllustrated London Times.
17. Junior Magazine (Red Cross). (For "The Little Nurse of Pakistan").
18. The Kine's Own: A Paoer for Canadian Boys (Presbyterian Publications)

("The Pelt Gun," 10 Febniary 1912; "Tuming Back the Pages," 3 November
1911).
19. The Montre&.
20. National Life.
I l . Onward (The United Church Publishing House. Toronto) (For "A Long

Dominion Day,"29 June 1912).
22. Pet Life. (For Tatou uses Chanel." Fall, 1957). The Fall. 1956 edition of

e Canadian Author and Bookman indicates that "[iln addition to her weekly
articles for the Ottawa Citizen and allied papers, Madge MacBeth has sold six
articles in the United States, three to Ail Pets M w i n e and three to Pet Lifg"
(Gillen 24). Neither of these periodicals is available for circulation.
23. The Plavmate. For "Country Dog, City Cat" (23 Sept. 1911): "Basket

Weaving" (1 Apr. 1911); 3 Jan 1912/13?: "Midnight Sun" (29 June 1912);

"Phesants" (June or July 1912); "The Saw Fish" (17 Aug. 1912); "The
Tortoise." "The Bear," "The Jackel" (Oct. 1912); "Trip to Axe Factory" (21
Sept. 1912); "White Rats" (24 l a n u q 1914); "Guinea Pigs" (23 Jan. 1914);
"Goldfish and Their Care" (7 Feb. 1914); "Dogs and Their Carew(21 Feb.
1914); "Rabbits as Pets" (1 1 April 1914); "Keeping Chickens" (9 May 1914);

"The Care of Canaries" (30 May 1914); "Parrots"(4 Iuly 1914); "Making
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Mattresses" (April, 1914); "Letters from Persia" (30 Jan. 1915 + 13 Feb.
1915); "Letters from lapan" (24 April 1915); Letters from Egypt (16 Jan.

+

23 1915); "Letters from Spain" (20 March 1915); "Mers from Burma" (June
1915); "Letters from South Seas" (June. 1915); "Letters from Moracco" (2
February 1915); "Because of Aloula" (Boy's Serial which ran for 12 weeks
beginning 3 June 19 16).
Rod and Gun in Cana& (For "Manitoba Fishing Club," (Sept. 1912); "Old

Canada." (March, 1913); "Lake of Bays," (April. 1913): "Frorn Tonsils to

Tuna" (n. d. ))
Shon Stories M w i n e (Held at Bowling Green State University--wilI not
[end). ("An Episode." 6

May 1910: "A Small Skit,"

August or September

1910).
Sorne editions of Sundav M w i n e .
Vhis article appears to be part of a series. However. 1 was unable to find details

on the rest of the series.
%Macbethwas paid $40 for this story (Mallory).

T h i s appears to be pan. of a series for Mavfair on Paris, Rome, Florence, Naples
and London. She was paid $60.00 in 1927 for these articles (Hodgins).

"Many of the newspaper articles which discuss Macbeth's speaking engagements
f e . r e her photograph. Over Mv Shoulder has a photograph of Macbeth on the back

cover of the dust jacket.
"This item mentions that Macbeth wrote "about 40 articles dealing with life in
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Yugoslavia" during her stay in Dubrovnik. I was unable to determine how long

Macbeth was in Yugoslavia: hawever, since the arcicle notes she was "confined to bed

for two weeks" (due to a foot injury), Macbeth was obviously there for longer than
two weeks.

'This speech was given over CBC radio. July 2. 1940 (CBCRadio Talk).
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Appendix B
Madge Macbeth's Journal of Published and Unpublished Works
-- -
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-

A Truc Siory of a Robin F m i l y
Anecdote: 'Whri is Lefi?"
Anecdote: 'An

1 The Housdtcepcr

1 JnJ'II

I

1

Eye ta ihe Futuren

The Hotudtccpcr
Evcrybody's Mag.

{tiilc changed io Onginailon of the Kettlednims)

Jn 26

W:AB 12 '11
Pd: Sp 23 'II
Aniclc on Dr. Saunders

Hmpwn's

Jn3 '11

Arnericui

Ag4'11
Ag 14 '1 1

F. Koch-American
Fishennan

I

Linle 0aks & Great A c o m (The
May Coun Club)

I

Can. Magazine
Cuirda Monihly
Maclein's

published a skeich menily
no1 mnvincing

Sp 12 ' I l
JI 26 '1 1

Rn'd
Too rnany philanihmpic articles

Ret'd
Accepied

Also 2 columns in Evening Citizen, Nv 4
'1 I

American Liihigraph

Vcry nice Ieiter. complimeniary w o d . but m t
whri they nced

lillegl Company

1

1

I

I

1

1

Such a nice Iericr raying chcy hivc jus( wcrptad
sccnario very sirnilir

Uusual slip
n i e Courier

-

Lifc
Miss Pigei
rhe raids IO Wom.
tbmc Comp.,

Rei'd usual slip
Says she likcs ii very much

-

Howekeepcr, Womui'r
Mig.. Lipion's. Vickoiy
Canada Monihly
Cuudim Mig.

Funny leiler rcturning
Acccptad

liiiegl
Miu Pigei
Auihor's Syndicrtc
Airulie's

Thc Housekecrper
Munsey's
Playmate
Christian Herald

Jn 15 '11
Jn27 '11
J I 3 '11
Ag 1 'Il
Ag4 '11
Jn 20 'II

JI 3 '1 1

Jn 15 '12
JI 15 '12
JI 31 '12
Ap 1 '12

Rcr'd
Ret'd
Nice Ieiterdocsn'r suil in plot
Rei'd

Jn 25 '11
JI 15 '11
Nv 24 '1 1

Says i t is i i M contusing
Says rhe cnjoysd ii but is technically weak
Rei'd

Jn26 'Il
Jn 30 '1 1
JI 31 '11
A g 4 '11

Usual slip
Rei'd, no criiicism
m

.

*

Too OId for children

Slip
Ra'd

L

Thc Counvy Dog uid nK City
C8t (Child's Smiy)

Our Little Folks

The Playmaic

Vny nicc Iciicr asking thai rhe MSS be
hnaied. ALI arc! I want IO seIl photos or
wmie Io chai effeci.
Very religious lelier, saying cveryihing was
donated
Acccpied

Aniclc on Hon. Mackenzie King
(wiih photo)

Amencan Magazine
Munsey's
Hampion's

Did no1 c m for ii
Rei'd usual slip
Rei'd nfier ihc elcciionl

The Virgin

Miss Pagcî

Thinks ihe h m will offcnd rnany, bu1 is
cornplimcnury O
I r surprising dqm.
Persona1 lecier: "This is 6 iimcs mo long for us"
Rei 'd
Rei'J
Rei'd
Very nice personal leiier. 'Couldn'i use type of
siorym

-

Srnan Set
Aitulle's
Author's Syndicale
Ladies' Home J.

The Pelican of the North (for

-

boys) 3 phoios

F m Tcha fo T a - (Miss

The Courier

Onwmd
Sirind
Sat. Nighi
Presbyterian Pbl.

Accepied

Sp 16 '1 1
Nv 2 'II
Nv 8 '11
Nv 1 4 '11

"TOOAmcrican"
Rei'd
Rei'd
Accepied

CM. Courier

Published wilh rididous ermn

Miss Pagei
Toronto Globe
Young's
Cui. Ceniury
Canadian Mag.

Too laie for X m u
Say they never rec'd it
Rei'd
Faild: Had much trouble in pilling MSS

Accepied

When you visii Oruwa

4 photos of museum

Rev. A.C. Crew?
Rcv. Dr. Fraser

Sp27'11
Sp 20 'II

Sp30'11

X

Oc 5 '11

X

Rev. Dr. A u e r

0~9'11

Oc 18 '1 1

Says hc hu already wcd similar article
R«'d with nice leiier asking a few almations
and diffcrcni phoios

1

X

Resubmission: Acccpied

1

Polly N o d (Child's Story)

Brigg's Pûlicaiion
John Dougall
Dr. Fraser
Koch

CM. Msg.
Sai. Nighi

X

H

Turning Bock the Rga-Gupé -4

Shori Sketch of D S c of
Connaught - 3 phom

Debumm in genenl & Pwiculrr

1

changed Edilors and are over siocked wilh MSS

Accepied
(Saya 'Published ai lasi")

W:Oc 11'13

-

O c 6 '11
Nr 11 '11

Cui.Cmtury

pho-

II

Reimd accepiing oiher work
Won'i use fiction
X

Canada Monhly

-

O c 6 '11
Oc 18 '11
Nv 8 '11

Maclean's

-

A Wct Trip thmugh the Dry &II
CoIlibonted wiih Eyre Dann 7

Nice leiicr saying it is unsuitable
O c 3 '11
O c 6 'II
Nv 2'11

1

Rev. A.C. Crews

I

Cm. Courier
Cui. Ceniury
III. London News

1

Nv II 'II

X

(

Tm muiy similar materials

Paid: Apr. 12 '12

X

Oc 18 '1 1

No panicular word
Acccpied
Accepied
Rci'd-king
Rct'd

X
X

uxi lare

-

Cm. Cwricr

Nv 18 '11

n i e Middle Span
-J.H. Digby nom de ptume

Miss Paget
Shon Siorla
Univ. Story
CM. Courier

Nv II 'Il
Nv 17 '11
Dc 15 '1 1
Ja 16 '12

Surveyor's Photos

Si. Mail & Expmsr

lllurintcd

'Playmate" magazine

Says il 1s an old lhtmc
Rei'd
Rei'd
Say thcy wani "love clemenl" eliminaied. Will
Change
Acccpieù

"I

1

Too much W u k m siuff
Acccpicd

A""

--

-

-

-

One Varieiy of ihc Hawkworih

M e M i s i Pb.
'Onward' magazine

Walking i n the Past-illustrsieô
article on Gaspé - for funher
notes. see 'Noies o n Gaspisia' by
Lieu! Gov. Theodore Robiiaille

Miss Pagei
Can. Ccniury
Sai. Nighi
Nai'I Gmgraphic
Travel

CM. Mag.

T m local
Ret'd alter liquidation
Rei'd with requesl for women'r stuff! !won>!!
Rer'd. Nice lelier
Very nice Iciier
Said envelop rcachd him rnipiy!
Rei'd

Cnn. Mag.
Rod & Gun

Al1 Hindus are noi Sikhs
(Article for Ciiixen)

Ottawa Citizen
Cm, Ceniurv

Did not use ii alter al1
Rei'd afier magazine failed

The Silver Cobra

Miss Paget: Submiiicd to
Munsey's, Top.Noich.
Adventure. Liplon's,
Iillegj, Shon Siories

Rei'd

Courier
Can. Mag.
Black Cal
Canada Monttily
Smn Sei
Red Book
World Wide
Windsor
Siinduy Magazine
CasseIl's
Miss Page!
World Wide
Adveniure
Canada Monthly

Wsni woman's siuff, as usual!

no special remarks
no remarks
Says ii is gmtsome
Usual slip
Ret'd
Ret'd
Usual slip
Rei'd

Rei'd
'îoo Morbid
No rcinarks
Rei'd widi nicc Icricr
Accgird

sis

L

E
a-.
C

d
O

.
d

r
3
c

.-

3
.C

g4j

-5-!
6 :

X

-

r
3

-

ta
z

t

5

5
9

4

<
J

3

;

-

t

Noi sufficicni plot
Doesn'i cure mu& for it

The Reflecinl Gbry of Mr.
Wiyson

Miss Paget
Cm. Man.

Surveyon Photos "Pioncon'

Miss Fraser

Voies for Women? Sure!

Sai. Night

Quaraniining Gov'i Pany on Wpg.
River collsborated with Eyre
Dann Signed D.L.S.

CM. Couricr

Oiiaws Ladies Rideau Curling
Club

Cm. Courier

Sketch: Miss Hughes

Can, Courier

Noi Importani
- Published laier

Miss Fraser
Dr. Crews

Says i t is ioo old for her paper
Rci'd

Macleanr
H . R. Charlion (6.'I'mnk)

h u e r of acceptance+
Too laie: Ad. maiier in prinier's hands

Cm. Mag.

Published coo rnany Muskoka articles

Travel
Rod & Gun

Can'i take any more MSS
Would iake ii bu1 G.T.R. insisls upon
immediate publication k 2 numben are a l r d y

-

acceptrd

- Paid $5 IO

Eyre Dann

Imaûe?l
Krc'd Sp 12 '12 order for iranspriaiion ($15)
fmm Ci. Trunk R.R. Published Apr. 1913

-

*Peciiliar Iciier Apr. 13 '13 returning MSS (See
correspondence)

X X X X X

I

Country Lifc & Town Comfod

Saiurday Night

*Wii and Oui-Wil
Aniwar Ali series

Cari. Couricr

II

Cm. Courier
The May Coun Club- photos

Saturday Nighi

Miss Fraser
-

IlII

Mn. Shannon - phoios

Cm. Courier

Accepied

Manitoba Pishing Club

Roû & Gun

Ask for ii in exchange for magazines

Miss Pagei

Noie: Wharton pd 112 postage I n '14

V h e Fakir's Cave

lAniwar Ali serics
1. Aniwnr Ali
2. The Iturnan Noic
3. Wii and Out-Wii
4. The Fakir's Cave

Psgci submilr 10:
Adventure. llarper's
Ilarair. Asuwiiateû
Sunday magazines, Rd
I h k . I'opular. Shorf
Siories, Top Noich,
Munscy's, Ilarpcr's
Weekly, Monhly
magazine Section, Sunsei
Magazine (In England IO

The Rod, London,
Pearson's lk The Grand)

The Saw-Firh - 2 phoios

Dr. Crrws

I

Short Sketch: Model School

-

l

Phoco Eyre D. Sent.

Cm. Courier

Wet'd

Alicr asking for thern.

l a i wme poinil published. prid.

Saturday Nighi
CM. Courier
'Canada"

Not suirable for W o m ' s Page
Ret'd, no apparent reasan
IMackthl wmie enquiring Oci. 15 ' 12

C M . Courier

Noie: sent Eyre .50

Burns from California
Noie: sent Eyre .50

Photo of Princes Pairicia P of
Kamloops celebraiion
The Magician's Box

Cm. Courier
Miss Pagci

Sman Set

Rei'd-Cm'i condone w
anoiher man
Says diiio
Rei'd

m mnning away wiih

Rewriiien b: Sent

Can Courier
Can. Mng.
Saturday Nighi
Can. Courier
Miss Pagei
Can. Mag.
G d Iiousekeeping

Rei'd
Very nice leiier of accqlance
Nice leter. cuking for anicla, m i s t o r i a
Don'[ WMI fiction
Doesn'i think ii will scll
Noi in their line
Nice leticr

Sarurday Nighi

The Great Norihmi

II L -

Diver: b

Fine China

How iooth picks ire made
5 plmtos

n

Miss Fraser

Sarurday Nighi

Publishrd under iiile 'Our Unûerpaid School
Teachers'

Cm. Courier

Publishd wiih al1 kinds of misiakes

- another loi
Dr. Crcws

Rci'd

Miss Fraser
Miss Fraser
Miss Fraser
Cdn Countrymn
Dr. Crews

Rei'd ihc Bear but accepied oihers

X

S1

Wani original material
Acccpld

S i .so
.50 for
pic

Miss Fraser
Dr. Crews
Cdn Countrymnn

Tao many bird aniclw

Miss Pager
Can. Courier
Maclean's
Canada Monittly
Porget-me-no1

Too old a iheme

Wani original maicrial

No word. Dogs!
Ret'd. No word
Doesn't care for il.
Rct'd Dc 31

Canada Monihly
Saiurday Nighi

Says ii ought IO be Canadian
Nice leiier but rei'd
Rei'd
Rci'd
Alfred Dcale ioak lo England
[Madgej wrolc again Oc 24 '14

Can. Courier
Canada Monihly
Can. Mag.
Maclean's
Alfred Besle
Opporiunity
Maclcans

X
X
X
X

Can. Courier

X

Too laie!

Miss Fmer
Dr. Crcws

X
X

Has already published ihem

Canudian Counrryman
R o d & Gun
Couniry Gentleman
Koch
U.S. Tobacco J.

X
X
X

Noi original enough
Vcry nice lelier
Ret'd
Nol sclling rime MSS
No word

X

X
X

X
X

Rel'd

Sorry - IOO laie!

Cui. Courier
Miss Pagel
Cm. Mag.

Not rnough ploi
Accepicd
p
p

Whcre are the Trees of Yesterday?
(Fooresiry)

Canada Monhly

Wanis a liiile more developmeni

Cm. Mag.

Tm much forestry on hand

Sai. Night
CM. Countryman
Collicr's

Nice leiier but ioo crowdeû with htSS
A l d y arranged for serics
Acccpied

Back! l'm raiher surpris4
Cm. Mag.
Sai. Nighi
Srnari Sei

Royal Pages-(phoiogs)

Sawing - 2 illusiraiions
W m n 1 have walked wiih

11

A Warning Pull of Smoke

Munsey's
Can. Courier

Dc 20 '12
Ja 11 '13
Ja M '13

Cui. Courier

Nv 29 "12

'ïhinks should be essay
Fine Iriter fmm P.O.D.asking io iry him laier
Uiuat rtip
Rei'd - slip
Awqred

Dr. Crews

Dc 3 '12

Rci'd

Miss Fraser

Dc 14 '12

CM'I

1I Saiurday Nighi
1 Saiurday Nighi

1I
1

use

DCI '13
Dc4'13

Says she doesn't wani any more about smoking
Publishrd "My Lady Nicotine and ohers"

Debulanier

- 7 phoios

Cm. Courier

Dc 7 '12

n

Maskwa. The Backslider

Miss Pagel
A. Beale
CM. Mag.
Canadian Couniryman
A.P. Waii
Can. Courier
McClure's

Ja 7 '13

X

Rei'd, saying chances are slighi

f a 9 '13

X

TodccopyioEngland

X
X

Tm many lndian Stories

Ja 20 '13
Fb 3 '13
Ap 3 '13
f n 9 '13
118 '13

Fb 1 '13
Ap 26 '13

X

X
X

Siriking story, eic.
Nice Leiier
Never iake lndian srories
Usual Slip

- published in Can. Courier alier all.
hiiss Polly's Photo

Cm. Courier

Ja 6 '13

h m of Fancy Dress Ball Gov'i

Ill. landon News

l a 10 '13

Howc

CM. Courier

M r 3 '13

Miss Paget
Shon Stones
A. P.Wati

Ja23 '13
l;b 6 '13
Ap 3 '13

-

The Affair

ai Mn. lilleg]

$10

Pb:Ag 9 '13

52

Pb:Ja 18 '13
Pd:Ja 23 '13

$2.50

Pb:Mr 15 '13

SI0

Pb:Mr 29 '1 3

X

$6

Pb:Mr 8 '13
Pd:Apr. 9 '13

X

$3.50

Pb:Mr 22 '13
Pd:Apr. 10 '13

X

hir 2 '13

real achievement!

X

Ret'd

X

X
X
X

Fb 6 '13
Mr 1 '13

As wual
Rei'd
Nothing doing

Miss Fraser
Dr. Drews
Wom's fiorne J.
CM. Courier

The Circur

Dislinguished Pets
Thc Waming

F m London io the McMurray
Rare Old Porcelain

-

Can. Courier

Ja 29 '13

C m . Mag.
Can. Courier

Fb 3 '13
Ap 14 '13

Mr 26 '13
Ap 22 '13

Sar. Nighi
CM. Courier

Ja 31 '13
Fb 5 '13

Fù 5 '13

hlirmr

Fb 15 '13

tiarmonium Players M i n g
Lady. Miss Rooke

CM. Courier

Mrs. Frnwick Williams

Courier

I;b18 '13

Geological Congress

Canada

Ja 20 '13

17 '13

X

Fb 9 '13

X
X

Ra'd

X

No word
So good. il melis the Erl's jiidgemeni

X
X

Rei'd

Rei'd

X X X X X X X

X

X X X

III

I1
I

"Iler

Oitawi hlicewoman

1
1
1

Traveller's Aid

Leiter lilleg] Womni?i suffrage

Mimr
Can. Courier
Mirror
Courier

1 Mimr

I

Ap 12 '13

Mimr

I

Can. Courier

I
I

I

Three Record Mmsc

I

Rod & Gun

1

Mirmr-ielegraphd for il

Canaûn

Ap 5 '13

53.54

X

Pû:Apr. 19 '13

Pd: Apr. 19 '13
Ap 9 '13

X

I

Ap 22 '13
My 7 '13

X

1

Ap 16 '13

X

Article on Blind

Ap 22 '13

X

Cali. Courier
1

X

51.50

Pb: Apr. 19 '13

$6

Pb:Sp 20 '13
Pd:Oci. 10 '13

Nice leiier saying tm meny sponsrnan's siories
on hand

Pb:Ap 19 '13

Parlianienial Reparcee

I

A Gilied Artisi (Mn. h i e
Burrell phoios)

X

Canada Monhly
Macleans

X

Ap27 '13
I

Sarurday Nighi

Mrs 3urrell;Miss Knighi

My 6 '13

Can Courier
I

My 3 '13
I

Can Courier

kague

$2

I

Mimr

I
II

Nol published: Don'i know why

I

I

I

X

a

1

Houselteeping in Ottawa

1 A p 7 '13
1
1 A p 5 '13

My 3 '13
1

Mimr
1

My 3 '13
I

Laureniian Club

Saiurday M i m r & Lciier

My 7 '13

Leiter

Mirmr

My 6 '13

Cadi use anything poliiical
Nice lerter suggesting similar work u p n iimely
subjeci

Pb:My 3 '13

X

I

Shon anicle on Drama Lcague

I

X

Cm. Mag.
Courier

Twcniy Pounds of Cal

Cm. Courier

IPmfiles + Picruml
Miss McCullough; Miss Hemdge;

Can. Courier

Too partisan

M y 17 '13

Miss Yda; Mrs. Carlion Jones
laiicr

Mirmr

Anicle on Navy Bill in Senaic

CM. Courier

hier

Mimr

Article on Connaughi Jockey Club

Cm. Courier
Mimr

Jn 3 '13
Jn 6 '13

1 Can. Courier

Jn 5 '13

My 29 '13

X

1

1

An amazingly flaifering letter from lillegl

1%

1

I

I

I
III

-

C-nl

Mn. Perley

-

I

Jn 6 '13

I

Cm. Courier

Phoio ?

CM. Courier

Jn 10 '13

Antiques ihai are antique

Cm. Courier

JI 15 '13

The Lady of ih Lingerie

Ssiurday Nighi

JI 15 '13

Aniwar Ali

Collier's Coniesi
Sunday Magazines
CM. Mag.

JI 15 '13
Ag 28 '13
Oc 2 '13

Phoros Mn. Ilanhaw

Cm. Courier

Sp I I

The Millionairt: (?)

Miss Paga
Cm. Courier

Sp 11 '13
Oc 6 '13

X

1

X

Sp 10 '13
Ja 6 '14

Tiile: "Yesierycar ai Gaspk

1

1

Noie: Ptwio of the IODE

$2

1

57

Can. Courier

Can. Courier
-

p
p

Canada Monihly
- --

McClure's
New York

Ouiing
Field and Siream
World Wide
Smiihs
Munsey's
Ked Dook
liltegl

The Has Been
Co-aubr Col. Burns

Popular
Shon Stories
Courier
A.P. Watt
Ur. Crews

Il

--

--

Rei'd
Says cadi put il in
Wei'd
Hei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd
Ret'd
Rei'd
Rci'd
Nice letter: theme unsuiied. Wants someihing
else

Oc 2.3 '14
Nv 26 '14

Rci'd

Rei'd (rc-wriiten: (?) later)

Sec Iaier

Wanis more advanced anicle and more pholos.
Nice leirer

Rideau Hall-TheOld and the New

Daily Telegraph

Am I My Servant's Kecpr? Shon
Article

Daily Tclegraph
Daily llerald

Ret'd

On w i h the sauce

Daily Telegraph
Daily Herald

Did nor s
e ii.

A Malier of five âollan

Daily Telegraph

Cabinets and Convcniions

Daily Telegrriph

A Word about Pigeons

Dr. Crews

The Foolishnessof the Feasi

Can. Courier

.
The Millionsire ?

sen! A.P. Watt io find
English publisher

-

Gossip frorn the Capital "Samc

X

Can I use because already published

Daily Telegrsph

Tiile"
Gossip frwn the Capilal-Flu
Epidmic

Daily Teleppli

Mn. Cmcker Photo

Can. Courier

S1

PkJa 17 '14

Gct Rich Quick Trap

Daily Telegraph

.50

Pb:&

Coaching Puty - w i h Mn. Billings
- I photo

CM. Courier

$1

Pb:Ja 17 '14

Otiowa Debutantes-CO-authorMn.
Billings 6 photos

Saturday Nighi

The Parcel

Dsily Telegriiph

'The Baker's C m "

Daily Tclegraph

Letter

Daily Telegraph

I

-

More Debuunies-Co-authorMrs.
Billings 9 photos

Saiuday Nighi

tic w u Deal!

Daily Telegnph

He needed a pat

Daily Telegraph

Guidea Pigs

Miss Crews

Article on Gov'i House Party - 1
phi0

Can. Courier

? for pek

Miss Crews

The lias Been
(W. COIBurns)

Can. Courier
Pearson's

Sir I h r y Eyre (W. Mn. Billings)
- I phom & srticle

Can. Courier

-

3

Note: Pd B. by cheque

1

Noie: Pd.

Mn. B. hy chque

Note: Pd. Mn. B. by cheque

X

1
1

Noie: psiage 8 cents
Rei'd

1

$7

1

1
1

SI5

1 1 '13

1

b J a 17 '14

1

Pb:Fb '14

1

Pb:Ja 31 '14

I
II

M n . Roger's Children

-

Ja 15 '14

Daily Telegraph

Ja 19 '14

CM. Courier

1phm

Rabôiu r< p u

I

CM. Courier

l

- W. Mrs. Billings

Miss Crews

Dc 30 '14

X

CM. Courier

Ja 21 '15

X

-

II The Hospiiality of Rideau Hall - 5
Skaiing Party-Gov'i House

1

I

Ckm of Win"

1"

Fair l

*

-

-

-

Pb:Apr. 11 '14

S1

W:Fb 9 '15

-

m.3 photos i n Miss Gardon's article

X

-

$3

also 7 photos
CM. Mag.

M r 26 '14

Canadian magazine

Ja 24 '14

Cm. Courier

Ja 22 '14

Miss Crews

Fb 3 '14

X

Jn 14 '14
Pb:Oci. '14

SI8

Whai our Canadian Winier Gives

Can. Courier
Advcnture
Popular
Argonwt
Mining Journal
Uaily Magazine
Sunsei

I

Note: pd. Mn. B. by cheque

$3.50

Phoio - E.U. Rhodes

Saiurday Nighi

Photo - Mn. Cracken

Saiurday Nighi

X
X
X
X

-

Rei'd

3,000 wor& dead limil
Pblish no fiction

X
X

1
1

A Fivc Hundred O
I One S h i
W . Col. B u m

Too strong!

X

Fb5 '14

1

Fb 7 '14

1

X

Ret'd

Pd. E Burns .50

SI

Pb:Feô. 21 '14

3 photos: E. Pmulx-Fb 28; Joc
Maguirc-Mr 7;
Dr. Thompson-Mr 21;

Saturday Nighi

Pd. Burns .50 lpcr piciurel

photo

Can. Courier
I

Red Magazine
Red Book
Iillegl
Munsey's
Maclean's

Rri'd
Rct'd
Ret'd
Rei'd
Published

Miss Crews
I

What hm happened in ihe Capital
'Before Lent'

Can. Courier

1. Senaior Wamn-pub My 16
'14; Dr. Flint-pub. M r 28 '14;
Mr. Blaise-ret'd
2. Mr 26 ' I 4 M r . Blaise pub My
21; Sen Power-pubAp I1; U r .
Cockshutt-pubAp 4
W. Col. Bums

J.A. McMitlnn
Saiurday Night

Ret'd
1. Pd. SI per ptmto
(Pd. Uums $2 Apr. 2 '14 for March
coniriburion)
2. pd, $3.00
(Pd fiurns $1 My 9 '14)

Through the Medium of Lettucc

Sai. Eve. Posi
Assoc. Sundoy Mag
lillegj
Collier's

Rct'd
Rei'd

-

Hei'd
Rei'J

Blue Book
Munsey's
Courier

11

nIl

Pamou

SI pcr

1

Miss Crews

Monireal Paper I?] Becks Weekly;
The 1Lickcr?l: Whot Isee; Thrce
Guesscs. etc.

T.K. Dickinson:

Thai House of Commons; Red
Letter Day; Odd Paragraphs

Rcck's Weekly

Rei'd

Il

Photo-Play: A Little Child Shall

[illegl

Lcad man

N.Y Motion Piciures
t.iihogmphy

Kei'd
Rei'd
Old Thcme

Miss Crews
Can. Courier

II Odd Paragraphs

Beck's Weekly

II Mn. Shortt; Mrs. SiCm

CM. Courier

Five lfundred to One Shot (Movie)
The Responsivcnessof ihe West
5 photos

-

II The Stolen Plans (Movie)

Solsx

Only wani lilleg]

Macleans
Can. Courier
Cannûa
Dominion Magazine

Rei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd - im rnuch MSS

(Lubins?)

Rei'd

Can. Courier
Miss Crews
Miss Crews

Miss Crews
Worn. t i o m Cornp.

Metmpoliian
Srniihs

Delincaior
llarper's Baraar
Piclorial Weview
Ladies Home J.
Maclean's

(1

(1

-

Mn. J .D.Reid Shan Sketch 1

Can. Courier

R e d - M c l ~ c h l i nWedding-1 photo

Can. Courier

Perfecily delighifiil leiicr
Nice letier
No rmarks
Rrt'd
Rei'd
Hei'd
Acccpted:Pd $100.00-ihe k

t

vci!

Pb 1 photo
Note: Pd .M) M n . Billings JI 1 '14

X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

New York World
Shon Siories
Black Cet
All Siory magazine
Assoc. Sun. Mags
Black Cal

Says ii is noi wnvincing
Nice leiter too psychological

Red Book
Holland's Mag
Canadian Msg
Pearson's
-

-

Long h i e r

--

Miss Crews
--

cach photo publisheû separately

-

No Deuils Available
Top Noich
Harpcr's Weckly
Can. Courier
Field and Stream

Rei'd
Rei'd
Published wiihoui permission
Accepied
Note: Paid $2 [fmm] Saiurday Nighi for JI
(Don't know whai)

Sa#.Eve. Posi
People's
Sman Siories

Rei'd
Nice letier: Pb. similar one recenily

Top Noich

Rei'd

Sunday Magazines

Rei'd

(France HiIlian?)

Rei'd wiili leiter explaining his n d s

Adventure

Rci'd
Rei'd
Nicc Iciier: over stockeû

Red Book
Smith's
Canada Monùily

sis

Can. Courier
Sai Eve Posi
Assoc. Sun Mags
Colliers
Shon Siorirr
People's
Top Noich
Popular
Adveniure
Blue Book
Sunday magazines
Canada Monihly
Cosmos Mags

Wani il back laler
Rei'd
Rei'd
Nicc leiier saying plot im slighl. Such ruhbish!
Rei'd
Rci'd
Noi buying shon storicul
Rei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd

Macleans

Noie: Six photos Cinada Monihly, also anicle
which in 2 places seems O
I have been usd. 11
was rei'd k i n g iw laie for Sp Sotneihing
published Oc '14. Pd $15

Same photos as sent io Canada
Photo of Camp
I

Also ioo laie

-

Saiurday Nighi

Rei'd ioo many an hund

Waii
Becks

So busy could iake nothing more

r

I

Reversion IO Type: (How Miss
Georgiana Kepi Mr.Lighc in I?)

Rri'd

Lmdies Ilome J.
Wornan's Horne Comp.
Piciorial Review

Women Prominent in Business
Life

1st Il2 pub Dc '14
2nd 112pubJa21 '15

Noie:Shore Dinner-rei'd
Under Gaze of a million eyes-both
illusiraiions

Miss Crews

Photo of Mr. Strong's Fish

Field and Siream

-

-

Phoios of Machine Gun Baiiery

Rct'd
Nice leiter
Ret'd

Noie: also pd exira photos of S.Seas

--

Topical?

Nv 2 ' 14 h i e r siaiing sale of 3..

.

Can. Courier

1 phoio accepied

Field and Sirearn
Foresr and Stream
IiliegJ
Michigan Fermer
Sporls Afield
Can. Courier

Rei'd
Rei'd
A n using no more fiction
No lctter
Nice letter-hlSS ioo sentimental
Re1'd

Boy's Life
Colliers
Index

Rei'd nice leiter
Ret'd but would likc olhen
Can'i iise hai son

Phows: Duchess & Princess; Auto
Mach. Gun Baiiery: 3 lillegl; 3
(my own); Hamilton Gauli, also
Dr. Borland. also A.G. Dann

Canada Mondily

Note: Published 1 princes, 1 Ciauli, 1 P.I1.L.I.
si Landsdowne

Phaios (31

Outdoor Recreaiion
Field and Stream
Foresi and Stream
Ouidoor Life
Topical

Wani somelhing else
Rei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd

Recrcation

Rei'd

Snappy Stories
Love Siory

Ici'd
Ed. wmie: ioo risque: please scnd sume olher
Hei'd

1 - (?) Falls

Town Topics
Carrington

I

My Fuller's Phoa

Can. Courier

-

Ladies Home J.

Wom. Home Comp.
Good Housekeeping
The Woman's Mal.
Harper's Bazaar
Piciarial Review
Delineator
Ladies World
Everywoman's World

Mr. Wiley l i k d it. but Mr. Bok does mi wani
middle-aged stories
Rei'd slip
Leiier say ing aciion ioo slow
m'd
Hri'd

Rei'd
Rei'd
accepied

Thinks ihcy will publish in January:
won7 publish because e p p d in Canada
hionthly
Canada

Ret'd, no space

Topical Press Agen.

-

Can. Courier

Pb: '14
Pd:Nv 21 '14

Pb:h 16 '15

11

Photos: Univmiiy Club M n .

Can. Courier

I

Photo d: Sketch: Margarei
Macdonald

Can. Monihly

Phoio & Sketch: Mnbel Lindsay

Can. Monihly
Sai. Nighi

Publislied much similar
Kept photo. Rci'd sketch. Photo seni do
'Canada" by Mr. Moore

Genilmn

Railrd Man's Mag.
Smiths
Red Book

No remarks
Nice personal lerier
Rei'd
Rei'd. Ploi ioo slight
MT. Cosiain h i n h il 'greai'; wenis a change
d e , however. Will reium.
l=cqiedl

L

Shon Siorirs
Macleans

Pb: My '15

Adventure
Collicrs

Nice letter "Gocd Siufl'

Everyhody's
Sunday Magazines

No remarks
Flaiiering lettcr
Nice letter saying ihey are avoiding war topics
as long as possible

Peanons
Smiihs

Ret'd
Aiioihcr nice letter. but unsuitable

Lippincoris
Munseys
McClures

Ret'd
Ret'd

Ilarpen
Shon Stories
tlcant
Wom. Hom Cornp,
Assoc. Newspprs
Meiropoliisn
Continent
Ailantic Monthly
A.P. Watt
McClure's

Kec'd
Pemnal letter of refusa!
Hcc'd. Plot still to slighi!
Rei'd
Toa mannish
Rei'd
Ret'd
Ret'd
Ret'd
Nice letter from Mr (Towne?)

.

Ladies Home J.
Woman's World
Michigan Fanner
Everywoman's World

Over exploitcd subject
Ret'd
Tm rnuch material on hnnd
Accepted

Mies Home J.
Woman's Mag.
Delineator
Young People
Reader's Mag.
10 Slory
L.adies World

See letter
Rci'd
Reiurned Jan.
Hcfused in Phila. No office
Ret'd
Rct'd
I s i 112 pub M r '15
2nd 112 oub Mv '15

Canada Monthly

Wornen in Original Vocaiioru

Mscleans

Par%3ropk

Cm. Cwrier

Sk«ch: Major liolland

Cui. Monihly

SmMns wiihoui (nwiyl words

CM. Courier

htr 16 '15

('Spring')

Sketch: Col. Meighen

Cm. Monthly

To publish in May

S e m n s wiihout (many) words
'Chaiier'

Pb; Ap 24 '15

Cm. Courier

Can. Courier
Sribners

Ap 12 '15

Rctud

S w n Scc

Ap 12 '15

iiarpers

Ap 22 '15
Ap 29 '15
M y 1 '15
My 7 '15
My 13 '15
hly 15 '15
My 29 '15
Jn 1 '15
Jn 9 '15
Oc 4 '15

Usurl slip
Rei'd
Leiicr (mm Mary Stcwart cuiiing
Rei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd
Nol ruiiahle
Rei'd

Everybodys
McClures
Lippincoils
A.P. W i i i
Snappy Siories
Mctropoliian

Ainrlies
Canadian Mag
Carrington

I

Semions wiifioui (mny) vords
("Compulsiry corrupondencc')

Rei'd

Can. Courier

Can. Courier

hly 18 '15

\Vant more malerial
Sent more mairrial

fiisiory of archives
Phoio: Baie Wedding
r

Cm. Cwrier

S I . 81 3 0
S I . c =a
~ 1 61, A N

SI,7 1 JCI
SI, E 3a

I

-

-

--

SI. LZ

AN:^

--

r

--

LI

-

.

-

--

1% usui~
sapois r(d&ug

x

~VJM
r,wa

x

~ W s,wa
M

x
-- -

sauoij Xzwa

S I , IEJO

WW WJJd W.
VJA .SJWi~ JW oiwd I a%

(11mn0
'riW) awd t

- aand

5@UJhlUd S M a N

J ~ ! ~ .ut13
O D

..-

P,Wl
1

sl.BJO:%i

SI. ~ n : u

X

OS'IS

szs

U ! P N O ~ ) r ~ ~ B! S!~ II*p

I

I

t

1

SI. l JO

~ a u n o 3u n 3

lwppam aioq

.;

L

Mm Carleton Jones

Beck's Weekly

M n . Fleming

Bcck's Weekly

-

Marion Ruddick page
100 words re Mrs. (Hagen?)
Mrs. Rogers

Bcck's Weekly

Jessie Lee's photo

Can. Courier

The Nighi Run

Snappy Siorics

X

Smm Set
Breezy Siaria

X

X

Rdd

Tnie Siory

X

Rei'd

Nicc letter, but refuseci
Hei'd

X
Mrs. Kidd ( + notes)
M n . Carlton Jones

+ uual copy

Madeline de Vercheres Chap;

1 Lady Borden's photo
? Macdonald's photo
Noies re opening

CM. Courier

1I

1

Beck's Wwkly
Can. Courier

Reck's Weekly

Cm, Courier

Crowdcd out

X
Parliuncntar). Library

Beck's Weckly

X

Violet Btggar's phoio

Cm. Courier

X

The Mind of the Family

Ladies Home J.
Wonuin's Magazine
Can. Mag.

Her F i n i long Trousers-and his
laci"

Assoc. Sunday Mags.

1

1
1

*Som thingr men Dislikc in

mmn
[illeg] the iossilr & tlousing ihr
Houe

!

Assoc. Sunday Magr.

F ù Y '16

nwk's Weekly

Fb 11 '16
Fb 14 '16

Can. Courier

$1

X

X

x

Rei'd no m m
'

"

*

incorporateci in Canada Monihty

? Gauthier's photo

Bcck's Weekly

X

Fb 12 '16

Can. Courier

X

Deck's Weekly

X

h : F b 19 '16
$2

Pb:Ap 16 '16

Pb: (in part) Fb 26 '16

wpy re Russell Natural Gu.
Co.
Running Riot Thmugh Parlimeni

II Note:

1 Canaûa Monihly

-

I;b 25

'16

.

X

$20

Fb 29th 1916 Ediied Patriotic Eûition of Ottawa Free P m s (fur nothing...save erasure (mm those whose antribuiions werc cul to bibi
Snappy Siories

Smna Set
La Parisienne
Breezy Siories

Nicc leitcr from Mr. Hardy
Rei'd
Rei'd
Rei'd

Assoc. Sat. Mags.

-

The Woman Box Labrador
(illegiblc notes below Lhis cniry
rcgarding submissians on M r 29
'16 and Apr. 15 '16 io Assoc, S.
Mags: ariicle titles look like,
"Men who cannot ?, Most
uncomfortablc men. Usefulnas of
ncwsp~perlAl1 rctumed

Miss Crews

Sa!. Eve. l'mi

Colliers

Rei'd
Rei'd

Red h k
Munseys
Macleans

Rct'd
Wani ii reviscd
Rec'd $40 Imni hlaclran's Dc ' 16

Pb:Ap '16

The Shadow Iiand

McLures
Ladies Home J
Everywoman's World

My 3 '16
My 3 '16
My 17 '16

Mrs. Murphy's ph10

Can. Courier

My 1 '16

X

3 photos (groupl "Masrer Will" I
Eugene, I Doroihy

Can Courier

My 10 '16

X

Gmup "Marier Will"

Siandard

My 13 '16
--

Miss My Lauchs phoio

+ brief

--

--

Rei'd
Rei'd

X

Puhlished I gmup

X
-

My 22 '16

Can. Courier

X
X

My l l '16

.

X

COPY

1)

-

Note: Bcck's Weekly paid on accouni $15. Balance of
A ttouse of Chicks. etc.

Everybodys

Miking the Acquainiance of thai
Slrange Animal-Your Boy

Everywornan'a Wortd

" Pigs"; " Accidenb"

Everyweck

1

Jn 5 '16

I n 9 '16
Jn 9 '16

1

"Plucking Pearls fmm Pouliry'
phoios

-

Adopied Millionaircs
I n Spiie of Everyhing
- -

-- - - --

-

1

1
I

Csnada Monhly
Everywoman's World

Jn 20 '16

Everyweek
n
*

Jn 20 '16
Jn 20 '16

Miss Fraser

X

JI 1 '16
1

An Effective Bammeicr

Everyweek
Miss Jane Siuarl

Assoc. Sun.

JI 29 '16

Mags.

Sp 8 '16
I

Can. Courier

Sp 15 '16
1

Mrs. (McKulvry) Bull

Can. Courier

(

!

1

Rei'd

X

Dc 5 '16

. .-

X

1

3 ideas for spreads:
1 anecdoie; 1 sriicle and phoro
An Uncornfortable Bed

-

$35 due. For 12 wecks work. See hack enirics l a & Feb. '16, Jn 30 '16 paid - on acc't $15 more,

1

Sp 16'16

1

Split lillegl skcictics

b

Miss York

Can. Courier

Sp 18 '16

Mam'selle

Everywoman's World

Sp20'16

Sp27'16

Faie of Allies phoio

CM. Courier

Sp 26 '16

Oc 3 '16

Pholo of Sir Robert Borden

Cm. Courier

Sp 30 '16

X

Group Vas

Sat. Nighi

Oc 16 '16

X

.

II Note:
I

1

-

Oc 23 *16 Rec'd fmrn Canaûa Monthly,

X

Rei'd

Accepteci - 112 ccni pcr (wonil

X

X

$25

h:Dc '16

$1

h : S p 30 '16

Rei'd

Pub. wiih K. (ihnker's?J article

$1

IW

.-

Mrs Palriarche only woman
censor in Canada

Can Couricr

A Luger Order- anecdote

Sai. Night

Kleath (more mies taler)

Srnall, Maynard & Co

Revision (illegl

Dc 6 siaiemeni. see file
Synopsis-Bccauscof Aloula
Where you Sirike ir Lucky

1

Small. Maynard & Ca

I Recreaiion

Pillars in the Ternplc of
Achievemeni: (Wornan'ï Page
SlufO Mary Grant. Miss E.
Reid, Miss Bell, Miss Lewis. M n
(Rivers Bulkulry). Mn. Patriarche

Everywoman's World

Aniwar Ali

Cm. Mag.
Siory submiiied for
A.H. Whanon

-

Plucky Pioneen: Rosa Whiiraves.
Miss Carling. Miss Nicholson.
Mrs. McLagau. Mm. Rowe. Mm.
Smellie. My Lauchs, Mrs Wilson,
Miss Waii. M n Taylor. M.
, Burkholder

-

Everywoman's World

Rec'd from Maclean's $12 for "MnMcLageu in Feb. 1917; Wec'd fmrn Maclcans S 10 for Mm. Hayier Red Mar. 1917
Owncr of 28 Above
fl

Revised and rei'd to
Canada Monihly

Mr 26 '17

X

$15

Pb:Ag '17

I

II

1.
II

M n . Sherk

Macleans

Hisiorical Churches
- 9 phoios

Canada Monthly

MirceIlanmus Copy

Evcryweek

Ladies Over Lightly
Mrs. Anderson. Mr. Tibhiib.
Mn. (Roarucl, Mm Roberis. Mrs
Smith, Mn Scott. M n Moffait.

Everywoman's World

Tickets and Home-Made Drama

Canada Monthly

Wainwrighi's Dabble in Real
Estatc (Pseud: J.H. Digby)

1

1

1

Credit S i 5 agiinr $40 alreaûy paid

Can. Courier
Canada Monhly

I

Tht Owner of 28 Above

Canada Mondily

Sp 12-wanb al1 righis (or

SI5

Co-author C.Bunu
In the Country of the !hinu

1)

II

I

Canada

I

Siudy in Black & White

)

The Last Tragedy in ihc North

Canada

X

1 Buys syndica. siuff
1 Nol type of anide

I

X

O

publish in Eng.

I

The Geniler Side of Politics:
Cabinet Minister Wives-Thc
Duchess. Lady Borden. Lady
Fosier, Lsdy White, Lady Kemp.
Mir Reid. M n Doheny. Mme
Bliudin. hirs Hagin, M n BumeIl.
M n Cmhers, Mrs Rogers

1
I

Everywonran's World

Fifiy Yean of Confedcraiion

II

Cm. Courier

1 Sunday Henld

Canada Monhly
I

Editorial-Snobbishness

1

Canada Mnnthlv
Pd Mrs. llobbs $3.20

1

$10

1

How Christmas Came u, Nina'
( X w play for children)

Everywoman's World

Lsdy Anne, M n Livesay

Can. Mag.

Edimrials: Ovcrdone Efficiency;
The Baicr ro FA[ You My üear

Canada Monihly

Pairioiism in Produciion
Dr. Armstrong (Edith Boyne);
Mrs Checklcy (Miss Burkholder);
Miss Saunders (Mrs Connolly);
Miss Cline (Miss Burkblderl:
Mrs Parlby (Mrs Williamson)

With ihe Help of Pandora

1

e
Pd $2.00 for Coyne)

Everywuman's World

I

1

I

I

Sman Sei

X

Rei'd

I
the wriier's sclling
agency

Special Delivery.
King Pin

IO

Canada Monihly

Only Wornen:
Miss Jarnison (Mm Taylor); Miss
Grant 1E.D. Marshall); Miss Black
(self); Lady Mary (selfi; Mn
Garnier (Miss Tnmbte)

Evcrywoman's World

Mn

Davidson. Miss Blackburn.
A h u r McElhinny

Cao. Mng.

Lady [?] Wedding

Saiurday Nighi
ltlus London News

+--

(Marshall Pd 52.00)

-

I

Miss [Basie?] Wesi

Mm. b g & 4
?

I

--

-

Everyweek

X

'î'oo late

Evcryweek
Can. Mag.

X

Too laie

- Noie: Mary MncEachern $2
- Note: (Malt?) O'Reilly $2

(Miss Wat~);Miss
Bliss (Miss Wiii); Mrs
Hollingshead (G.D.Marshall);

Miss &.ton

Northem tighu Dep'i:
Miss West (Mr. MacMemI;
Miss Hughes (Mn Huiton)

Canadian

G d Moming Doc!

Everyweek
[illeg]
Canada Monihlv

m
Message in Thrift:

Evcrywonian's World

Mrs Ralph Srniih (Miss Watt);

M n Hodgins (Miss Waii); Lady
Borden (Miss Wall); Mn l?].
Mn
M C ~ ~( rJc ~I îMiss
~ ; FM
(Miss Flood)

11

I

Miss Johnson's Ellen

1

Evervwoman'r World

(?) Service: (The Victorian Order
of Nurses)

Everywoman's World

A Roamin' off
(Editorial)

Canada Monihly

IO Siberia

(Editoriats): War Rices-A
Cornparison;
History Repeaiing Iwlf Eighi

Canada Weekly

Mrs Esmond (Marshall)

The Canadian

Mn. Gale (Marshall)

The Canaâian

Rei'd

1

Women who have mndc positions
for thmrsclves:
Mn Evans (Miss Flood);
Mrs Housiis (Miss Flood);
Miss McLaughlin (Miss Coyne;
Janey Canuck (Minel; M n Lean
(Miss Watt)

Woman Hiken

Everywom's World

Everyweek
--

--

--

.

The Canadian
-- -

My Liiile Lamb (Old
Econornizing')

Canaâa Weekly

Mn.Langford (Mn. Taylor);

Canaâian Mag

Mn. Manhall (Mrs Pricel
Mr. T ~ M S

Canedian Mag

lntcresiing women [rom
Everywhere: Mrs Eric McLachlin
(selIl; M n McNaughion
(Manhall);
Miss Burkholder (selIl;
Mrs Williamson (Trimblrr);
MIS Lewis (Taylor)

Everywoms World

(Editorials)
Women's Conference with Gov'i
(Calling in the Women); Remrd
Fire Desiruciion (Canada's
Unenviable Repumiion)

Canada Weekly

Everywoman's World

I

The Shaft of Haie

McClure's
Mecropolitan
Munsey's

r

Maclean's

EvcryM y ' s

Sir Prcderick Fraser

Can. Mag.

Encouraging Leltcr
Tm unpleasani
Nice Iencr

Mks (Paloys?] (F.Ganide): Mr
Douglas (F.Garsidc)

Everyweek

Hismrical Churches

Can. Mag.

Motor Drivers: Miss 1?1 (Russell);
Mn. Matihews (Law); McLachlin
(Self); Butler (Fruwiiei

Everywornan's

Water Power in Fmce

Canada Wedrly

Mr 6 '18

X
X

Ap 1 '18

World

My 25 '18

Rei'd

Rei'd
Note: (pay Miss Hiamton)

X

$25
-

Mr 28 '18

Ap 22 '18 Rec'd 569.W h m Canada Weekly. payrneni in full for al1 published rnetrrial.

w c e : Madge Macbeth Journal ( O C A ) ~

X

Pb:Jn '18

Included in her journal was this letter which marked the beguuiing of Macbeth's short story
writing career in Canada. The writing on the top left hand-corner is Macbeth's. It reads:

"My entry into Canadian magazines. First of a series. Closely followed by successes in

"Canada Monthly " and othen."

Tor

Dear Kadam:

We would b e disposed to
accept f o t p u b l i c a t la& in t h e
W i s n Ww.+d
y-r monologue
entitled ' ~ r r l ~ @ a . ~ g a g e r n e n t ~ ,
p r w i d e d OUF p r i ~ sof rive dollar8
m u l d be f!nr+hfietqry to you. In

lt r a r r l d b e r o r t h ~ r b i l bt o t r y
soma*
.ouainifptdtrnt1 0 ~ 8 .
ô u practice
~
f l t0'-pay cantribtrtors
on the rifteenth of the month of
p u b l k et Ion. ~leaae
-'letas knor

307
Notes:
Appendix B: Madge Macbeth's Journal of Published and Unpublished Works

'There was a note on the front of this manuscript stating (in Macbeth's handwriting),
"This was stolen and used in a vaudeville bill 1 just happened to see in [illeg] in Atlantic
City" (NAC MG30-D52,Volume 9).
2Macbeth writes. in Over MY Shoulder. that Dr. Crews was "head of the Methodist
School Publications" and "one of [Macbeth's] most receptive editors.

. . . Unknown to

himself, he provided [her] with many a more plenteous dinner than [she] would otherwise
have enjoyed. [Macbeth doesn't] recall ever getting from him. a rejection slip" (85).
q h e r e were many requests in Macbeth's papers for play instructions for "How
Christmas Came to Nina." These Ietters were from al1 over Canada, and Macbeth sent
these instructions for people who were interested in producing the play at schoolslSunday
schools (for example Evans: Shipman) .
"The dollar arnounts for the following articles were not included in Macbeth's journal
at the OCA.

These dollar amounts were located at the NAC, MG30-D52-1 (File:

Correspondence 2918, 382-490):

"Never Mind Russia;" "The Better to Eat You;"

"Overdone Efficiency; " "A Roamin' off to Siberia; " " Mr. Boggs Rouses Himself; "
"History Repeating Itself;" "Eight Hundred Per Cent;" "Calling in the Women;"
"Canada's Unenviable Reputation;" Mrs. Sherk (Maclean's article); and "My Little
Lamb" (NAC Volume 1).
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Appendix C:

Madge Macbeth's Novels: Publications and Royalties1
Royaity Agreement

Deccmbu 20.
' 16

Bmadway
Publishing
Company. New
Yorlc

'We will a g m to pay am
accaunt for to you on al1
copies of y w r book whic
~y be sold by us a
royalty of 4û%: it k i n g
undmrood h t . i f sala
atc succcssfuI. after 1ûOû
copies arc sold ihc myalg
is r c ~be inueaKd to 45%'
(section 8 of contraci).
- Broadway distributes 50
copia for advenisemcnt
and pay for pastage. said
copia exempt from
accwnring. Macbelh was
to e i v e 25 copies of the
book fret upon issue. She
pays $375 for this service.

Small. Maynard
and Co Inc.

10%-first 5.000 sold
12.5%-second 5.000 sold
15% if over 10.000 sald
(in America)

Book Pntc

Sala

1567 copies during Ihe s u
m o n h ending Nov. 1.
1917
Note: we k g lave to
infonn you that the movie
righo of Kleath har
eamed you the sum of
442.00. Her sharc is
65% of moneys received.
and rnoney rcccived was

S680.00
3ctober 20.

22

Hoddcr and
Sloughion Lld
rnd The Musson
Book Co..

CYiadian version:
1925 - f o r 1924
(183 a l 17.5% royalty)
Regular version:
520 for 1923
(17.5% royalty)

-

uly 14. '25

hphic
'ublisheo
H.E. Miller)
convacr has
vge pmlection
lause protecting
ublisher fmm
bel sui&

10% on fimi 5.000 sold.
10% in e x w s of 5.000
15% in urcess of 10.000

-

2656 up IO and
including Dember 3 1 .
1925 (82 complimentary
copies dismiuttd;
:onsignmenc 958:acnial
iales 1698)

U

- Jan 1-June 30 1929
-

16 Jan t Junc 30. 1930

-

Shdles

12. M% on thc caralogue
rciU1 price of every copy
of said sold up to 5.000
copies 12. M% on every
copy sold in exof
5.000 up io 10.000
15% on every copy sold in
cxccss of 10.000

S1.M to
$2.00

416 - tû DCC.31. 1926
San 1-June 30. 1927
Suly I - D e 31. 1927
May 1Sept 30. 1927
Jan 1-June 30. 1928
3 July 1-DCC31. 1928
2 Jan 1-June 30. 1929
22 JUIY1-Dec 31. 1929
16 San 1-Junt M. 1930

92
42
33
6

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Lonn Dav:

not to

11 -Jan 1 to J1uieM

Reminiscenccs
of the Yukon
(As W.S. Dill)

exceed

1929

52.00

11 July 31-Da 31. 1929
2 - Jan 1-june 30. 1930

- - .

B y Dam,
Oncsiphod

-merno of
agreement

( A B . Conway
and Madge

Mtssn Stanley
Paul and Co Ltd.
in Landon
England.

Macbeth c e
authors)

work
tenrativlely
entitlcd h n a r
Yaur Neiahboor

-

-

Royalty IO% up to 2.000
12.5% 2.000 rn 4 . W
15% kyond 4.000
+ royalty of Threcpenct
(3d) on al1 copies sold in
the Colonies and
Dependencia turccpiing
Canada)

- m e m of
agreement with
Louis c m - e r &
Co. Ltd.

Source: National Archives of Canada (NAC) .

-
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Notes:
Appendix C: Madge Macbeth's Novels: Publications and Royalties
'Macbeth published several other novels: however, publication information nand
royalty statements were unavailable at the time of my research.
' ~ o t e sin Macbeth's Journal from OCA regarding The Wiming Game are as
folIows:
Sent: August 1, 1909 to Musson Book Co.
Reply: September 11, 1909:
"We have the following report from three readers: the first and second section of
the siory decidedly well-written. the climax is probably ioo dramatic and loses some

of its artistic value because of the impossibility of the situation: - The story is not
sufficiently Canadian to give it permanent value, and is a temporary risk. the market
is not large enough. The story is extremely well written and I should think would be
of value to a house commanding a larger field. "

- Musson advises sending it to Doubleday Page & Co.
Sent:

& will take a Canadian edition.

September. 1909 - Doubleday, Page & Co.. N.Y.

Reply: October 5, 1909 - retumed courteously
Sent: October 7 1909 - Harpen

Reply: October 9. 1909 - retumed. Not a financial success story. they think.
Sent: October 7, 1909 - Dodge
Reply: October 20. 1909 - Ret'd--too many books on hand.
Sent: October 10. 1909 - Grossett and Dunlap
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Reply: October 20. 1909 - ret'd--do no direct publishing
Sent: October 23, 1909 Dodd Mead.
No particular criticisrn. Sirnply can't use it.
Sent: November 14, 1909 Bobbs-MerriIl--Ret'd
Sent: December 1, 1909 Dillingham & Co.--Ret'd with no criticism
Sent: January 8, 1910 Cochraine & Co.--Splendid cnticism. Will publish if 1
advance a sum as guarantee. Under consideration
Sent: January 15. 1910 Lippincott--Returned: rather restrained criticism. Says the
atmosphere is too sordid though sorne reader might feel differently." Sent Feb 3 to
Jacobs. "But for the unpleasant effect produced by the story, would have used it.
Very strong, and quite consistent, characters al1 alive, but too morbid. Send more
work.
Broadway: Accepts March 6 . 1910. Published June 1, 1910.

'Eric Gaskell notes that this book was originally to be called Desire Under the
Ma~les(Gaskell interview). It was eventually published as Onesiohore. Our
Neighbour in Canada and Eegaar Your Neiahbor in Britain.
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